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SPEECll TO BE DELIVERED BY THE HON. CABINET 
MINISTER Of COMMERCE ANO INDUSTRY HON. R. 
M. CHONGO, HCC, MP AT THE OFFICIAL OPENING 
or THE NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON INDUSTRIAL STPATEGY 

rm. CllAIRMAN, 
YOUR EXCELLENCY THE UNOP RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE, 

Tl:E DIRECTOR UNIDO, 
THE CHAIRMAN ZACCI, 
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS, 

PA!HJ.CIPANTS, 
LADIES J\NO GENTLEMEN, 

IT IS HY GREAT PLEASURE T~ OE ASSOCIATED WITH TODAY'S 

OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON INDU~TRIAL 

STRATEGY. AS flOST or us HUST CE JH-JJ\RE' HIE PEP.f JRMANCE OF 
THE ttJ\NUFACTURING SECTOR ~Ill TC A LARGE EXTENT DETERMINE 

HOW SUCCESSfl!L OUR EFFORTS H~~;_ BE IN RESTRUCTURING OUR 

ECONOMY. 

rm. CllAIRMAN, t'.AY YOU THEHEFOP.E ALLO\-! m: TO OUTLH!E THE 

!lISTCRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF T~E MANUFACTURING SECTOR IN 

ZAMOIA. 

I . .... . 
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AT INDEPENDENCE THE CONTRIBUTION Of lHE MANUFACTURING SECTOR 
TO ZAMBIA'S GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) WAS A HERE SEVEN PER CENT 

(7~). 

AFTER INDEPENDENCE, THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR EXPANDED RAPIDLY. 
THERE WERE SEVERAL FACTORS THAT STIMULATED THE RAPID EXPANSION Of 

THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR:-

(i) THE DECLARATION Of UDI, IN RHODESIA IN 1965 BROUGHT 
A NEW SENSE Of URGENCY TO THE DEVELOPMENT Of LOCAL 

MANUFACTURING CAPACiTY. 

(ii) THE HIGH COPPER PRICES Of THE 1960'5 ENABLED GOVERN
MENT TO EXPAND INVEST~ENT IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR. 

(iii) AS WAGES AND SALARIES ROSE IN ALL SECTORS, DEMAND FOR 
CONSUMER GOODS EXPANDED, THIS DEMAND PUSHED FURTHER 

INVESTMENTS INTO THE SECTOR. 

COMRADE CHAIRMAN, DESPITE THIS RAPID GROWTH IN MANUFACTURING 
SECTOR, A CLOSE EXAMINATION REVEALED SEVERAL UNDESIRABLE FEATURES 

OF THE SECTOR:-

I . .... . 

, 
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(i} IT BECAME INCREASINGLY DEPENDENT ON IMPORTED MACHINERY, 

SPAR[ PARTS AND RAH MATERIALS. 

(ii) LOCAL VALUE - ADDED ACTUALLY DECLINED fROM HALf TO 
A THIRD Of THE GROSS OUTPUT Of MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 

(iii) ZAHDIA'S POST-INDEPENDENCE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
DE~ELOPED AS A CONSUMER Of THE PRODUCTS OF THE METRO
POLITAN ECONOMY Of EUROPE. THERE ~AS LITTLE OR NO 

LINKAGES ~ITH THE DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

AS A RESULT or THESE FACTORS, COMRADE CHAIRMAN, ZAMBIA'S 

ECONOHY OECAHE EXTREMELY DEPENDENT ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE. 
EXPORTS ANO lMPORTS CONTRIBUTED UP TO 48 PER CENT Of REAL GROSS 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTS (GDP) 

AS A RESULT Of ANO IN ADDITION TO THE PROBLEMS MENTIONED 

ABOVE NE~ PROGLEHS HAVE DEVELOPED. THE CURRENT PROBLEMS, COMRAD' 

CHAIRf-~AN, INCLUDE: UNDER UTILIZATION Of INSTALLED CAPACITIES; 
THE HIGH COST Of INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS; INADEQUATE PHYSICAL 
INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE; INSUff ICIENT SKILLED HANPOHER, 
ESPECIALLf TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES; LIMITED FINANCIAL RESOURC 
AND HIGH DEPENDENCE ON THE EXPORT Of SINGLE COMMODITY NAHELY 
COPPER, TlllS SITUATION COMRADE CHAIRMAN, COUPLEO WITH THE LACK 0 

I . .... . 
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REQUISTE HINIMUn INDUSTRIAL O/\SE, MACE THE COUNTRY MORE 

SUSCEPTIE3LE TG C~!ANGES IN T:JE INTERN/\T.IONAL ECONOMIC ENVIRON
MENT. 

IT IS AGAINST THE ABOVE BACKGROUND COMRADE CHAIRMAN, 
THAT THE UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP~ENT ORGANISATION 
(UNIDO) lN CONJUCTION l-!ITH THE GOVERNMENT Of THE REPUBLIC OF' 
ZAMDIA HAVE ORGANIZED THIS IMPORTANT HOR~SHOP ON INDUSTRIAL 
STRATEGIES AND POLICIES. EXPERTS hlllO HILL OE PRESENTING PAPERS 
AS t~ELL AS THE PARTICIPANTS TO THE ~~ORY.SHOP HAVE SEEN DRAWN F'ROM 
A WIDE CROSS-SECTION OF' THE ECO~OMY. 

fOR EXAMPLE, ~iE llAVE EXPERTS FROM : NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR 
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING (NCDP), UNIVERSITY OF ZAMOIA (UNZA), 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (INDECO), ZAMBIA INDUSTRIAL 
AND MINING CORPORAT!ON (ZIMCO), ZAMBIA CONSOLIDATED COPPER MINES 
LTD (ZCCM), BANK OF ZAHBIA (BOZ), TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND 
ADVISORY UNIT (TDAU), ZAMBIA CONFEDERATION Of INDUSTRIES AND 
CHAMBERS OF COHMERCt, UNIDO, TO MENTION BUT A FEW. 

I . .... . 
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I TllEREFORC, URGE Tl!E HORKSllOP, COMrlJ\DE CHA lRM/\N TO FOCUS 

A TT EN TI Of'! ON: -

(i) ASSESSING THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL OBJECTIVES AND 

PRIORITIES. 

(ii) IDENTIFYING MEASURES FOR ADJUSTING OR REFORMULATING 

THE HJDUSTRIALIZATION STRAT::::GIES AND POLICIES IN 

(iii) LAYING THE GROUHC HORK FO~ THE PREPARATION Of AN 

HJDUSTRTAL MASTEP. PLAN im~c:.; 1-.!0ULO PROVIDE TllE 

FRAME MOR!< fOR TllE JilPLG!ErH AT ION OF HIE GOVERNMENT'S 

INDUSTRIALIZATION PROGRAHME. 

(iv) IDENTIFYING WAYS AND MEANS OF ENSURING THE OPTIMUM 

CONTP.HHJTION OF TliE EXISTH~G IN5TiTUTim~s IN TUE 

INDUSTRIALIZATION PROCESS. 

COMRADE CllAIRf1AN' LET j~[ N0!•1 cor;E TO DATA COLLECT ION AND 

MmJITORING. HIE PflEPl\RATIOM, (\11\LUATim~ AND r1m·!!TORlMG OF 

INDUSTRIAL PERFORi·iArlCE IS AN £55t::tHJAL ACT!VJTY OOTli FOR 

PUBLIC M!D PHIIJl'.TE SECTOfl IN\!E!;Tf1n!T. HmU~iTRIAL :?ONITO!HNG 

ACTIVITIES HI\\,'[ 3EO! AN AREA r.F R/\Tl·l!:!"I 5Ul!·1 DCIJELOPflENT rn 

TtlE COUNTRY. 

I . .... . 
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CHAPTER TllIRTY {30) OF HIE FOUR HI r-;A TIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN (fNDP) ADDRESS£S HIE ISSUE Of MON IT ORINC: AS AN IMPORTANT 

TOOL IN TME REAL I ZA TI ON OF TllE 0'3JECTI VES Of THE PLAN ( fNDP). 

THERE ARE ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES Of PROJECT MONITORING ANO 
EVALUATIOH SYSTEMS:-

(i) FOR EXAMPLE; TO HELP ENSURE CLOSE SUPERVISION or 
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION BY MONITORING PROGRESS 
DURING THE PROJECT LIFE. 

(ii) IT ATTEMPTS TO COMPARE PROJECT IHPLEnENTATION PLAN 
AGAINST ACTUAL PERFORHANCES. 

(i!i) IT PROVIOES TIMELY fEEDOACK ttECHANISN SUCH THAT TIMl 
LAGS AND BOTTLENECKS IN PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION ARE 
IDENTIFIED EARLY ENOUGH TO ENABLE CORRECTIVE ACTION. 

FINALLY, IT ENABLES THE GOVERNMENT OR DONORS TO ASSESS 
THE KATER!AL NEEDS OF THE PROJECT AND HAKE PROPER FINA~CIAL 
ASSESSMENT. 

I . .... . 
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IT !S T~EREFORE, AN IMPORTANT TASK FOR THE WORKSHOP, 

COMRADE CHAIRMAN, TO COME UP MITH A COMPREHENSIVE PROJECT 

EVALUATION AND MO~ITORING SYSTEM. 

COMRADE CHAIRMAN, ALLOH ME TO OISCUSS YET ANOTHER VERY 

IHPORTANT BUT IGNOnED FACTOR IN THE ERA OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

ESPECIALLY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES LIKE ZAMBIA. RESEARCH ANO 

DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES ARE ESSENTIAL NOT ONLY TO DEVELOP 
APPROPRIATE TECMNOLOGY ALSO TO FIND ~AYS AND MEANS or SATISFY!~ 
TH~ P.EO.UIRED STANDARDS. 

AT PRESENT VERY LITTLE EFFORT IS MADE TO PROMOTE INDUSTRI

ALIZATION T:IROIJGI-! HIE AOAPTIOM or EXISTING OR OE\JELOPf-iENT OF 

NEH PRODUCTS. 

CO~RADE CHAIRMAN, DESPITE CLEAR GOVERNMENT POLICY 

REGf1RD I NG n:E !1-lPORT A~H ROLE OF 5 J.MPLE SCI ENT If IC RESEARCI:, 

T:IERE I 5 'JE:RY LITTLE IN'JOL \/EMENT BY INDUSTRY IN Rf:::SEARCM. 

iHIS LAC:< or-- IN\/EST:ENT rn TME l)(\IELOPMENT OF oor1ESTIC 

SC~[NT!FJC SIJP?Of:TI~'C PlSTTTUTION TO SUPPO~TJ\!i:. 

PRODUCTJOr~; on;::s ~WT m~LY LH'in rm: EcmrnMIC USE Of om~ESTIC 
RESOURCCS CUT ALSO P.ESTRIC"!"S lit::: Accu:;uun1or~ Ot TECMtJOLOGICAL 

!<NO!-J-M0\-1. 

I . .... . 
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co~rnAiJf:: CtiAllHiM~, IT IS lMi'EllAlIV~ fOR ZAtmll'. Tl) HHTIATE 

A COf-iPP.Ei:C~Sl\![ P~OGH:UE"!E TO PllOMOIE J\ND ENCOURAGE TliE 

APPLICATION OF ART AND SCIENCE TO PRODUCTION. 

COMRAOE ~HAIRMAN, MAY I ORA~ THE ATTENTION Of THE NORKSHOP 
TO ANOTHER AREA OF CONCERN - LINKAGES. G~EATER SECTORIAL LINKAGE'. • 

ARE NECESSARY FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT Of A GROWTH - GENERATING INDUS-

TRIAL SVSTEf1. El\Cl! SECTO:! SHOULD RECEIVE ITS INPUTS FROM TUE 
OTHER SECTORS A~O SUPPLY ITS OU~PUT TO THE OTHER SECTORS. IN SUCi 

A SYSTEM: cor-mADt: CHAIRMAN, EVEN A snALL INVESTMENT MAS A CONSI

DERABLE NET OR MULTIPLIER EFFECT ~N THE ENTIRE ECONOMY. 

AT THE MOMENT, ZAM3!AN ECONOMY CANNOT FULLY AVAIL ITSELF 

OF SUCl-I A r-illL TIPLIER EfFECTS BECAUSE OF ITS LOOSE AND UN

INTERCONNECTED NATURE OF THE ECONOMY. 

IT IS UP TO THE WORKSHOP, COMRADE CHAIRMAN TO HORK OUT A 
COMPREHENSH'[ SYSTEM l·JIHCH HILL ACMIEVE THESE DtSlRED SOCIO-

ECONOMIC GCALS. 

I . .... . 
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LET m: ~ONCLUOL OY HMNIONG l!NDP l~llO HERE GCNOROUS 
n.:nUG!I TO s~_::'PORT THIS SErHN/\R. t-:E LOO!< fORHARD TO EVEN 

MORE CG-OPERATION W!TH THEM. 

IT IS NOW MY HONOUR AND PRIV!LLEGE TO DECLARE THIS 

NATIO~AL HOHKSHOP ON INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY Off!C!ALLY OPEN. 

THANK YOU. 
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IDDA NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON INDUSTRIAL STRATEGY 

Hon. Minister, 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Distiguished Guests, 

It is my pleasure to be among you on thisoccassion. 

As we have limited time and also no doubt that participants 

are aware of the nature of this Workshop, nevertheless let 

we briefly say a few words on the Programme of the Industrial 

Development Decade for Africa. As this Workshop has been 

orglnized by UNIDG under IDDA progra~me jointly with Ministry 

of Commerce and Industry. UNIDO has with the assistance of 

Governments ~-t- other countries in Africa has hosted similar 

Workshoos. 

1. As early as 1971, tile First Conference ofAfrican Ministers 

of Industry adopted the "Adais Ababa Declaration on Industrial 

Development in Africa", which reiterated the industrialization -

as top priority for African economies. Realizing that unless a 

major C!iange in the strategies for eco~omic and social development 

is ushered in, the chance of a better future for their peoples 

are endangered, subsequent meetings of AfricanMinisters and Heads 

of States and Government deliberated more on alternate patterns 

of development and living conditions in the African region. In 

1979 the Fifth Conference of Ministers of the Economic 

Commission for Africa adopted a resolution on a strategy for the 

African region within the framework of the International 

Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development 
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Decade. A call was made at this meeting by the UNIDO delegate 

in his general statement to declare the p~riod 1980-1990 as the 

IndustrialDev~lopment Decade for Africa, for the purpose of 

focussing greater attention and evoking greater political 

commitment ar.d financial as well as te~hnical support, at the 

national, re~ional and internationl levels forthe industrialization 

of Africa. I~ response to the decision and declarations of the 

foregoing me€tings,the Third General Conference of UNIDO at 

New Delhi in rebruary, 1980 and the OAU Economic Summit at 

Lagos later :n the year endorsed the decision to take appropriate 

steps to hav( the years 1980-1990 declared as the Industrial 

Development Cecade for Africa. 

The United Nations General Assembly, responding to the 

requests of the OAU and UNIDO, proclaimed, in its resolution 

35/668 of 5 Cecember 1980, the period 1980-1990 ~s the 

Industrial Development Decade for Africa thus giving world-wide 

recognition to the Decade. This was strongly supported at the 

thirty-third ordinary session for the purpose of focussing polit1ca 

commitment and financial as well as technical support, at the 

nationai, regional and international lev2ls. for the ~ndustrialization 

of Africa. 

2. Essentially, the strategy for Africa'self-sustained ind ~strial 

development calls for an integrated appproach to and interdependence 

of industrial and allied activities. 

3. Greater sectoral linKages are necessary for the achievement of a 

growth-generating industrial system because a stimulus in one sector, 

for example, an increase in the demand for products in a given sector, 
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is passed on tc the o~her sectors. 

4.The objective of the Workshop is to discuss ways and reans of 

promoting strategy and planning for Industrial Development of 

Zambia and to address the problems. We hope that reconmendation 

will be in the area of priorities for policy framework for promotion 

for institution mechanism. Such as research development.standardiza_ 

tion .of product~. information system. joint venture investments. 

marketing and industrial fairs and infrastructure development. The 

reconmendation to overcome the existing uncertainity and lack of 

control over the economy by insufficient planned strategy. am 

sure the recommendation will take in account various past and existing 

national plan, policy and strategies drawn by the Government and the 

snortfalls. With the view to identify those elements that are 

inconsistance for sound s1.rategy a~d planning. In order to make 

reconunendations it will first be necessary to explore the policy 

requirements to define some of the implementation problems. 

Local resource based industries are most important for Zambia 

at the same time industrial policies and incentives, promotions of 

institutional framework for planning machinery for rehabilitation of 

industrial sector and improvement of management, including fisical 

growth by raising capacity utilization and to diversify exports 

by use of local raw materials, and other measures to increase the 

Government capacity to manage the economy. 

All developing countries face a set of shared problems in 

elaborating economic strategies such as the fundamental orientation 

and the kind of economic growth chosen, combining optumum rates of 

accumulation, steadily increasing consumption, employment and 

per~0nal development opportunities and change in Social Structure, 

and above all the choice of technology for economic growth, with 
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little or no flexibility to accomodate internal and external 

conditions such as change in consumer demand, new technologies anc 

products, deterioration of external market conditions. 

These are the areas that would require to be examined during this 

Workshop for one set of reconmendation aimed to transform the 

mechanism to promote economies of Zambia through industrial 

development. 
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The neFd for an Industrial Development Strategy 

(Paper to be presented to the National 

Workshop and Industrial Strategy to 

be held in Lusaka) 

J. Nakalonl)a 
SENIQR ECCNC~iST 
MINISTRY rr COH~ERCE AND INDUSTRY 
P.O. BOX 31968 
1(1101 LUS~KA 
ZAl-:r!TA. 

'' ' 
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1.0 IRTRODUCTIOM: 

Enhencement or production in both quantitative and 

qualitativ~ teras is the basis tor industrial development in 

the economy. Manul'acturing enterprises, as producers, are 

therefore the agents of industrial development. The performance 

ot these enterprises is ve-ry auch dependent on the econOlli.c/ 

technical envi.ronaent under which they eperate. This is because 

the economic/technical envi~onaent offers opportunities or 

bottlenecllsvith respect tc Manufacturing Pre-requisites such as 

availability or rav materials, technology, markets, finance skilled 

labour etc. 

Promoting Industrial Development at the National level must 

therefore, out of necessi~ be concentrated at creating the 

enabling environment for manul'acturi.ng activities to flourish. 

The fact that the environment can be created, or rather that it 

can be changed so as to facilitate manufacturing emphasises that 

Industrial Development is an activity that can and should be 

consciously and deliberately planned tor if maximum results are 

to be achieved. 

Apart from accelerated growth, industrial development 

also constitutes the attainment of specific National objectives such 
Foreign 

as increased generation of/exchange, higher living standards !or 

workers etc. The need to influence manufacturers so that their 

performance is geared towards meeting national aspirations 

further strengthens the case tor conscious planning of Industrial 

Development. 

Although the Manul'acturing sector is a component part 

or the Annual and medium term (5 year) National DevelopMent Plans, 

it must be emphasised that this planning process is just one 

aspect or government intervention in the manufacturing sector. 
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There are also other aspects such as legislation, fiscal and 

monetary policy and statements from political authorities. This 

ine·fitabily means that apart from the Development Plans, we also 

have other docuaents/forumswhere National objectives and aeasures 

are outlined. A first step towards creating an enabling 

environment aust therefore be to co-ordinate and where possible, 

integrate the various toras or Government intervention so as 

to prevent possible contradictions. The second, perhaps more 

important step is to integrate the various forms ot Government 

intervetion into institutional and adainistrative structures and 

activities. Without this intergration, one should only expect 

National plans which are never fulfilled or legal requirements 

which are never followed. One approach to facilitate this 

integration is to devise a National Industrial Strategy which 

will specify as far as possible the required programmes 

and projects, the responsibilities of various institutions and 

the mode of intP,~action and cooperation among the various 

institutions. Based on an evaluation of the historical evolution 

of Government intervention and the related performance or the 

industrial sector, this p_aper a-cteapts to stimulate discussion 

which could re.cilitate identification or elements tor a National 

Industrial strateg. In the paper, the SIJDI total or Government 

intervention will be termed as· INDUSTRIAL POLICY. 
. . 

2.1 PIONEER IRDUmIBS ACT (PIA) 

'!be Pioneer Industries Act came into er.tect in 1965. The 

major objective was to encourage the establishment or REW 

indudtrial and co1n1ereial enterprises byway ·or relier trom income 

tax. or immP.diate concern was therefore the need to set up 

capacity in areas where they were gaps. New Investments were 

theretore channelled into areas which were deficient through the 
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use of the Income Tax :_ncentive. Furthermore, the Ministe:r 

responsible for Industry bad absolute power under the act to 

approve the setting up of industrial projects. 

2.2 FIRST NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (1966 - 19?Ql 

The First National Development Plan (FRDP) was launched 

in 1966. In consistency with the PIA, the major aim of the p~an 

was to create industries which would substitute locally produced 

products foI'llany or those imported, The plan thus defined more 

clearly the overiding policy of import substitution for consumer 

goods which was adopted. Apart from import substitution there 

were other secondary objectives such as geographical 

diversification so as to promote rural development and the 

development or export capacity in new industries. It was assumed 

that a number of the new industries could develop exports provided 

their prodccts were competitive in tel"llS or price, and quality. 

The role or the Government was recognised as that or providing 

encouragement and assistance to the private sector and in 

certain cases to undertake direct responsibility in establishing 

new industries. Government Investments in industry later becaae 

so significant that state participation became a major policy. 

Through the economic re!oras or 1968 His Excellency the President 

announced the tormation or IRDEOO a state enterprise which would 

not only be the Government arm tor industrial investments, but 

would also play the role or trans!eriog economic power to 

indegenous Zambians. 

A review or the FNDP indicates that the plan targets were 

not only fulfilled ~ut they were even exceeded. There was rapid 

expansion which led to the local production of previously imported 

products. Apart from the food processing sub-sector which remained 

static, there was significant expansion in all the other sub-sectors, 

especi;illy Metal Ene;ine,ering and Textiles. 
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2.3 s~utrn NAT10Nl_&,JiEVELOPMEHT PLAN (Sl\"DP 1972 - 1976) 

The Second Natl0nal Development Plan was launched in 1972 

primarily to consolidate the gains of the FNDF. The plans 

objectives were therefore identified as follows: 

1. Fuller utilisation of set up capacities 

2. Extending import substitution to cover gaps which still 

remained. 

3. Extending import substitution to production of intermediates 

and capital goods. 

4. Processing or local agro and mineral reeources 

5. Promotion of export of manufacturers 

6. Establishment of small scale industries in rural areas. 

During the SNDP industrial production was less than 

anticipated. The average growth rate of 4.~ was significantly 

lower than the planned target rate of 14.?.' and it was also lower 

than the growth rate of 4.~ registered during the FNDP. This 

poor...._perf ormance reflected the dependence of the manufacturing 

sector on imported inputs and it was closely related to the 

serious shortages of foreign exchange which emerged at'ter the 

catastrophic !all in copper prices during 19?4. The dependency 

on imported inputs and the high capital intensiveness which 

characterised manufacturing also reflected failure to make 

substantial progress in the achievement or the objectives of:-

a) Exports or manuractured goods 

b) Production or intermediates and capital goods 

c) Processing or local agro and mineral resources 

d) Development or small scale industries. 

/5 •••••••• 
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In a nutshell, therefore the SNDP failed to consolidate 

the gains of the FNDP. A major reaction to this state of affairs 

was the introduction of the INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ACT (IDA) in 

1977, which repealed the Pioneer Industries Act. 

2.4. THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ACT 

A major characteristic of the IDA was the wider incentive 

framework which apart from income tax exemptions available under 

the PIA, also included the following: 

1. relief from sales tax 

2. relief from selective employment tax 

3. rebates on Cuctoms duty payable on equipment and inputs 

4o preferential treatment with respect to granting and processing 

of import-licences. 

5. preferential treatment with respect to Government purchasing. 

These incentives were also tied to the achievement of the 

objectives of maximum utilisation of domestic raw materials, 

production of intermediate gcods, diversi~ication or a given 

company's operations, improvement or domestic induct~ial skills 

(or foster.:.ng development or d::>mestic tecnnology) and the promotion 

of industrial development in rural areas. There were also 

specific incentives for exporting enterprises, training, rural 

enterprises, foreign investmeut, research and development. 

Apart from a wider ineentive framework tailored to meeting 

National objectives, the Act also introduced the licensing or 

manufacturing enterprises, provided tor the regulation ot 

contracts related to transter or toreign tecbnolo~ and 

expertise, both or which were aimed at increased Government 

Control over the direction or industrial activity. Through the 

licensing system, the Minister tor Industry retained the pewer 

' to approve the establishment or industrial enterprises. 
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2o5 THIRD NATIONAL DEVELOFMFJlT PLAN ( 1979 - 1983) 

Following the poor performance or the SNDP the TNDP was 

tor11ulated to integrate the policies of iaport-substitution 

export priaotion and the maxiaum use or domestic raw materials. 

The plan also emphasised on small industries development, 

particularly in rural areas. The plan recognised the need for 

the establishment of a National .lgency to provide services to 

small scale industries. These services were identified as 

Consultancy (Projects identification and provision ot 

information on technology, markets etc) Financial services, 

procurement services, marketing services, and industrial estates. 

The plan also emphasised on the need to facilitate gen•ine 

domestic technological development. To that end, IND~O was 

expected to select at least 5 companies to set up research and 

development units. Furthermore technical expertise in project 

promotion would be built in the following institutions: 

Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

IND ECO 

A National consultancy agency would also be established. 

Industrial performance during the THDP was dismal. At 

o.~. the annual growth rate was far below the planned growth 

rate of 8~ and was also un.!avourable when compar~d to the 

growth rate or 4.~ registered during the SNDP. The most 

important factor responsible !or this dismal performance was 

the low level or achievement of some important TIDP objecti,res 

like export promotion, utilisation or local raw material,-J, 

appropriate choice of technology, establishing liYlkag~s betweer. 

agriculture and industry and import substituticn. A sub-sector 

analysis shows that fabricated metal products anJ, textiles 

registered the highest growth rates of ?.(ff, and 4.8~, respectively. 
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Industrial performance was also characterised by low cap.&.city 

utilisation and was affected by incre&sed costs of productin~. 

2 .6 'i'He INVESTMENT Ac·r AND LIBERALISATION 

After the TNDP period - (1983-1979), poor performance remained 

a characteristic of the manufacturing sector. This justified the 

revision of the legal framework for promoting Industrial Production. 

Thus in 1986, the Industrial Development Act was repealed and 

replaced by the Investments Act. 

In order to attract Investments the Investment Act reduced 

the regulatory tone and arbitraly nature of the IDA. Thus under 

the Investment Act, the licensing system would no longer be used 

to restrict projects establishment but merely to register enterprise: 

and the incenture framework was made as non-discretinary as possible 

(Automatic incentives.) 

In essence, the revision of the IDA was part of the 

reberalisation measures which were taken when Auction of foreign 

exchange was introduced in 1985. 

Major areas of interest for industrial performance during the 

auction of foreign exchange period were the Liberalisation of 

imports which created competition for local industry, the 

instability of foreign exchange rate which made it difficult to plan 

operations, and the decontrol of prices which promoted trading 

rather than production oriented busineBses. The liberalisation 

measures therefore created an envir·onment which was hostile to local 

manufacturers. 'rherefore not only was industrial performance 

affected, but the future growth of the sector was also threatened. 

The Hostile environment was recognised and hence in 1986, A 

Tarrif! Commission of Inquiry was appointed to investigate and 

report in relation to the Tarriff structure on the followine matters:-
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1. division of the economy into sectors and sub-sectors 

2. Identification of enterprises and products requiring 

protection. 

3. Examination of the entire tarriff structure and other 

relevant issues. 

Tbe Report of the Tarriff Commission of inquiry 

identified the need for reforming the Tarriff structure so as to 

facilitate:-
. 

1. Protection of local industry without sacrificing product 

avalability, and competitiveness in terms of quality and 

price. 

2 Broadening of tax base for government reven~e 

3. Creation of conditions co~ducive to maximum utilisation 

or local raw materials 

4. Encouraging import substitition. 

In essence, the Report of the Tarriff Commission of Inquiry 

highlights the importance of the customs tarrirr structure which 

if •out-moded, can seriously obstruct development". The customs 

tarrirr structure in Zambia was successfully used.to support and 

consolidate the import substitition policy through imposition of:-

1) High import duties on locally manufactured commodities. 

2) Low or Zero import duty on raw materials, intermediates and 

Machinery. 

As the industrial sector deversi!1ed, and as the need to 

localise raw materials and intermediate inputs increased, the 

imposition or low import duties on inputs which could be 

manutactured locally has become a bottleneck rather. than an 

incentive enhencing industrial development, depending on the 

product or subsector being referred to. ~uus for inputs where 

the technological and economic conditions permit localisation 
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to large import duties should be charged in order to promote 

local production which those where conditions for local 

production do not exist, lower duties must be charged. 

Determination of the tarriff levels which are conducive 

for promoting industrial development therefore requires an 

extensive analysis of each product or Company involve. Furthermore 

give the fact that economic and technical conditions change over 

time, it means that tarriff levels are bound to become out of 

date as new conditions emerge~ hence there is need for periodic 

review. Furthermore it is important to realise that while 

imports could discourage local production, thus negatively 

affecting industrial developmant, they could also exert the 

pressure necessary for maintaining and improving productivity 

and product quality in local production. The process of 

economic development thus demands that a balance must be struck 

between excessive protection and excessive importation. 

It should therefore become apparent that determination of 

the c~stoms tarriff levels that are cor~ucive to industrial 

development in particular an1 economic development in general is 

a continous exercise whose importance and volume increases as the 

economy diversifies and becomes more sophisicated. There is 

therefore need for full time personnel to be employed sdely for 

determination of the terriff levels and the related industrial 

research and compauy inspections. This probably explains why 

the Report of the Tarrif f Commission of enquiry recommends the 

establishment. of a permanent Tarriff Commission with statutory 

powers where functions will include periodic review of the 

terriff structure, receipt and review of applications tor 

imposition or reduction of duties from manufacturers, producers 

importers and advisors, undertaking or inspections or Industrial 
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In C·Jri~lusion the liberalisation measures taken in 1985 

did therefore r.ot promote growth in the production sectors. To 

reverse the trend, the New Economic recovery programme was 

launched in 1987. 

NEW ~ONONIC RECOVERY PROGRAMME (NERF) 

In June 1987, the new economic recovery Programme was 

launched. This programme to a great extent reversed the 

liberalisation measures that were characteristic of the Auction 

system. The economic environment thus became more favourable and 

the result was increased in Manufacturing output during the first 

phase (Interm Plan). The improved performance was attributed to 

the increased avalability of foreign exchange to the sector. 

This points to the !act that performance during the second phase 

(Fourth National Development Plan) will still to a large extent 

depend on availability of foreign exchange. 

It should also be emphasised that !or the manufacturing 

sector increased use or local resources which is a basic 

objective under NERP is in essence a Combination or the policy 

of consolidating the sector through intergrating the imp~rt 

substitution policy with the objectives of increased reliance 

on utilisation or local resources and the related development of 

technology, capital goods subsector and small scale development. 
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An i~portant aspect of the NERP is that depite measu=es 

ttat halted the liberalisation process during the Interim Plan, 

in terms ~t overall objectives, the Commitment to entual 

increased liberalisation has remained. This is reflected both 

in the FNLP and in the 1989 June 30 meastires which re-introduced 

Fr5~e-decontrols. A major conclusion that can be nrawn is the 

the fact that for liberalisation to achieve the required objectives, 

there is need for creating certain conditions thro~~h such 

~easures 35 legislation, new institutions etc. Examples in this 

regard are the need to introduce Anti-Monopoly (or fair Competition) 

Act so a~ to promote competition and protect consumers, and the 

need to create a stcck exchange so as to facilitate channelling 

o~ savings into productive ventures. 

3.0 LESSONS AND CONCLUSIONS. 

While the policy of Import-substitution was highly successful 

during the first National Development Plan, Perfonnance in 

subsequent Plans has been progressively declining. This is 

attributed to the inadequacy of foreign exchange which effected 

the whole economy. However, when it is realised that the 

manufacturing sector, as one of the productive sectors, and also 

as the source of high value added products, has a significant 

role to play in generating foreign exchange for the economy, it 

should be apparent that the poor Performance should also be 

attributed to the failure to reorient the sector towards export 

activity. 
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Progress on industrial exports has been poor, despite the tact 

that export growth has been appearing as an objective of the 

manufacturing sector in the Development Plans. Apart from the 

objective of increased exports other objectives which have not 

been fulfilled are those of increased utilisation of local inputs 

development of Small Scale Industries, technological development 

and local production or machinery. 

Successful implementation of these objectives would have 

gone a long way in consolidating the gains of the FNDP and in the 

same manner in e.nsuring that the import substitution policy 

continued to guide the sector towards higher performance levelso 

The intergration of these objective with the import substitu~ion 

policies was therefore (and still remains) the basis for further 

industrial progress. 

A major reason while the above objectives were not 

integrated with the Import substitution policy was ':;he lack of 

institutional ~~pacity whichmea.IE that there were no institutional 
and 

programmes/activities designed to persue the objectives. It must 
that 

be realised/one or the reasons for the success of the Import-

substitution Policy during the FNDP was the creation or INDFX:O, 

which provided the Institutional capacity tor channelling and 

monitoring Government investments in industry. Over the years, 

industrial diversification bas raised the need tor new institutional 

capaci·ty. This need bas been recognised hence the tollowing 

organisations have been established - Small Industries Development 

Organisation (SIDO), Village Industry Service (VIS) Zambia Bureau 

of Standards (ZABa) Investment Council or Zambia, Export Board or 

Zambia (EBZ) (Export and Import Bank (EXIMBA8K) However, so tar 

the impact or these new institations has not been ·relt mostly 

because in terms or facilities available and services ottered, 

all these institutions have still to consol~date themselves. 
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Successful intergration of the Plan objectives with the 

Import-substitution policy demands that the various programmes 

and activities to be undertaken in the pursuit of these objectives 

should be closely coordinated. This is because all these 

objectives are inter-related. For example 

(i) The increased use or local resources may be atfected 

by the ability to import machinery (i.e. need for rorex) 

for undertaking new projects or it many be af'fected by 

the level or development of local technology. 

(ii) The Development of Local technology may itself be 

affected by the level and direction of the local 

capital goods industry. 

The inter-J_inkages between programmes and activities which 

will be undertaken by different institutions raises the need tor 

strong lea4ership not only to ensure co-crdination but also to 

give the required National Direction in industrial progress. 

Although the Department of Industry is recognised as the fecal 

point in promoting industrial Development, its impact and 

influence has so tar been very limited. Although the limitations 

or the Department were recognised and highlighted in the TNDP 

where implementation of the Industrial.Programme would involve 

building up "the necessary technical expertise in the Ministry of 

Industry, Commerce and Foreign Trade •••• • to date institutional 

inadequacy has remained. 

Over the years, despite the tact that performance has been 

declining, the manufacturing base has become more diverse and 

sopbisicated. This has occured because or the !act that despite 

the problem of foreign exchange inadequacy, new capacity !or 

manufacturing a wider range or Commodities bas been created 

through both Parastatal and Private sector investments. The !act 
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that the Projec'tswhich have been established so far have done little 

to help achieve the objectives of export Promotion, small scale 

development reflects the lack or institutional capacity which 

could have facilitated channelling the investment resources 

towards Projects which could have fared better vis-e-vis the 

objectives. On the other band, it also means that Actual 

Investments hrve fallen far short of the required Minimum 

Investment levels. This could be explained by the fact that a 

number or Projects which have been proved to be viable in both 

the Parastatal and Private Sector have not been implemented mainly 

due to foreign exchange limitations which prevent importation or 

machinery. The pending list of Projects which have Kwacha Cover 

but no foreign exchange cover while reflecting the unavailability 

of foreign exchange in the economy, also reflects that Foreign 

exchange sources such as Commodity Aid, Bilateral Trade Agreements, 

external loans and other similar facilities have not been vigormusly 
are 

persued to ensure that external resources/channelled into the 

manu!'acturing sector in propotions which are comensurate with the 

status and significance or the sector. This has partly 

been due tn the institutional inadequacy or the Department of 

Industry. Furthermore it also means that Foreign Investments, 

which is a worldwide popular mechanism of attracting Capital into 

an economy, has been below expectations. 

To facilitate successful execution or the Import substitution 

Policy, Industries which were established were protected tron 

both local and foreign coapetitoin9 Initially, this 

Protection was based on customs Tarritts and the legal and 

administrative framework provided by both the Pioneer Industries 

Act and the Industrial Development Act. As the foreign exchange 

crisis depended, the foreign exchange regime gained the 
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upperh~nd as the leading machanism for ~rotection. This 

protection, together •ith the policy of establishing lnrge scale 

parastotal Companies, helped to create a Monopolistic structure 

which ir. principle had neither the need nor the competitiveness 

to participate in export activity. It is therefore not 

surprisin~ that promoting Industrial production was based on 

administrative rather than Market oriented mechanism. 

As the sector became more diversideed, the need for foreign 

exchange increased and in the face of the forex crisis, the need 

for localising iwp?rts also increase<i. However the policy of 

protecting and promoting local production of consumer goods 

through high tarriff on consumer goods and low terriffs on imports 

became inconsistent with the need to promote localisation of 

imports. Thus some imported inputs were cheaper than locally 

produced inputs. 

Despite the heavy government I~vestment input, An investment 

gap still remained which the private sector had to fill. This 

exposed the linations of public finance in investment and 

development requirements of a country. This need to reinvest in 

existing plant raised the need tor Public enterprise to generate 

its own resources, hence the need for market oriented mechanism. 

Over the years, the tendency has therefore been to shirt 

towards market oriented pr~motion or industrial production. 

However this shift has been attempted without a vigorious analysis 

or the institutional environmental requirements necessary tor 

success or aarket mechanisms. For example establishment ot aartet 

torees oriented institutions like the stock exchange need to be 

evaluated. 
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-.O TOWARDS AN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPKllfr STRATEXiY. 

4.1. THE RATIONALE 

The conclusions irawn reflect and highlight the existence 

of an industrial base whose full potential is not being utilised. 

In comparison to many other African Countries, Zambias industry 

struct•re is relatively large, and diversified with a base for 

technological Competence. One indicator of this potential is 

the possibilities of exports of Industrial products to countries 

in .Eastern and Southern Af'rica. Despite the problems of 

Re-investments to facilitate replacement and Moeerrisation of 

machinery over the years Capacity in new products h~s been 

established, thus creating a tendancy to widen the gap between 

Potential and Actual Performance. The issues which need tc be 

addressed so as to tap the potential in the short run and to 

ensure accelelerated growth and development in the long run are 

those of facilitating gro•~h, increasing capacity utilisation 

and enhencing productivity. 

All these issues have been addressed to by the fourth National 

Development Plan through the objectives of Export Promotion, Small 

Scale Developffien~ etc. There is however need to transform those 

Plan ~bjectives into institutional Programmes and activities. 

The following is therefore an attempt in this direction. 

4.2. STRENGTHENING OF INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT 

The need for direc~~ng the Industrial development process, 

co-ordinating activities of institutions directly involved in 

iillplementing industrial programmes and .projects, and continously 

facilitating the existence of a conducive climate for industrial 

development all call for a strong Department of Industry. A str~ng 

Industry Department will not only provide effectively leadership 
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but will also effectively influence the activities of local and 

international instituions at both the policy and the implementation 

levels. 

In order to enable the department effectively undertake the 

respor.sibilities comensurate with its mandate, there is need to 

enhence its rroffessional Capability. This should involve 

increasinr; the number of proff essional staff in the establishn;ent 

from the current 11 to at least 20 9 • Furthermore Proffessional 

staff should ~part from Economists also include Er.gineers. The 

increase i~ proffessional Manpower should also be accompanied 

by the strenthening of linkages between the department and the 

institutions directly involved in industrial development. 

Furthe!'P!ore there is need to enact legslation so that the 

department can have a legal framework for facilitating its 

activities. 

There is also need for equiping the department with the 

necessary facilites to enable in establish in industrial 

infoI'l!lation system which will facilitate the collection, processing, 

storage, retrieval and dissemination of information. The minimum 

amount of budgetary resources, vehicles and other operational 

requirements must also be made av~ilable. 

A strengthed Department of Indust!:'Y will have capability 

in industrial research, evaluation of sectoral and subsectoral 

performance, monitoring and sectoral industrial prom?tion which 

will enable it initiate, co-ordinate, monitor and evaluate the 

following programmes which should constitute the National 

Industrial strategy. 
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4.a INDUSTRIAL EXPORT DEVELOPr-1Er.'T PROGRAI1ME 

Based on close consultation with relevant institutions, 

especially Depa"':'tment of Tre_de, Export Board of Zambia, Bank 

of Zambia, E.ixport and Import Bank, the department of Industry 

must draw up a prog~e of facilitating increased industrial 

exports. Such a programme must indicate target groups,(which 

could be subsectors, or product group), inputs and services 

required f~m various institutions and the targeted Export levels 

to be realised within a given time framework. 

4.4 ~ SCALE INDUsrRTIS DEVELOFMmT PROGRAMME. 

Based on the activities of Institutions such as SIDO, 

VIS etc. There is need to have a small Scale Developmen~ Programtile• 

~hich must include the following:-

(i) Areas ~here SIDO and VIS should concetrate their 

activities. In this regard funds for Project 

fiuancing to be used as a revolving fund for 

implementing the programme should be provided through 

the Government budget. 

(ii) Identification and financing of infrastructural support 

required by small scale Industries at each level of 

development, e.g. construction or industrial Estates, 

shopping malls. 

(iii) 

(iv) 

A specific programme !or promoting linkages between 

Small Scale Industries and medium/large scale industries. 

A specific programme facilitating the transtion or 

small scale industries into ~eduim/large scale 

industries. Facilitating expansion of SS! should 

involve identification of existing SSI with potential 

for growth, an indepth study in~o their expansion 

requirem~nts ,and the cobilisation of resources required. 
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4.5. LOCALISATION PROGRAfw~ 

The need to localise imported industrial inputs lends strong 

rationality to the import substitution policy in general and the 

need to grow from our own resourceso This programme should · 

not only emphasise localising raw materials, but it should also 

include localising other vital industrial inputs such as industrial 

technology and machinery. The lo~alisation 

therefore involve:-

programme should 

1. Identification of resources with potential industrial 

use. 

2. Identification of imported inputs which should be 

localised 

3. Identification of technological requirements for 

localisation 

4. Enbencing Enginineering Design capability so as to 

facilitate growth of a Capital goods industry. 

5. Preparation and Promotion of Project ideas which could 

be based on expansion or diversification of existing 

enterprises, or the establishment of new projects 

or enterprises to facilitate creation of capacities 

for implementation of the programme • 

4.6 INVESTMENT PROMOTION. 

It should be apparent that under the programmes of Industrial 

Exports, Small Scale Development and localisation, a significant 

aspect will involve the identification and promotion of specific 

projects. At each peint in time, there will therefore be a list 

or projects which need to be implemented. Preparation of a National 

priority list of Projects en a regular basis, will therefore be an 

important measure of the Industrial strategy. The strengthened 

Department of Industry should use its investment promotion 
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programmes (investmtnt tours/international meetings etc.), 

knowledge and linkages to help finance the projects. 

iurthermore there will also be need to create machanism 

for facilitating flow of financial resources into the 

industrial sector. For example the need to establish a 

stock exchange should be appraised • 

••••••••• 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

Planning of economic development at the national level 

is new phenomenon in the history of mankind. Its 

emergence was ~elated to.the first half of the twentieth 

century. Like the new discoveries in the fields 

of natural sciencies as well as results of the 

current scientific-technical revolution, planning of 

economic development has become one of the most 

important scientific and practical aspect of our time. 

The role and place of economic planning in 

societies with different socio-political systems are 

different. The contents, forms and methods of 

National economic planning on one hand ar.d programming 

or. the other reflect all the sundry salient features of 

production relations in a given mode of production. 

Economic Planning therefore is not and cannot be neutral. 

This in turn accentuates the need for a careful study of the 

process of economic planning as well as programming 

not only in developed socialist and Western States but also 

in developing countries. 
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During the part thirty years planning of 

socio-economic progress in developing countries has become 

quite widespread. If in 1960 economic development 

p:ans existed in 7 African, 14 Asian and 2 Latin 

American countries in the mid 1960's the numbers were 26,18, 

20 respectively. At present there is not single 

developing ccuntry which has not tired to formulate plans 

and programmes of economic development (1,3). Sundry 

reasons both internal and external, objective and 

subjective are attributed to this trend. 

Government of the Republic of Zambia, right at 

the time of the attainment of political independence, re-

cognised the need for balanced proportional development 

of the national economy. Faced with the need to 

redress socio-economic backwardness as well as into 

inbalances at an accelerated pace the government opted 

for a planning approach of economic development 

Experience has shown that young nations that undertook 

a planning approach of economic development. 

~'1ne£ 
1. SEE: V.A. YASHKIN, E.A. CHEREVIK, PLANNING OF ECONOMIC 

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. M., 1986. ~ 
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The author does claim conclusive of all 

aspects of such a difficult and complex topic. 

Attention has been directed on three important 
-

areas which the paper briefly examines. These are*-

1. theoretical aspects and practical experience 

of planning national economic development in 

Zambia: 

2. implementation of plans as a crucial stage of 

the planning process: 

3. contradictory nature of bilateral and multilateral 

assistance in achieving the end results of the 

planning process. 
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THEORETIC ASPECTS AND PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OF PLANNING 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN ZAMBIA 

The process of national liberation does not enj 

with the attainment of political independence. Procurement 

of political sovereignty simply marks the end of the 

first phase of that process and the beginning of the 

second phase, namely social economic liberation. And 

when in October 1964 political independence was procured, 

Zambia opted for a planned form of economic development. 

Planning means the formulation of plan_s as well 

as their implementation through human activity in a 

specific system during a definite period of time 

in future. Inclusion of implementation in the planning 

underscores the result oriented character of that process. 

Development Planning therefore is an act of relating 

a given set of economic goals reflecting the interests of 

a given society to t.he resources available in the economy 

The gosls are usually spelt out by the political system. 

The magnitudes and concentration of production 

have reached such high levels ~hat the entire economic 

mechanism has become quite complicated. The obtaining 

levels of productive forces, the internationalisation 

of economic life and the social character of modern 

production entail proportional development of the national 

economy. And planning of economic development essentially 

amounts to conscious maintainance of proportionality 

of all elments of national economy for the sake of 

achieving the set goals. 
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The need for proportional development of national 

economy is an objective one and is experienced in bot}I 

developed and developing econ<>lllies. In the cirCUJlluststances 

of public ownership of means of production conscious 

maintaince of proportionality has proved to be a sti.aulating 

factor of accelerated growth rate of productive forces. 

This trend is partricularly evidenced during the early 

stages of soveeign development. For example by 1940 the 

gross industrial output of the soviet Union increased 

by 670 percent and its output of means of production 

went up by 1,240 percent as compared to the 1913 level (1,85). 

On the whole the process of industrialisation was completed 

within a brief period of about 20 years and USSR was 

turned intoone of industrially advanced countries 

in the world. Between 1922 and 1976 national income in 

the Soviet Union rose by 128 times. Evidently these achieve

ments were as the result of radical social restructuring 

which paved the way for systematic proportional develop-

of productive forces. Planned form of management of 

the national economy founded on cognance as well as utilisat

ion of objective economic laws became the most function 

of the socialist government. 

1. SEE: KHARIS SABIROV. THE ABC OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL 

KNOWLEDGE, M., 1986. 
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In the process of social restructuring and rapid 

development of productive forces of the society socialist 

planning was transformed into a comprehensive and directive 

one. The r.ational economy ~gan to be managed on the 

basis of a state plan which is achieving sundry goals 

simulatneously through intensive :·utlization of all 

the available resources. Emphasis of the whole planning 

activity centres on the process of creating conditions 

for an all round development of an individual. In this 

context planning becomes not an end in itself nor 

only production as well as resource but also and more sor 

socio-economic oriented. 

The adoption and application of economic programming in 

Western countries are aimed at ensuring the required 

proportionality (lr25 - 'l). Under private ownership 

of means of production it is just not ~racticable to have 

an overall plan of economic development at the national 

level. Thus clements of superstructure are constantly 

being adapted to the requirements of the expanding product-

ive forces but only to such an extend that they facilitate 

the preservation of private ownership of means of production. 

This explains the prevalent interference by national 

governments of the West in the economic life during 

the process of reproduction. Large national resources 

controlled by these governments constitute solid base 

of active government interference and influence in the 

economic sphere. 

v 
1. SEE: U.M. SHIROCOV. SOCIALIST PLANNING AND CAPITALIST 

I·. 

PROGRAMMING. M., 1978. 
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Attempts by western governments to formulate and impleme

ent prO<Jrammes of economic development at the national 

level are a way of adapting production to new conditions. 

Reference to this effect can be made to well known medium-term 

economic proqraJ11Des in France, Italy, United Kin9dOlll, annual 

programmes in the Netherlands and Scal\llinavian countries 

long-term economic proqraaaes in Japan. Practically every 

state in the West undertakes in one way or another 

economic programming as a way of exerting influence on the 

whole process of reproduction. In fact econoaic programming 

has an important aspect of management in the west. 

Economic programming commensurate with the nature of capitalist 

production evolved from traditional forms and methods of 

state interference in the economic life under the circumstance: 

of private ownership of means of production. The evolved 

system of measures for indirect re<}Ulation of economic rleve

lopment in the West is referred to as indicative planning 

in contrast to centralised directive planning in the eastern 

countries. Recommendatory character of indicative planning 

emanates from the nature of private ownership of means 

of production which cannotes stiff competition among 

individual entrepreneurs. 

Evolution of economic proqramminq therefore has 

been dictated by high level development of productive 

forces, strong interaction between the state and the 

monopolies and the East-West economic rivalry which 

inspired the West of strive for stable economic growth rates. 

In developing countries economic planning is 

dictated by different reasons namely the need to liquidate 
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socio-economic backwardness and to achieve er.onomic 

independence. Experience of economic plannir;t in the 

east and in particular the spectacular results scored 

in the early stages of economic deve)opment had a demonstrativ; 

effect on developing countries and motivated them to make use 

of the methods of planned management of the national economy 

Since the Great Depr~sion ~f 1929-1933 which rocked 

t.'ie west at the ti.ae when centrally planned economies 

witnessed the unprecedently rapid economic growth rate 

the the free market mechanism as the main driver of 

development process became more than obvious. Stae planning 

regarded by developing countries as a more than effective 

method of accelerating socio-economic progress as well 

as effecting the required radical socia~ restructuring. 

The essence of planning in developing countries is 

reflected by the world-wide tendency to have some control 

of the affairs of national economy. An important feature 

of developing states is that economic planning in them 

is related to specific functions of the government such as 

resolution of fundamental social problems which can be carrie 

out through systematic economic measures by the government. 

Apart from directing the overall general development, the 

government should also play an active role in effecting 

integration of the various sectors of the national economy. 

Under the circumstances of unintegrated economy policy 

directions become the sole national factor capable of 

initiating the process of radical socio-economic restructur

ing. 

The emergence of the state (government ) sector in 

~0vPJooing countries, the expansion of state ownership of th< 
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of the means of production and the 9rowth role of the 

state in industrialisation, in process of reproduction 

of the natioanl income and in forei9n trade all point to the 

necessity of having economic development plans and 

proqrammes. Besides, developing countries are executing 

extensive and costly projects in the areas of agrarian 

transformations, industrial development, education, 

public health and so forth. Evidently there is need to 

marshal financial resources and put them to more stringent 

use in the torm of state investment proqrammes with clearly 

defined targets. 

The dawning of scientific technical revolution at the 

beginning of the secon half of XX Century also changed the 

substance of underdevelpment and thus p'lS~d new problems. 

These include the need to select the type of technology to be 

applied, the line of specialised production, the approach 

to set up national scientific base. Evidently the tackling 

of these probleas require the infusion of some elements 

of planning and mapping out of the long-term proqramcies 

for a period of years ahead. The internationalisation of the 

economic life in general and production in particular as well 

as the emergence of various integration groupings in the 

developing world coordinating economic policies of different 

states. The general trend for dveloping countries is that of 

a combined action against the inequitablG status in the world 

division of labour and their struggle for the new inter

national economic order. 

Finally, developing countries have to take into account 

the time factor. These countries are not prepared to take 

alone centuries to overcome the acute socio-economic problems 
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and wait for the slow processes of accumulation of capital 

and industrialisation to take their own course along the way 

while the west once traversed~. There is a strong feeling 

for accelerated pace of their economic development and 

eliaination of socio-economic backwardness. 

The foregoing bears a clear testimony that state 

development planning has a firm place in developing countries 

however difficult, problematic and sometimes contradictory the 

plans may seem tG be it is definetly not as aspect of wishful 

thinking. However the process of creating material and social 

conditions of state planning in these countries will depend on 

the choice of the mode of development. 

I 
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?in:+-. ~·.;,ticn::.l D":?velo:rm~nt Flcin (Fi!DP) for t~e period 1966-1970; 

Sec:on~ Nation::il Jevelopment Pl;:;n (~m:;p) for t.hP pe::-iod 1972-1976; 

Third f!ationcil Dev::-lopr:ient F]cin (Tr;cp) for the period 1980-1984; and 

E"ourth. N.ation~l Dev. Pl~!! (FN~P) for the reriod 1988-1993. 

Short-term (annu.'.ll) rl:!!:.S were: ::::trccucPc at the he~innin~ of the 

Thi rl'.3 Na ti on al D~veloprr.ent Plan while lonE-te!"!!l per5r·ect i ve pl;:ins h;:ive 

not yet bee~ introduced. 

The creation of a rel~tively large parast~tal sector in the 

coYntry constitutes an objective economic basis fer under .aking 

~evelopment planning at th":? national level. State ownership of means 

of production through parastatals encomrasses almost all sectors of 

t~e naticn•l econcmy. Most of the parastatals are more t~an 

50 ~Prce?:.t 5tate-owned. Besides, the ~olicy of participatory 

de~oc!"acy, which assumes co-existence of centralised planning and 

z::=-i·1ate entrepreneurship in the national economy, remains the guiding 

~rinciple of development planning in Zambia (1, 47-58). 

Formulation of a national development plan is normally done 

t~rou~~ a broad based participation from a cross-section of Zambian 

society. It normally begins by setting up planning committees in 

both sectoral ministries and provincial administration. It has been 

the govern~ent policy to establish planning units in all ministries, 

1 SEE: K;..UNDJI K.D. BLUEP:·JN~ :F'CR ECGf\iOV:IC DE.VELO?~'.Er-'T. A GT'IDE 

Ol r!C' . .; TO CLE:,\R 03STr',CL.SS. ror.P:::s:-: 'T'('I '!':!£ 14T!! NATIONAL COUNCIL 

CN UNIF. L. 1979. 
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by 1981 t~e fir~t fir~t five out o~ thE nine provi~cial pl3nni~~ 

units wc~e set UF• These are professional bodies mpqnt to assist 

?~cvinci~l ~~t~criti~s in pla~ formulation. Planning units h~ve 

.:=.l so been est~hli~hed in a nvmbE'r of ministries. Thus while the 

-final procc~sinc including testing for internal consistency and 

dr~fting of plan document is done by National Commission for 

Development Flan (NCDP) 1 the pl~n usually represents by and large 

the conEensus ~f various planning committees. For instance during the 

form~l~tion cf the Fourth National Deve1o~ment Plan (FNDP) in all 

t~~~ty fcur pl3nning committees were constituted and these included 

officials from Government iministries and departments, representatives 

of par~st~tsls, the p~ivate sector, trade unions, University of 

Z-3mbia and sundry other institutions. The role of National Commission 

for Develo~ment Planning was that of a secretary of the committee. 

At the p~ovincial level formulation of the National Development 

Plan begins at district level. District Development Committees (DDC) 

suggest projects and programmes to respective Provincial Development 

Committes (PDC). These suggestions are considered at PDC level 

and wherver possible are included in the final recommendations to the 

central Government. On the other hand plar for agricultural sector, 

for instance, would be initiated by people working in this sector 

including civil servants, formers, financial institutions, workers 

interested in agriculture and so forth under the chairmanship of the 

PermAnent Secretary of the Ministry. In this way sectoral and 

regional as~ects of a develo~ment plan are formulated by the sector 

or Province which is also charged wit~ the responsibility of its 
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impl~~~ntation. Simil~rly ~tirin~ t~e fu~ul~tion of a ;rovinci3l 

plan exre~t~ from t~e r~ovi~cp 30d ot~~r citiz@ns ac~uinted with 

the probl.,.r::s of ti1e p··oviPce fc-rr!I a planning co~rr:ittee under the 

1' 

chair~anship of the ~rovincial Pern:~nent Secretary. Thus the ~lan 

for the dpvelo~ment of a sector of province is formulated by the 

-implern~r.ters the~selves who are ~ware of the problems, bottlenecks 

aP.d so~rces of inconsistencies writhin the sector or p~ovince. 

However, the plan formulated by the implementers at sectoral and 

provincial levels ha.ve to be consistent with the overall strategy 

of the Plan. He~ce the formul~tion of a national develorm~~t pl.an 

at the national level gene~ally begins with the fixing of 

gro~th rates broken do~~ ?~r sector and setting out capital projects 

and prograrr.mes. Sir.ce 1980 p!'oduction targets in 1->oth physical and 

financial terms have been indicated in National Develorment Plans. 

When sectoral and p~cvincial plans are rec~ived at Nationa~ 

Commission for Development PlDrning they are subjected to the 

resource constraints and ~owth goals. The goal of economic erowth 

must t3~e into account the ~conomy's saving ratio and capital 

output ratio. In other words, the resources available and efficiency 

off resources' 11se determine th~ level of economic growth. After the 

rP.sources required for the implementation of sectoral and 

provincial plans are calculated, these are then com~ared with tctal 

resources available in the whole economy and if necessary 

adjustments are made. The guiding principle for such adjustments is 

the ~l~n str~tPgy. The pl3n strategy would indic~te somewhat which 

sectors shoulri rF>ri•ice t':r-ir t:irp-ets and which sectors shoulri increase 
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i'linistr~· of province h::is ,,.nt 0 r-ec'! intci a kinrl of "secial cor.tr~ct" 

s~eci~:.ed over~ll st!"~t~ry, tr.e minist~y 0f p~c~ince will achieve t1e 

ohli~atory. In some cou~tr~es ~~ere s ~~tior.?.l economic plan is a 

le cal c~curr.cn t a mir :.:::tr:· of provi nee wh:'..ch dc<:>i:; not acccr.;plish the 

tar-gets Perman~nt Scc~etary must expl?.in why tsreets were not met. 

~here ~uch acccur.t~bility exists, t~e tnp ad~inistrstors h~ve an 

ohlieat;_on to en~•1re tot~l imple'llerttation of the plan. 

INSTITU'!'IONAL F?.A!-;EwORK FC·P. PLAN IMPLEYiEriTtTION IN ZAMBIA: PF.OBLEfff 

When a five-year pl~n for ~ocio-econo~ic develonment has been 

ado~ted, its implementation is cat ied out by s series of annual 

plans. An annual plan is nor~ally based on the targets given in a 

five-year plan and adjust~ents arising from the actual economic 

situation. Annual plan !'~ovides the frac:ework of the budtretary 

allocations and, depe~~ing on the sectors and provinces of priority 

as indicated in the five-year plan, stipulates areas of priority 

in the budget. That ie why the budeet should form part of and should 

come after the annual plan. 

1 SEE: NCUBE P. D. T~E D!:SI'Jr\H:G AND IMPI 'Sl·:~r:'l't.TION OF '!·ifE N,'.TIOTi:l.L 

PT.AN: OPTIONS, POSSIBILITII:;s AND CCiISTRAHITS. (FtiP.l::R FOR 

DISCUSSION). L., 1984. 
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The hudfet represents ~~ instrum~nt throuch ~hich t~P 

sov~rnment can reali~e its ~conomic policies. It is usually divided 

into rPvenue side (sundry for:::s of t!'lxati::·ns), rec1.:.::-rent bucit:et and 

C3.!"'ital budget. 

'!'a;tation can be used to -3C:1:eve eo'lls related to income 

distribction. This is done in various ways: by ~~ving p~ccressive 

tax, by ~iving t~x i~CPntiveR to co~~anies enER~~d in Froduction 

ventures in rqral areas in order to bridge dis~arities, by giving 

tax re~ates of different types to s~2ll-scale industries, by 

introducing negative tax for certain co~modities sue~ as subsidies. 

Since targets set o~t in ~nnual ~Ian cRn hr r~alised mainly 

through the use of n~tion~l hudzet, it is i~portant th5t tax 

instrument is used in accordance with the priorities put forward in 

the Annual Plan. 

::::ecu:-rent expF·ndi tu.re is a major cc;rrrcn~nt of ex;;en·~i ti; re in 

Zambian economy. It encompasses such items ~s s~laries and wages, 

all Government purchases, running costs and incentives to top civil 

servants. The higher the recurrent expenditure the lower the 

capital expenditure. In Zambia, ~hen Government revenues started 

falling drRstically in 1975, most of the·funds have been used to 

maintain recurrent costs. As a rec.ult little was ;ivailable for 

capital costs. 
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Carital budget in z~mhia has received less res~urces than 

would be required. In fact since 1975 there ~35 been deficit financing 

of the recurrent costs yeer in year out. This practive has led to 

two deficiencies in the national economy: 

1. Lack of invest~ents funds lea~ing to neeative gro~th 

in the resource base of the economy ~hich in turn led 

to ca~ccity underutilisation ar.d lack of rehabilitation 

of capital assets; 

2. Lack of investoents funds for the non-governmental ar.d 

private sector. Evidently when the ~overbment overspends 

its removes some resources from the non-government sector 

whereas when the government underspends then more resources 

can be available for the non-government sector. Thus when 

the government overspends on consumption then not only are 

investments affected but also resources for the private 

and parastatal sector. 

Actual economic sit~ation in the country is analysed annually in 

Economic Report. Economic Report usually represents both the inter

national and domestic performance of the economy. And it is on the 

basis of this report that the targets in the annual plan can undergo 

some modifications which in turn become the basis of the budget. 

Economic Report is a document for economic analysis and is me~nt to 

bring the planning process closer to realities. 
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Cther instruments av=ilable for realising development plan 

inclu<'le money sunily, excliange rate controls, foreign exc~ange 

controls, interest rates. All t~ese need to be manipulated in 

accord~nce with the ~rinciple$ laid down in the development 

Alt~ ough in theoretical terms the time fra~e for the 

irr.rle~ent?tion of ~te Third National Development Plan lasted until 

the €'n•1 of 1984, the last two years of Tri!}P were taken up by the 

Interr.<:.tion;:il Monetary Fund/Wo:-ld Bank s:ron;o~:ced 
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structural adjustment a•.d policy reform programmes. A 

three year adjustmeut programme 1983-1985 was agreed 

upon with l~F/World Bank. Besides, apart from a one 

year stand-by arrangement agreed upon in 1983 to restore 

financial stability, a new stand-by arrangemefit was 

agreed upon for the period 21st~October, 1985 - April 

i.987. 

Unlike the Third Na~ional Development Plan which 

emphasized the diversification of the national economy, 

the I~F/World Bank sponsored programmes unfortunately 
I 

focussed on economic and policy reforms. Worse still 

the I~F stabilisation programme and conditionality clauses 

attached to it failed to take cognance of structural 

problems of developiLg economy like Zambia's abd the 

need to focus on pressi~g social issues. The common 

tendency by the two international financial institutions 

to extrapolate theoretical concepts related to developed 

economies on to developing economies often make the 

proposed adjustment progrADlllles look like a misplaced 

pill. No wonder therefore that such adjustment programmes 

have not yielded the desired results ~nywhere they have 

been tried in the developing world. And as the economic 

situation moved from bad to worse the Zambian Government 

on 1st kay 1987 decided to abandon the I~F/World Bank 

programmes and replace them with the New Economic Recovery 

Programme (NERP) on the bases of which future short-term 

and medium-term development plans would be drawr.. 

Before launching the Fourth National Development 

Plan, however, there was need for a transitional period 

I ..... 
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to move from the disorderliness brought about by the 

I~F/Yiorlcl Bank sponsored "adjustment" programmes to 

or6erly way of managing the national economy. It was 

precisely for this reason that an Interim National 

Development Plan (INDP) was prepared and implemented. 

This short-term plan, whose implamentation started on 

1st July, 1987 and cace to an end in 31st t~cember, 

1989, was, therefore, meant to be a bridging instrument 

between the earlier I~F/World fiank supported programmes 

and the Fourth Natiocal Development Plan (FNDP). The 

prime objective of the INDP was to halt and stabilise 

the worsening socio-economic situation in the country 

so as to create a stable economic environment for the 

l&unching of the FhuP (1,6-8). The Interim National. 

The Fourth National Development Plan was thus launched 

at a time when the national economy was beginning to 

recover. The Fourth National Development Plan seeks 

to bring about genuine structural change in the national 

economy in order to make it self-reliant and self sustaining 

in line with the New Economic Recovery Programme them~ 

of "Growth from Own Resources". 

The Plan document is divided into two volumes. 

The first volUIL1e which is also divided into three parts, 

presents an overall review of the performance of the 

Zambian economy during the Third National Development 

Plan (TNDP) and post TNDP period, that is includin& 

the Interim National uevelopment Plan. The first volume 

also presents objectives anri strategies of the Plan. 
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Apart from the micro-economic and financial policies 

which are to be pursued during the Plan perjod, the 

volume contains the sectoral development objectives, 

strategies, targets and investment programmes. Volume 

two of the Plan presents the more general policy issues 

such AS Women in Development,. Youth in Development, 

Science and Technology, Parastatal Development and the 

Private Sector. The machinery for plan implementation 

is also spelt out in this volume. Volurae two contains 

also the regional development strategy and provincial 

investment programmes and projects. 

The Fourth National Development Plan contains a 

number of chayters which aid not appear in.the previous 

medium tenc plans. For the first time th ere are chapters 

on Women in Development, Development of Cooperatives, 

Population and Development, Development Cooperation, 

~vnrionmental Protection and the development of the 

Private Sector. In terms of presentatior each sectoral 

chapter is self-contained. The chapters analyse and 

assess tbe past performance of each sector prior to 

stating the objectives and strategies including developmental 

activities to be carried out during the Plan period. 

At the end of every chapter, investment programmes 

and projects are presented. Besides, the Fourth National 

Development Plan sets out a system of Annual Plan and 

Action Placs as the operational tools of planning. Withir. 

the priorities and directions set forth in the five 

year plan, the National Commission for Development Planning 

should draw up Annual Plans and Action Pl~ns which will 

I ..... 
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elaborate the fiscal and fir.ancial targets, pro~rar..mes 

and projects planned to be implemented in tbe ensuin& 

year taking into consideration the availability of resources 

both domestic and foreign and the prevailing economic 

circumstances. 

Lack of sufficient qualified indigenous Zambians 

in the art of economic planning at the natio~al level 

and inability to retain the few qualified ones ic the 

civil service continue to affect the performance of 

National Commission for Development Planning. Previous 

attempts to redress the gap by recruiting qualified 

manpower from both the East and the West on contract 

basis have not yielded the desired effect. •ajority 

of specialists recruited frc~ the West seem to have 

little or vague knowledge about economic planning at 

the national level. On the other hand many specialists 

from the East have the tendency of applying theories 

of economic planning as they obtain in socialist countries 

to a developing economy. Evidently such a mechanical 

extrapolation cannot give the desired results simply 

because developing economies of the "Third World" are 

neither capitalistic nor socialistic. The developme~t· 

of productive forces a productivity of labour in developing 

economies have not reached the level of either developed 

capitalism or socialism. 

Though corporate planning has been introduced in 

parastatals to date still just a small percentage of 

the parastatals prepare such plans. Furthermore often 

sJch plans are net preapred according to the specifications 

an~ re4uirements of the National Commission for Development 

, ..... . 
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The mono economy Zambia inherite~ from the colonial 

days meant that the main parameter of national ~evelopoent 

were renGered extremely vulnerable to external factors 

which are above here control factors which are above 

her control anyway. Among these are the freQuent fluctuation 

of commodities prices on the world mark~t. For instance 

in early 1980s the fall cf prices of copper on the world 

market by one pound sterling ~eant a loss to Zambia 

of foreign exchange earnings worth 0.5 millio~ pound 

s~erling. And since implemetation of the plans in the 

country depends largely on the price of copper an element 

of dependence and instability sets in the state planning 

systems. Possibilities by the government to mobilise 

internal resources for plan implementation are rather 

limited. As a result external financing continue to 

play a predominant role in plan implementation. These 

external resources come in terms of loans, credits or 

donations. 

Finally the process of developing the planning 

system is a difficult. In orcier fo~ state planning 

to become a real instriment of development it is necessary 

to coLstantly improve upon the methodlogies and pianning 

institutions themselves. Attempts to simply copy planning 

methodologies from abroad tend to pose confusion rather 

than assist resolving the acute socio-economic problems. 
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Planning. This ~akes the integration of such plans 

into the national development plan problematic. As 

a result often the National Commission for Devel0pment 

Plan&in5 is compelled to obtain fresh data from the 

parastatals and rewrite the corporate plans before they 

can be integrated in the overaJl national development 

plafi. 

In the Fourth National Develop~ent Plan a practical 

step of integratin& private organisations in the national 

planning system bas been undertaken. For the first 

time a seperate chapter bas been directed to the private 

sector. Nonetheless, theoretical as wel as methodological 

issues rel4ted to the integration of the pirvate or~anisations 

into the national planning system remain open. 

CONCLUSION 

Development planning in Zambia centres on the formulation 

of five-year aevelopment plans intended to embrace all 

sectors of the national economy. However that ictention 

remains a mere formality mainly because state control 

in Zambia refers only to certain isolated levels of 

the economy and not to all macro~economic prportions. 

Historically, state plannin5 in the country evolved 

under great influence of private ownership of means 

of production and often forieng experts played an importan 

role in formul4tin~ the plans. Besides, it is not unoften 

that foreign mohopolies interfered with the planni~g 

system and manipulated it to their advantage. 

I ..... 
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b· BACKGROUND 

~ The crisis of the African Industry. 

The economic crisis of Af"·ica has revealed the fragility and 

inefficiency of the region's industries: deterioration of the means 

of production: de-industrialization in some sectors such as the 

metallurgical industry: low rates of capacity utilization: and the 

like. In the ultimate analysis, African industry finds itself facing 

shrinking markets in which it cannot compete with its rivals. 

How has this situation come about? First and foremost, there 

has been a lack of consistency in terms of policies, legislation and 

incentives. This shortcoming has been compounded by red tape and 

excessive protection, none of which is conducive to developing 

competitive industry. Secondly, the~e are certain environmental 

deficiencies. Buth the organizational prerequisites and the 

physical, human and technological capacities necessary for the 

emergence of efficient industries are inadequate. The structures and 

mechanisms for supply, distribution, financing, transportation, 

communications and external services have failed to meet business 

needs at competitive prices. Training systems, technological support 

and promotion have not always matched the requirements of industrial 

development in Africa. The initiative and financial resources needed 

to establish effective entrepreneurship have often been lacking. All 

these weakness~s have given rise to extra costs, uncertainties and 

organizational deficiencies. 

The structural adjustment programmes (SAP) recently 

introduced in many countries have triggered major changes in 

industrial policies and legislation. There is a significant shift to 

market economy principles. Many countries have thus done away with 

over-protective tariffs and quotas, and with them the distortions 

they caused, Free prices are being increasingly accepted. 

Bureaucratic restrictions have become less burdensome. Private 

initiative, be it domestic or foreign, takes on growing importance 

and, with it, responsibility. 
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The establishment of an open and competitive economic 

framework, however necessary it may be, is not sufficient to promote 

an effective and competitive industrial sector. In fact, analysis 

reveals that the reponse of the industrial sector has failed to meet 

the expectations of the adjustment programmes. 

A.2. The Regional Workshop on Strategic Management of the Adjustment 

Process in the Industrial Sector in Africa. 

A.2.1. Assessment of the observed situation 

Tentative explanations emerged from the large research 

programme carried out by UNIDO in the context of the December 89 

"Regional Workshop on Strategic Management of the Adjustment Process 

in the Industrial Sector in Africa": 

The new pattern of prices generated by the SAP reforms, aimed at 

providing economic agents with a new pattern of signals expected 

to lead to a distribution of economic activities and allocation 

of resources according to efficiency criteria. Yet the agents 

may simply not be equiped to realize what move is expected from 

them, and if ever they are, they may not have the means (in 

terms of financing, of access to technology or strategic 

information, in terms of human resources, •.• ) to adjust and 

restructure their activities accordingly. 

Inertia intrinsic to the sector led to diff ~rent time-respon3es 

to the new set of signals. Indeed if the depressive effect on 

domestic absorption was quickly felt, the supply-side response 

was much slower to appear, implying additional stresses in the 

sector. 

The observed sluggishness of the supply response was due not 

only to internal rigidities, but also because the international 

~~ may not be ready to absorb significantly larger intakes 

of African manufactured goods, even at prices reduced through 

the consolidated effects of currency devaluation and local 

industrial restructuring. In several instances, these markets 
I 

are protected by entry barriers of various kinds, which make 

them indeed little sensitive to the mere "price" variable; 
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I.n_ju:eviously sheltered mar~.&t.§., the profitability was sometimes 

very high and much more rewarding than any risky venture on 

foreign markets. Hence the sudden and often unforeseen 

withdrawal of protections and privileges was hard if not 

impossible to bear for the firms. 

'.rhe existing lack of Cbackwardl linkages in the industrial 

sector: the manufacturing sector operated mostly at the last 

stage of transformation processes, from imported semi-final 

products whose prices increased with devaluations, which led to 

squeezed profit margins. 

In this context, the introduction of competitive pressure is 

probably a necessary condition to foster economic growth, but it is 

certainly not a sufficient one. In certain instances, proper 

guidance and intervention by the State is still needed. 

Indeed, it is apparent that in an increasingly complex 

environment, marked by rapid technological change and keen 

competition, liberalization policies should be supportee by specific 
action programmes which enable industries to become more efficient 

and more competitive. 

UNIDO is already assisting a growing number of African countries 
such as Burkina-Faso, Cameroon, Congo, Cote d'Ivoire, Guinea, 

Madagascar, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal and Zaire in improving the 

strategic management of their industrialization processes in order 

to set African industry on a path towards self-sustained growth. 

This new path often requires that industry is restructured, making 

it more competitive, particularly by addressing a whole range of 

structural constraints and organizational deficiencies which still 

hamper the rtvival and development of industry in Africa. 

A.2.2. Proceedings and recommendations of the Decelllber 89 Workshop. 

The problems of adjustment faced by the industrial sector in 

the eighties and the effectiveness of a strategic management 

appro3ch to support a positive adjustment process of the industrial 

sector were examined at the UNIDO regional worksh~p on strategic 

management of the adjustment process in the industrial sector in 
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Africa held in Vienna, from 11 to 15 December 1989, and attended by 

delegates (one senior official and one industrialist from each 

country) from 21 African countries, as wel! as representatives from 

international organizations such as the World Bank. 

The workshop participants endorsed UNIDO's assessment of the 

situation of the industrial sector in Africa and emphasised that 

there could not be a real and positive adjustment process of the 

industrial sector without complementary measures addressing the 

specific constraints and problems of industry and its environment. 

They approved the strategic management approach developed by UNIDO, 

especially the elaboration and management of integrated, industrial 

sectoral stra~egies and action programmes suitably inserted into a 

broader scheme of global economic reforms and other sectoral 

policies. They strongly supported the organization of consultation 

mechanisms involving all economic agents operating in the industrial 
sector. 

In addition, ~he participants: 

Requested UNIDO to evaluate and disseminate the experience of 

those countries that had already started strategic management 

in their industrial sector; 

Wished that UNIDO would assist other requesting countries in 

the organisation of a strategic management approach to their 

industrialization process; 

Recommended that UNIDO improve, consolidate and disseminate the 

methodology and instruments underlying the strategic management 

of industrial development; 

Urged UNIDO to finalize and distribute a comprehensive report 

of the workshop, including the background documentation; 

Called f 04 tighter co-ordination and co-operation between UNIDO 

and the W~rld Bank in assisting African countries in improving 

their industrial strategies and policies. 
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A.3. Toward a Strategic Management of the Industrial Development: 

the approach and the methodology. 

A.2.1. The approach 

The strategic management of industrial d•welopment is an 

action-oriented approach to support the restructuring and 

development of an industrial system in the context of the programmes 

of reforms initiated by African countries to improve the situation 

and management of their economies. This approach is based on a 

system of co-operation between the Government and the public and 

private actors operating in the industrial sector. 

The overall objective of the strategic management approach to 

the industrialization process i~ the development of an efficient and 

competitive industrial system, which will contribute to the overall 

modernization and growth of the economy. The main features of this 

approach are as follows: 

1) It focuses on the formulation and implementation of 

strategies and action programmes for the restructuring or 

development of specific industrial subsystems which offer 

opportunities for efficient and competitive industrial 

activities (1). The action programme aims at improving the 

organization and functioning of the industrial subsystem, in 

p~rticular, at developing new industries; expanding existing 

industries, and developing the required technological, 

marketing, managerial and other capacities. 

2) The strategies and action programmes arE formulated and 

monitored by strategic consultative groups which are 

established for each industrial subsystem. These include the 

key public and private actors operating in the subsystem: 

industrialists, suppliers, distributors, and financial, 

technology and training institutions. 

(1) An industrial s~~~ystem is a ne~work of productive and service 
activities which develops around a basic resource and/or a final 
market and/or a technology. The subsystem includes not only the 
industrial activities but also all the supporting services (supply, 
distribution and marketing, transport, financing, development of 
technology, training). 
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3) The Government, with, if necessary, the technical and 

financial assistance of donor countries and institutions, can 

support the operators of each industrial subsystem in the 

implementation of their strategies and action programmes with 

specific measures and policies. This Government supporting 

programme should, however, be linked with, and monitored in 

relation to the realization of specific performance targets 

and be consistent with the overall framework of 

macro-economic and sectoral objectives and policies. 

The basic organizational framework supporting the strategic 

management of the industrialization process includes three 

interrelated organization systems: 

1) A technical support and information system, usually based at 

the ministry of industry and working in close co-operation 

with the actors operating in the industrial sector and with 

the other ministries concerned. Its main responsibilities 

are to assist in the identification, within the sector, of 

relevant industrial subsystems and the in-depth diagnosis of 

these among them that have been selected as deserving 

priority action (see item 2 below). Its respon~ibilities also 

include the organization of strategic cons~ltative groups, 

the preparation and implementation of the strategies and 

action P!ogramm~s by the strategic cqnsultative groups and 
the preparation and monitoring of the Government supporting 

policies and measures. 

2) An intergovernmental decision-making system for the selection 

of priority industrial subsystems to be included in the 

strategic management process and for the approval and 

monitoring of the programmes of policies and measures to 

support the implementation of the strategies and action 

programmes for the restructuring and development of the 

selected industrial subsytems. 

3) A consultative system between the Government and the actors 

operating in the industrial sector to review regularly the 

performance and development of the industrial sector. 
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A.3.2. The methodology 

The methodology underlying a strategic management process relies 

or. a consultation system that carries out the various steps of 

strategic analysis, strategic choice and strategic implementation 

through a steady process quite akin to corporate management. 

Al~hough there is clearly a sequential chain of different phases 

to go through, this should not be viewed as a once-for-all process. 

Indeed, the consultative mechanism allows for a steady, recursive 

reference to the process, with quick response to changing 

environmental conditions and exogeneous shocks whatsoever, or simply 

to the upgrading of available industrial information. Altogether, 

one may distinguish three phases in the process: 

~e 1: industrial survey - identification of priority subsystems 

We adopt from the start a systemic approach: we do not pretend 

to consider the industrial sector as a single entity, but rather, 

for operational reasons, do we handle it as a -more or less

organized network of various subsystems. 

A subsystem, as introduced above, is defined as a consistent, 

integrated set of economic agents which has developed around certain 

resource(s)/product(s), a certain technology or certain markets. 

Clearly within a subsystem, one can find a dense network of business 

relations among the economic agents, whereas different subsystems 

may be entirely independent from one another. Note that as a broader 

concept, the term "subsystem" includes what is traditionally called 

"subsector". 

The first phase of the process actually entails two steps: (1) 

the identification of relevant subsystems and (2) the selection of 

priority subsystems. Both the steps rely to a large extent on 

quantitative techniques. As for the selection of priority 

subsystems, its aim is to concentrate efforts and scarce resources 
on targeted clusters within the industrial fabric, chosen according 

to economic, technical and sometimes political criteria. 
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Phase 2: formulation of strategies 

For each of the priority subsystems, an in-depth analysis 

will then be carried out, to highlight its organizational structure 

and reveal its strong and weak poi:1ts, its resources in terms of 

investment capacity, skilled manpower ••• , its bottlenecks and 

opportunities for further growth. 

Given the current situation of the subsystem, we shall then 

formulate strategies aimed at setting the entire subsystem on more 

appropriate tracks for its further development. This includes 

identification of new markets, perhaps of market niches for very 

targeted products, the design of new products to respond to the 

changing demand, the required technological back-up, etc. 

Objectively, the right strategy may not be unique, insofar 

as several alternatives may yield interesting results. Hence we 

formulate different scenarios of growth and let the host government 

choose among these alternatives. 

At this level we have worked out, for each of the priority 

subsystems, a specific group strategy. The next st~p is to convert 

these strategies into integrated, consistent action programmes, and 

to design the set of incentives that may be required to conduct the 

members of a subsystem to select individual strategies compatible 

with the group strategy that has been worked out. 

Phase 3: formulation of action programmes. implementation and 

monitoring 

The action programmes basically translate the recommended 

strategies into their operational requirements. 

Typically, an action programme encompasses three components: 

an investment programme,aimed at the productive capacity of the 

subsystem (restructuring/rehabilitation, expansion or creation 

of new plants, ... ); 
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support activities aimed at the subsystem support services: 

banking institutions, training, transportation, 
infrastructures, ••• ; 

a package of reforms to be carried out by the Government in 

terms of industrial taxation, protections, tariffs and quotas, 

forex policy, regulations and incentives, administratives 

procedures,etc. 

If the recommendations pertaining to an investment programme to 
be promoted in a specific subsystem may reasonably be designed at 

the level of that particular subsystem, it goes without saying that 

whatever reforms concern either the environment of the subsystem or 

the Government's expected role in its development go well beyond th~ 

boundaries of the subsystem. 

Indeed, the homogeneity of the latter class of recommendations 

across the various subsystems has to be established, so that the 

actions programmes represent altogether a fully integrated package 

of reforins, which is consistent at both macro- and micro-economic 

levels. 

The steady process of consultations that is at the core of the 

strategic management approach allows for, not a unique "top-down, 

bottom-up" process, but rather a sequence of such processes, 

ultimately converging to those actions programmes that meet both 

macro- and micro- requirements. 
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TH( CH••tlER •OV£~Ell 11 Z"~ill~: ~EdJER SE~YICES 
alO OP~\l~tUllllES 

1.~ llfiODUCTI~• 

1.1 The Chaaber Moweae•t i• Za•bia ha$ co•e & lo•g •&J. The 

lasaka Cha•ber of Coaaer~• a•d ladustr1 (lCCl) •as foreed 

j•st lfter the 'reat ••rld ~epressie• •• lay 15. 1933. lb4 

foPaatio• of the lCCI ga~e i•spiratio• to other b•siaess

•c• to co•stit•te the•sclvcs ~· Chaabers i• aajor i•dastrial 

aad Coaaercial ceatres ia the couatrJ. Ewcrsiace the 

•••••t•• of the Chaaber •oveaent h• s aever slackeaed. 

1.2 la 193G. as a c~•seqae•ce of a felt need to put 1• place 

a aatioaal body, the Associated tha•~ers 3f toooerce aad 

l•dastry {~StJl) U•S foraed. However, for soae reason or 

the other, aStil• uas ~isbanded &n 1957 only to re-eaerge 

in the saae year under the naae of Coaaercial and 

ladust~ial ~ssGciation of Morthcrn dh3desia (tilllliJa). 

1.3 Oa ~Ct3bcr 24, 1954, ll~rthern ~h9desia beca•e the 

i•dependent a•d sovereign ~epublic of Zaabia uithin the 

Co•••nveal:h of •ations. iaturally and to coaf9r• with the 

•tu sovereign status, Cd~I•J~ was changed to the Zaabian 

hdu~r!al and to;.;;_'~-cial AsSGc:iation {ZillC\111) on 

Septub1u ·tO. l.9i4..- l-la&O• uut•d 1J•ti.l s-..te:a11er. 15 
1~89 •bu it •as c,han_g~d to tile 2ania c_ ••. f .. der~~i .. •f 
·Ud.u.$tries a•d Cha•bers of Coaaerce (ZACCl). 

1.4 The Ch~nge 'o Z"CCI caae as a reswlc of the •eed to aeeor4 'he 

•ational Cha•ber a •a•e befitting its status as an 

••brella for all town and district cha•bers of coaaer'e 

a•d indus;ry. on ene banJ, and Trade Associations ~• 

the "thcr. 

ZaCCI. as a aati~•al Chaaber of CQaaeree and Industry is 

constitated by town ind district cha,bers of co•aerce and .
1 

in4•slry situited in aijor towns ind citic, of Za•bia, on one 

~and, aad Trade A$socia••ons, on the ocher. Jhe full lists of 

Chaabers and Tride ~ssociations are at ~he appendia r.o this 
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3.J llEllJEllSHlil 

le•b~rship ia•o Z4Ctl is effected by way of joiaiag the 

local Cha•btr of Coeeerct aad &adustry. -• ot .. er words 

•po• jo1a1ng ~ne local Cha•ber. o•e auio•at1cally ~ecoees 

a •e•btr ~f lHCCi aad deserwi•g of all the co•c~eita•l 

priwilc: t~• aa:! obligatioas. Ho•ewer, b•siaess e•terprises 

are at liberty to apply for direct corporate aeabership 

direct corpora•e aeobers .. ip is that co•••nicatio• is faster 

t .. a• is the case uhe• this is doae ~brougb ;he aeaber!s 

local Chaabtr. 

4.J ZACCI OiGA~S 

5.0 

.. . 

The policy foraulatioa and orientation ~f Z~CCI are 

executed by the ZiCCl doard. The Joard co•prises all 

Chairaen of l?cal Chaabers a•d Trade •ssotiatioas. The 

Ooard in turn has wario•s Coaaittees vhich deal vith 

specific •atters. •c: prese•t. ZACCi has Sis (5J Co••itc:ees 

as follows. 

liJ GowerneenL Lj:is~n Coaaittee. 

\iii tinaace and ~a•ageaeat Coa•1tc:ee, 

lii;J•eabership and ?ublic Relations C~••ittee, 

(iwJ in,eraal Trade a•d dusiness Dewelopacat/SADCC Coaaitt•e: 

(wJ lnteraati~nal Trade ~ewelopaent/PTA Comai.ttee 

(viJ Transpor,, Eaergy and Coaaunica~ions Coeeittee. 

Like any lational Cha•ber in the Morld, the f••daaental 

•andate of Z'CCi is to facilitate orderly and profitable 

besiaess operatio•s for its •e•bers. In this res~ect, ZACCI 

keep• its •eebers iafor•ed of dewelo~eents which are likely to 

••• 
bri•gs c:o ~heir atteation opportunici:s uhich eay en~a,ce their 

profitability_ on the ~c:her Ibis :wcrall and far-reaching 

objectiwe is achieved c:hr~ugh the •any an~ waried serwices 

uhich ZACCI puts at t•e 4isposal of i~s •c•bcrs,the ,rin,ipal 

of Mhich ~re given beloM;-
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(a) i~p!ese~tati!~ 

l•C~l represeats its aeabers o• the followiag 5owera•eatal 

a•d q•asi-~ower••e•tal orgaas -

(i) Foreiga Eschaage la•ageac•t Coaaitteo 

(ii) ?rices aad lacoaes Coaa1ssioa 

(iii) la•bi• l•••~•••:S•••• lat~oritJ. 

(iw) Zaabia a•reaa of Staadards 

l•J laaage•••t Serw1ces Joard 

(wij Zaabia Ceatre for Acco••ta•cJ s~•dies 

(wi1J Saall Scale 1ad•stries Oewelapae•t argaaisatioa, 

(bj Trade lissioas 

ia its coati•o•s efforts to keep its oeobers a~reast 

with scieatific aad cechaological dewelopaeats_ ZACCI. 

with the g:aero•s assistaace of the UIDP. has p•t ia 

place a pr~gra••e of l•-warJ 3nJ ~u~-ward Trade ·••• 

Jusiaess Hiss1oas. 

Tbe ~issio~s eadeawour to ~ring Zaabia• bwsiaessae• aad 

•o•e• face-to-face •ith b•siness•en a•d ••••• of other 

cowatries. la l~J~ alone. oae i•-ward aissioa aad two 

O•t-ward •issioas were suecessfwllJ exec•ted. 

Tho Ia-ward lissioa iaw~lwed a gro•p of Japaaesc ~•siaessaca 

aad busiaess correspoadents •ko caae to explore iawestaeat 

opportvnities/joiat weat•res aad other•ise ia Zaabia. 

Tho ~issioa •hich took place ia iarch was later 

reciprocated ~, a delegatioa of Zaabiaa Jasiaessaca ia 

J••& 19J9. The O•t-•ard lission cowered Po~t•gal, Caba. 

tho USA aad Guraaa. 

Ia these aissi•• eschaages. treaendous iaforoatioa •a• 

exchaagod with regard to receat developaeats ia scieace 

aad technologr. Eq•allr •igaificaat, is the fact that soac 

Zaabiaa coapaaios aaaaged to conclude joiat •••tare aad 

tochaology traasfer agreeaeat~ with a •••ber of ••torprisos 

ia the countries wis1ted. 
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p1rt1c1p1t1oa of 1 aueber of its aea~ers ia the li~P 

spo•sored Europe1• l•vest•••t to•r •hich was led ~J 

the loaowrable •i•ister of Coaaerce aad l•4ustry ia 

~ove•ber. l~d~- Agiia the scie•tifi~ aa4 

tech•ological awareaess •hicb tbe participaats 

gai•ed froa the to•r i~ treeeado•rs. It is eavisaged 

that •itb the co•ti••eJ assistaace ef ll~P aad other 

l•teraatioaal ~id Jrgaaisatioas, Zattl uill i•crease 

tbe frequeacy of lrade ~•d Jusiness •issioas for the 

beaefit ~f its aeabers. 

Z•Ctl stroagly believes that it is fu•daeeatally 

i•?3rta•t for Z••bi1n Coapaaies, both ia the pu~lic 

aad private sectors, to keep abreast uith the state 

- of-the art i• as far 11 tecbaological and scientific 

developaeats are co•cer•ed uorlduide. ladeed uith 

1 ?O?•latioa grouth of 4~ per ••••• aad a crusbiag 

exter•al 4ebt of US$6.9 billio•, uhich uorks out to 

a US$J5d per capital exter•al i•debtedaess. Zaabia 

is ia a hurry to develop its socio-ecoaoaic iafras-

la its eadeavo•r to eoapleaeat Party aad 'overaaeat 

efforts, ZACCI is actively enco•ragiag the solicitatioa 

aad coaclusioa •f joiat veaturos a•o•g its •••bers 

and interested parties uorlduide. la this respect, 

ZACCI •••aged to successfully coaduct a ,ioaeer study 

of tbe efficacy of direct iaternatioaal iadustrial 

cooperatio• ••o•g Zaabiaa eaterprises aad their 

couaterparts ia the industrialised couatries of the 

uest. J1tu1ea the 18th aad zath of Oeceeber, l~d~. 

t~e Executive ~ssistant (Ecoaoaics). uho hAd executed 
the study. uas iavited to participate ia an 

interaatioa1l Ad-hoc Expert Group ~eetiag (EGAJ on 

Enter?rise·t~-Enterprise CooperAcion (ETE) in Vienna, 
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The CG~ yielied coaclusiwe evidence about ETC as a 

si~inifitant supple•e•t l? ~r~ditional for•s of 

lf capital in-fl~vs. Z~ttt, 3ft its ~art ••s •ade 

aa undertak1n~ tbat it will readily cooperate with 

and offer its ~rofessi?n•l e•~~r,ise to local and 

foreign b•siness ~arties/concerns who eay oe desirous 

of getting •• iasight ~nt, the availaole wealth 

of inv~staeat ~?~ortunities in Zaabia. ••tvrally. 

ZACCI will reeain indeoted to U•IJJ for h•ving kindly 

draun it into the facilitati~n of £TE. 

inf3raation and the su~sequent disseaination of tbt 

sane are equally aaung the k~y aandaces of z~ttl. 

Usi!l1 its liaiteJ res:>urces, ZACCI. froa ti•e to tiae 

conjuc~s c?eaJdity earket s.urv.eya w1.b a view ,, 

h.9hl,~~-tng existing and ~~ten~ial bwsiness 

o~~ortunities ~ath for l?cal and f?reign business 

C')ncerns. ln Jctooer,l~J~, ZACCI was f3rtunate to be 

awarded a consultancy t~ execu~e jP1l lhm~d '•rvey 

on Leatker ~roducts in Za9~ia. 

The survey, vhicn w•s conducted by the Executive 

~ssistant lEconoaicsJ was anon~ ?tber ~f• coaaodity 
hpply 

~eaand an' Surveys which vere cabled ind discussed 

during Lhe If~ Juyer/Seller Coll~quiua vhich t~ok 

~l•ce concurreatlJ wicft the firs~ ever ~I~ le•ther 

f•ir 1n Addis-Ab•ba, Etbi~J1• betveea the 2Stb •nd 

3Jth ~f ;•nu•ry li~J. ZACCi en,our•ged ••d -el~ed 

t, exJedite tne ?•rtici~•ti3a of four l~) of its 

neabcrs («•era l~d, Jiazi Led, As•ri• l••ther 

lnd~stries Ltd and Zaabia J•t• Shoe Co ltdJ. 
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z~cc1. on the other h•nJ. has been publishiag the 

ZA~Jl~~ JUSI•ESS journ•l which i• •ses Lo educ•te 

i~s •e•bers, and the gener•l public •t l•rge, 

•bout che gener•l treads aad topi,al iss••• in the 

tE~~LifTEd will s,,. go iato print to reiaforce 

the jour•al. The •ewsletter will eatirely co•prise 

d•ta •nd infor••tion on trade aad iavest•eat 

op,or~unities in l•ebi• •nd the world. It is gratifying 

to nlte that the Uaited lati,ns ~evelop•••t ~rlgra••e 

,u•~~J under its institutional building pr3~ra••e 

has kindly extendeJ part of i•s financi•l resources 

to ZACC1 to facilatethe es,~blish•ent of • tr•de 

d•ta ~nJ inf?roation network. Jbvi3usly. this uill 

Jyn~aise the C•p•c1ty ,f ZACCl 'a answer to its aeabers· 

needs in • ti•ely and eff1c&ent •anner. 

le} Traje Fairs anJ Exhibitions 

Z~CCI also realises the i•~ortance of aaketing 

through tr•je f•irs and exhibitions. Codsequently, 

ic actively pr~•otes its •e•bers' p~rticipation 

Indeed, n3t only does ZACCI urge its aeabers to 

p•rtici,ate in f•irs •nd exhibitions organised 

by others, ~ut also organises its ow• exhibitions. 

In May l~d~. for instaa,e, ZACC~ org•nised and 

exe,uted • highly successful exhibition at the 

~ulungushi latern•tional Conference Centre. Jhe 

objective of che exhibitii,n was cvo-fold, tc 9'f#N.a. 

the co~ leaJorshi~ in the ~arty and its &overneent to 

vhat is and 'a• be ?roduced by Zaebaan Coa~anies 

i n 1 i n e 11 i tll t It• n 1 v [« • ~ no • i c It'" ~ ' o ye r y 

P. ·ograaee the•e ,f 'Growth fro• our 1hso11rce1 . and 

to equ•lly enlighten Zaebian C~•panies •bout what 

they ••y h•we Oeen i8~3rt.ng hilhCrtO. 
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it is gr•tifying co note th•t 'his tvo-~ronged 

objec(iYe v~s fully •ni sac1sfac~or1ly 1ch1eved. 

in the •eu year z~cc1 has ~lans ~o assist its 

c?nStltuenL Chanbers t> 3r91nise ~ad hos: sin1lar 

exhibi~io•s in their localit1es. 

\f) Se•inars and Jusiness lu•che~•s 

Like any 3Lher Cbanber ~aveaen,, z~ttl also 

organises Se•iaars aad Jusiness luncheons as •edia 

for ex~osing its •e•bers to conte•~>rary soc10-econoaic 

develo~aents in the c3uncry.ley s~cakers at se•inars 

and Jusiaess luncheoas are aor~ally high ranking 

officials in the /~rty and its 6>vern•ent and the 

/rivate sect>r and resident internatio~al 

organisations. 

~ ~ LJCal CHA~JE~ ACllVlTlES 

The activities ?f local Chaaoers of Coanerce and 

lndus:ry are naturally concentrated on the 

facilitation of business o~erati?ns in their localitie~. 

Given resources tkey replicate at a louer scale, 

sone of the serv1ses uhich are offered by ZMCCI. 

in serving their •e•b•rs, local Chaebers kee? 

continous dialogue uith their local /arty and 

6~verneent authorities uith regard to all •atters 

of autu1l interest. Such cOO?eration had issued 

\and continue ta issue)into stronger local authorities' 

su~erintendency of business operations uithin their 

jurisdictions. A case in Joint is the on-going 

resurfacing of ~ount?un ~aveeents in Lusaka. The 

directive to business••• to effect the resurfacing uas 

coaaunicaceJ in close liaison uich Lusaka Cha•~•r 

of Co•nerc• and industry. agains' ;his background. 

one uould like tn sea loc1l Chaebers incorporated 

in•o organs ,f 1,cal authorities u1'h a vieM ;~ 

s.rcng.~~R1ng the ~1sitive e~n;r;buL13n ,f res~eetive 

resiJen~ bus1ne5s coeaunitics. 
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1. JHE AJLE JF l~E ~d11ilE SECTJA 

7.1 Tne discussion 3f the Chi•~cr ~Jve•tnt in la•Jla can never 
;, e &b.s tr d.C u J fr .J • the l • ,1 Jr tan c r ·J l .! J f the ,i riv~ t e sector 1 n 
the resuscitati3n 3f the Za•aia~ ccono•y. Like any country in the 
~orl~. l~•~ia caa n3t have any •~re rcs3urces than vh•t its citizeas 
bave. C'Jnse~uently, tae eatent ~3 uh1ch inJiviJual citize•s are 
•otivatej t3 ex.Jrt the•selves in the ,1rocess of res.Jurce •o~ilisat1on 

anJ socio econ~•ical pr-JductiJa will eveaLually Jeter•ine 
tbe level of Jevelop•eat of the ec>nJOI•}"· 

7.2 la Za•~ia. o•e ••Y uish to argu! that the Jettr1oration in 
the perfor•aace of the ecoao•y oe~iaing in 1~7j ~,s •• a very large 
exteat ~een iaflueaceJ Dy the •aderJevclo,aeat of private iaitiative. 
The pre-1J7S period was charact~riscJ Jy positive bJ~ gr?wth rates 
e~ialy because of bigh internat~3nal Co,i~er ~rices. The collapse 
ot the saae ia 1~74, exposeJ the vzlncrabil1ty of an econoay Jevoid 
of a strong private sector. 

7.3 Efforts at puttiag in ~lace 3 v1aole private sector have 
bowever, ~een thuarteJ oy incessan~ aovernaent ~3licy shifts which 
had bred a• ataos?here 3f busiaess uacJaf iJence a•?n~ actual and 
~oteatial investors. lhe on and ~ff ,1r1ce c.JntrJls, the bascy 
ezpr3priati3ns, etc, 3nly aanage1 co further ,1ut 3ff the day uhen 
the private ouaiaess caaaunity vaul~ aecoae a stran~ ally of 
Govern•enc in :~&~r11U-~.::.a9 the C'JURLry ·s cal.Jnially tlc·1uetted 
Infrastructure uhcih is incapap~lc 3f J"erat1n~ )Uts1Je the orbit 
of 'estern fina•cial anJ cc.ino•ic insc1tutions. 

1.4 Jhe neeJ for a• ecoaoaic enablin~ e•virJnaent can h~rdly be 
over eap~asised si•ce it is the sin qua_n~~ of ~rivate initiative 
and the benefits ass3ciated uith ic. fhe funJaaental adv~ntages 

of privacc sectar initiative IA>.."'1"~ ex?.:rtly ?Ut Dy Joa Jethell when 
lu .ar JI&.? J that 

~e can best a~,1rec1ate the advantages of private ?roperty by 
considerin~ the drawbacks vf a sJciety uith3ut it. la such 
a s 3 c i e t y , in Ji v i ~ u a ls are fr c :tu en t 1 y -·disc Jn n e c t e d - fr o • 
the ~onse~uences of their ~ctions - uh:.thcr those consequences 
be advanta~eous or detr.aen:as •.• Jy this i acan that they 
uill nietber have t:1 i>ay tJ.u;ns.i:->.t:!ly L>r their cxtra,a!'jll':'~ 

•or uill they oe ?ad c>1111~ns11ra~.:ly for their cffJl'ts. The 
rewards of labor a•J self-d~ni~l, a,J the i>enalties of idl~ness 

and self - indulgence will not 1c::.T"u.: to th3sc wh.> have 
-·earaed·· such 1111tcoaes (Journal of iconoaic Growth, Vol. 2 
llo. 1 UJ7:JJ 

1.S Jhe above ir.24,atat -Jn ~P'loCNrtt.,he ideas of r~s?onsi~~litJ 
and reuar~ upon vhich t-e cancep' ~nd ?ractice pf ?rivate i•itiative 
are bas~d. It is unfortunate that th.:s; .. u:> stra•e9ic pillars of 
ecoao•ic gro••b- ha~e not been developed in Za•bia ~ecause of be•h 
the parastatalisation of the econoav and the aascncc of £O•••nsurate 
renueerati;in for skills a~d s~ecialisations. lhe fact that this 
~~ t~c case is acce?taale, what is n~t iCte,1taJle is to let it 
c11ntinue 
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7.5 ~u1ce clearly cne iarty •n1 i~s ~lvern•en• should syste•atically 
enter u~on a ~rJcess Jf l>lsen1nJ ch~ aJnJ~ely 9r1~ Jf th~ P~r~'~1~ls 
sector over certain ecJnJ•lC ar~~s. ~t is incJnce1va~le, for 
instance, to ~ersist vitn cne la•u14 3t•te insurance tJr~orationlZSlC) 
as the only dealer in irsuranc~ services. ~either is it esono•ically 
feasible to sustain the •ono~Jly Jf Za•J~~ Jreueries Li•ited in the 
Drewery industry. lhese anJ Jthcr •onJ~tlies we~e constit•tej when 
the ~J~ulation of la••ia uas arounJ 4 •illion ~eo~le. J~viously, 1t 
is •likely that the •ono~olies can have the ca~acity, even taking 
into acclunt ex~ansiJns, t~ serv~ a ~J~ulation that is alaost twice 

what it vas whea they uere esca~lished. 

J.1 Vieued ayaiast this ~arkgrounJ, _ciae has coae t~ eepeal the 
ln5uran£e Co•paaies lCe5satiJn and Jransfer Jf Jusiness) ~ct Ca~ Jll 
of the laws of Za•Dia uhich enshrines the •ono~•ly of ZSlC Li•iteJ. 
Jn the other hand. the 3reuery industry 1nJ other 1nduitries in uhi~h 
•ono~•lics ~ersist. should ~e o~ened to coa~etitiln. indeed, it uould 
~e desirable to li•it State ~~rtic1~~t1on t~ aajJr ~uJl1c ~tilities 
aad those sectors uhere the nature Jf investaent ca~ital lutlays 
rel~tiwe to initi~l returns aay nJt ae attractive co the ~rivate sector. 

J.J lhe urgency of instituting such econoaic ~ol1cy can hardly be 
doubted es~ecially in the face of r~cent dcvelo~aents oo~h in the 

region and aeyond. 

1-~ lo start uitn cne succe11fui Jr-set of tne d•saantling 3f the 
aDoaina~le a?artbeidregi•e in Soutn Kfrica anJ the inde~endence of 
la•i~ia will certainly alter enc ccon1aLc ca•~lexion dnJ fortunes of 
t•e econJaies af ~e sul regioR. J1th jpartheid aut of the way there 
Mill ~e ·no earthly justif1c•tion ~, sustain the econoaic JJycott a•d 
isol•tion of South ~frica. ~KJCC anJ the IT~, far instance, uhich Mere 
foraed ~artially ~ecause of tht i•~er~tivc ~r- rcJuc1ng ~conoaic ties 

viththe racist regi•e, vill naturaliy and villynillyJ~en their Joors tJ 

the new anJ free $Juth ~rica 3nd ~1ai~ia. 

7.lJ dov uith the ~asic infrascruc~u.·al advantag~ of South •Frica 
i• the region cou~led ~1th its J?en ~&onaaic ?olic1es, ?lJ an~ new 

i•vescaencs uill ~~vi~usly head ~her~. 

J.11 Jy t•e sa•e teken, che her?ic Jisa~n~ling of the Jerlin uall 
and the owcr?overing wind of lercscroika in che East nave unavoida~le 
social ccJnaaic rc~crcuss1ans lR th~ .loriJ ec~nJay 1 uhether one likes 

it or not. 

J.12 1rior to the events in th~ East, the Jorld ~conoaic aa~ had b 
been ?atterned on Capitalis• versus CJ•aunis• basis. lhc i~uard 
looking econJwic ~olicies of the E•s~ oaseJ on Central planni•g and 
1ublic ovoerGhip ba~ inevi,aL~y kc~• at bay aassivc Western investaents. 
la the proc~ss T•ird 'osld Countries. including Zaa~i•, had consti
tuted a ve•t for 'estero 1nvesta:n:s in light Jf prottctionist ~olicios 
aaoa~ We~tcrn econo•ies. ~ov, chis foraul~ is no iJnger cenable ia 

the fac• of refor•s in the Coa•un1s~ Jorld. 
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7.13 ~1r;?aJy Jestcrn econJa1~s •~~ ~irJ1n~ th~•seiwes in re~Jiness 
to tak: ~Jw•ntagc of the •~sstwc ~arKcts Jf the fist. l•4eed, another 
~arshail ~1J \~l4~JJ is uaJ;?r~ay t) ~!il JU~ the Ease. Ihe availability 
of d.:wclepeJ tastes .,._ich had Jten )Cn~-u;I unJer ~rthoi.:>x [Jaauni$• 
aad the highly Je,el.:>~eJ ec~noaic infrastructure c~nscicute a ~ackage 
of waria~l;?s vhicn will aake the IhirJ J>rlJ nJn~nc1ties in the 
co•~eti~iJn tJ attract intera•t1~nal res~urce fl~~s. 

7.14 Vicved ayaiast t~i• backdrop. Za•~i~ shevld a.:>t fall back fro• 
tbe g~neral trenu in as far as ?Ul.'.:i11g"in ~lace cc3no•ic ?olicies to 
eacouragc local eat~r~reneuralsht? and to attract incern3tional 
Caj»it-11. 

7.lS ~n d~1ng so. there is an ur~cnt need t> .:>uiiJ a busiaess 
eaabling enwirJn•ent that vilJ inl.'.;?r'll1a. guarante~ ~interrujlt:_e~.: 
business )~~rations. It is uot cnJugh tJ sioply sta:~ that private 
l••est•cncs are velcJ•e. Jhat ~s i•~~rtant is tJ incluJe in the 
•~ 1steent ~ct a clause cx~l1ci,.y guara•t~ein9 against undue 
ex~r.:>~riatiJn. lhis vill esta~iish c,nfidence ae>ng llcal a•d foreiga 
eater~reneurs and ensure •u,ual ~arcn~rsh1~ between the ~u~lic and 
private s~ctJrs in the ~r3c~ss ~f ~C)Rj•1c rec1wery ind future 
dewelo~•~nc. Ibis •rguaentac1~n v~s a~cly ~·t )y ch~ Ena~ling 
Enwir~n•~nL CJnferenc2 •hen it asscrceJ that: 

... the tvin challeng2s Jf r~c~very and dew~l:>~o2nc cannot 
~~ •~t ~y State ini~iaciv2s ~lJne. lhe ~rivat2 S~ct~r -
OJ~h Jusin~ss and ~riYac~ dtw~ll~aent agenci~s {PJ~ISj - •ust 
c~llao~rate act1wely aaJng chcaselwes and vi~h G•wenaaent t3 
4Chicvc these 3bjectiwes (r~~ Enabli4g Ertvir3naent Conference, 
•air>~i. KE~Y"· 21 - 24 dcc,ocr l~Jj;4). 

7.lj Jhilsc on the saae, it is iov3rtant to highlight che ~~sitive 
and c,eµl1e~ntary r3le th·:t the ~rivate sect3r can ~crfora in un
burdening ~overn•ent and local au,horicies of certain budgetary 
constrain~s. 

A particular exa•~le in this regard is the fe3s1bility of contractiag 
_the t1riwatc sector to execu.4 Ju-:ics vhich aay traditionally be thought 
of as aanJaces for che Central &ov~rn•c•t or lo,al authorities. lhere. 
is •o reason. f?r instance. vhy local authorities (Jistrict CouncilsJ 
in Zaebia C4nnot contract ~riva~~ enterprises t.:> cellec' refuse and 
do general cleaning in their towns. 

1.11 The nor•al explanati~n fJr ~he failure ~y Councils to collect 
garbage is that ~hey dJ not have sufficient funds ~o b¥y gaeb~ge 
collection trucks. Unf:>rtvnately_ whit they fJrgec is that they can use 
the little •:>ney they have to ~ay ~rivate enter~r1ses co collect 
garbage ••d cee~ their tevns cl~a~ 
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su~~~MY JFPROfCISAIS FJ~ E•K~•CI~G THE ~FFECTIYE~E~S 

JF THE CHAii~ llCNE11ilt II Z.-UtJ I A 

7.1 Mhilst rec~g~ siag aa~ laud1ag the lo•g historr of 

the CbaeDer lowe•e•t in Za•bia. ••e has t• at the 

sa•eti•e a~preciate tbe fact that there is alot of 

distaace yet to be cowered before ue ca• begia to talk 

of ZaCCI as a• al~-eebraciag Matioaal i•siaess 

Orgaaisatioa. 

7.2 Currently. the organisation has difficulties relating 

to too •••J enterprises o~erati•g outsi~e its &•bit. 

insufficieat staff. inadequate fi•a•cial and •aterial 

resources. to naae. but a feu. laturallJ, ZACCI is 

aaking all efforts to solve so•e of these and other 

constraints. However, there is aeed for strong aad 

consisteat iastitutional su~?ort to the Chaeber 

doveeent. in this regard,one u~ul~ like to reco••end 

that:-

(a) the ~arty and its gowera•ent should •ake it •andatorr 

for all existing and u?coaing enterprises to belong to 

the Cha•ber lowe•e•t in their localities. The advantage 

of such a •easure is •ul,i-?ronged, 

~iJ it uill aake it extre•ely easr for the Govern•ent 

to •onitor the activities of the business 

co••unity in the country. At preseat there 

/
•an1 . about . 

are too ·briefcase co• 11an1es/ ubose operations 

the Gowera•ent knows next to nothiag. In 

reference to the sa•e. the receat ~sst•bly of 

the PIA/federation of Cha•bers of to•••rce aad 

which uas held in lairobi 0 lenra. even uent 

furt~·r and argued cha' 

iov~~-•'•t• 'n the ?IA sub-region are struggliag 

to • • ta in ( s i c ) u i th bogus or b r i e f case '' bus i a• as 

?eopl' uho have been able to ~btain ieport 

?er•itz or foreign exchange at the e•?••se of 

organised an~ properly registered operators 

•nd ill 6J•lly using such licences/foreign currencr •• 
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ln so•e cases the per•its •nd the foreign curreDCJ 

has ~sic; bee• sold •t black •arket r•tes t• 

legiti•ate oper•tors uko •re aluars desperate due 

to li•1ted avail•bility l~TA/FCCl 'e•er•l Asse•bly, 

lairobi, ~th - 12th 4ove•ber, l~~~J 

Follouing this observatio• the .sse•bly had likeuise 

urgcJ PI~ •e•ber Cluntries to •ake it ••ndatory for, 

••.• anyone in far•ing, co••e~ce ~~nuf•cturing 

professi~a•l uadertaking etc. tl be a registered 

•e•ber of their respective ~a:ional Associations before 

they ~re alloveJ to operate. recognised and exposed to 

licences f~reign currency. tenders etc(ibidJ. 

(ii) Secondly, the •easure uill streng~hen the position And 

role 3f ZACC1 in its ~us1ness rcgula;~ry •nJ Advisory feactieaa. 

The c~n;inucJ existence 3f ~~c larges~ proportion of 

~usi~esscs outs1~e z~cc1 has aL .iaes eroJed the capacity af 

ZACCi as an ••~rel~• ~ody for ~us:ness organisations i• the 

coun:ry, 

(iii)Equally_ significant is the face that ZACCI uill provid,. 

a one-stop-office for che Govern•en' in as far as gaugiag 

opinions of the business Cla•uni:y in the couatry is·ceas•r•••· 

ia che present circu•stances. there are far too •any 

Jiscr~~c and ~iscordant voices f;ediag into th~ &overn•••l 

•achinery fro• the ~usiaess co•aunity. 

(iwJ Lastly, it uill boos; the financial. aaterial and 

reseurce l~vels of Z~CCl. 

(b) Tke ?arty and its 6oweraaeat should a~so consider 

incorporati•g local Chaabers of Co••erce and l•dustry in 

th• operational orgaas/co••ittaes of local ~uthorities/ 

~istrict Councils. lhia i' e•p•cially iaportant with 

regard to th~s• orga•~ which d•al with soci~-eco•o•ic 

develop•ent issues. The i•,~rp~ratiln uo-ld gre1tly enhance 

:he •oni~orimg of ~usi•••1 operati~ns at che lo,•l levels. 
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(c) The G>vernaent shoulJ consider taking f•rther ste~s along the 

road to full econoaic liJeralisation ~y idcludiay a clause ia 

local aad foreign iavestors agaiast ••d•e expropriatio"s; 

{d} It is ti•e also that the Govern•e•t's liberalisati~• to•ched 

the doainaace of the ecoaoay bj parastatal aoaopolies •ith a 

view to ••ly encouraging state partici~ation in key and 

strategic sectors. To facilitate deeonopolisation 3f the 

ecoaoay aad to quickly ao~ilise financial resources, the 

Governaent shoulJ establish a st3ck-exchaage; even one that 

••Y operate at ap?ointed tiaes only; and 

{e) The Central Governaent anJ local luthoribjs/Jistrict Councils 

should learn to contract th~ ?rivate sector to execute certain 

public utility services ~s a aeans to lessen ~udgetory pre~sures 

and to avoid calling upon tne ?rivate sector only uhen the 

cr1s1s has struck. 

THE Elli) 

16/2/9.J 
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Introduction. 

In this paper the actual and possible role OT the Technology 
Development and Advisory Unit <TDAU> in the industrial 
development of Zambia are assessed. 

The history of TDAU is shortly reviewed. 
Much more attention is given to the present place of the unit in 
industrial productive Zambia. 
Its connections with the diTferent group of manuTacturers and the 
strengths and shortTalls of this programme are evaluated. 

Possible developments which could increase TDAU"s contribution to 
a qualitative and quantitative grow OT Zambia"s industry are 
mentioned. 

One of the developments which needs separate attention is the 
possibility o~ transferring or extending TDAU to a National 
Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing. 

The origin of the idea for such a centre is traced. 
The reasons Tor such a Centre and its functions as identiTied by 
a consultancy mission are listed. 

It is then assessed whether TDAU would be a suitable core TOY 
such a Centre. 
Problems and preconditions are summarized. 

The conclusions and recommendations are finally gone through 
again. 
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Short history of TDAU. 

The technology Development and Advisory Unit <TDAU> oi the 
University of Zambia <LINZA> was established in 1974 as part of 
the School of Engineering. 
The main goals of the unit could be summarized as: 
1. To help and advise on the design and production of 

agricultural and household equipment locally. 
2. To serve as a development"centre for new equipment and 

processes aimed at replacing imported models. 
3. To act as a clearing house for designs and prototype 

development for other organizations. 
4. To stimulate grass-roe~ development of rural areas 

towards self-sufficiency. 
S. To serve as a centre to pool advise from LINZA to 

various local industries. 

These goals can still be considered to be valid for the unit as 
it is today, although major changes occurred were it comes to the 
actual way in which TDAU tries to reach these goals. 

The first years at the unit were governed by the idea of 
'Appropriate Technology• defined as implements which had to be 
made from materials and tools which were commonly available in 
the rural areas of the developing countries. 

Already then TOAU tried to improve on designs forthcoming from 
this trend. A small design section was established. 
A metal workshop and later a wood workshop were established in 
order to make the production of p1·ototypes and smal 1 series 
possible. 

At the end of this first phase TDAU had an infrastructure with a 
good potential for the production of implements referred to in 
its adopted goals and with a modest design section which was 
prepared to give its contribution to the development of new, 
Zambian products. 

Lacking was a clear insight in what the Zambian society really 
needed and the instru~entarium to acquire that particular 
knowledge. Tt'1e choice for TOAU' s production package was governed 
by what the international literature offered in the field of 
"Appropriate Techr.ology•. 
This led to an accumulation of both useful and useless gadgets 
which did not find their way out of the workshop into the Zambian 
society. 

In the second phase the sub contracting of need survey studies to 
other institutions within Zambia gave a better insight in the 
problems and the state of development in the rural areas of 
Zambia, but the mainly social and economic analysis, because of 
their distance to the p~actice of technological design and 
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development, were not translatable in technical requirements. 

TDnU felt that it was necessary to have both disciplines under 
the same roof and attached a new section to the unit: the 
Assessment and Extension section. 

The emphasis in the activities of TDAU thereby shifted ~ram pure 
technology to technological extension. 
The output of the unit had to t5e not only technologically sound 
but also economically viable and socially acceptable. 
The involvement of TDAU did not longer stop with a material 
prototype but in addition advice, training and backstopping had 
to be provided. 

Within the unit the dif~erent activities were coordinated to form 
a continuous and coordinated circle of need surveying, 
designing, production, laboratory and field testing and 
extension. 

The attention of TDAU shi~ted to craftsmen and small and medium 
rural and urban industries as their immediate target groups. 
Through these groups the ~armers should be reached. 

Noticeable is also the ~act that TDAU concentrated more and more 
on the assessment and testing of already existing designs from 
abroad. 
The emphasis in the design section shifted to redesigning the 
most promising implements to better suite the specific Zambian 
conditions or to make them more suitable for production within 
Zambia. 

This new outward bound, output and client oriented approach 
coincided with the wish of the LINZA authorities that TDAU should 
become an independent and completely self supporting unit within 
the University. Working to the same formulated goals in a much 
more commercial and market oriented way. 
TDAU has been given a period of four years to reach this 
situation. 
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The place of TOAU in industrial productive Zambia. 

TOAU is in the first place a development institution, established 
to give its contribution to the process of development going on 
in Zambia. 
Furthermore it is a workshop with design facilities. In the wood 
and metal divisions of the workshop prototypes and small series 
are produced. In the design section existing designs are 
evaluated, modified, adapted to the requirements and production 
capabilities in Zambia and when necessary new designs are made. 

In Zambia there is a big gap in the market for those second 
mentioned activities and TOAU has proven to be able to fit in 
that gap in the market. 
These days were there is pressure on TDAU to become commercial 
and financially self supporting, it is very tempting to forget 
about the task as development institution. 
In order to judge whether that would be a gain or loss for the 
industrial development in Zambia it is necessdry to clarify the 
position of TDAU as a development institution and to bring out in 
the open here the new philosophy which has replaced the idea of 
"Appropriate Technology" of the early days. 

This philosophy of TDAU links up with the developments in the 
thinking about industrial development in Africa. 

In 1980 the Lagos plan of Action was drawn up by the Head of 
States of the Organization of African Unity. The Plan is a firm 
expression of Africa's political will to improve on the quantity 
of food products, self- sufficiency and assurance of food 
supplies; development of employment, income , living conditions 
and all other measures needed to modernize agricultural life and 
make it more attractive for people who will otherwise swell the 
exodus to the towns. 1 

The way to reach these goals leads via agricultural development 
and mechanization, implying a wide variety of agricultural plant 
and equipment to assure food supply, reduce losses in storage, 
ensure transport and distribution, improve physical 
infrastructures and control water supply and irrigation. 
The Lagos Plan emphasizes that these processes can only lead to 
success if tt1ey are integrated with the whole social and economic 
development process, in particular with the rural development. 

For the African industry this demands for the local production of 
agricultural tools and machinery, integrated in the society as 

1 Cited in: UNIDO, Agricultural machinery and rural 
equipment in Africa a new approach to a growing crisis, SECTORAL 
STUDIES SERIES No.1, Vienna, 25 March 1983 <121> 

. : 
: 
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mentioned above. 
Questions that have to be answered are: 
a. what type OT mechanization are appropriate and subsequently 
which agricultural equipment is needed? 
b. how can the equipment be designed and produced in adequate 
quantities, using local, human, natural and Tinancial resources2 ? 
and 
c. Who will be the producer OT the equipment and where will the 
production take place. 

Here, at this moment, the answer on the latter question is the 
most important. 

The UNIDO report: AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY AND RURAL EQUIPMENT IN 
AFRICA A NEW APPROACH TO A GROWING CRISIS <Vienna, 1983>, 
elaborates on several studies done into this Tield and presents 
an interesting proposition Tor the organization OT a local 
production capacity. 

A translation OT this organization to the practice OT Zambia 
would give a division OT production possibilities in: 
1. Large scale industry. 
2. Medium scale urban workshops. 
3. Small scale rural workshops. 

Two principles should govern the division OT the tasks amongst 
these three production possibilities: 
a. Production units should not work above nor below their 
capabilities. 
b. Production units should be situated as close as possible to 
the users. 

Ad a. The principle that a producer should not try to manuTacture 
quality and quantity which is beyond his capability is well 
understood although not always obeyed. 
Working below the capability is too Trequently seen: medium scale 
industries making hoes, large scale industries making ox-carts. 
It is not enough realized that this is a waste OT modern 
industrial capability and capacity on one side and an 
embarrassment Tor the development OT the small and medium scale 
industry on the other. 

Ad b. There is a great d~versity OT requirements and an extensive 
heterogeneity in production units. Adequate production OT 
equipment is only possible iT the producer is closely in touch 
with his customers. 
With the enormo~s problems concerning the inTrastruc~ure this 
large country has it is ~oreover the only possibility to solve 

2 UNIDO, 1983 <124> 
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the problem of repair and maintenance. 

TDAU as a production unit positions itself amongst the medium 
scale urban workshops. This determir.es to a great extent the 
conception of TDAU's task with respect to the other producers. 

In its role as development institution TOAU wants to act as a 
central workshop for decentralized small rural workshops. 
On this idea the unit started a rural workshop programme. 
The most obvious need in the ru~al areas is to repair the 
equipment the farmers do have. In the repair and maintenance the 
local craftsmen have to play a major role. These tasks can be a 
stepping stone towards rural assembly and rural production. 
TDAU will start next year with assisting 6 selected craftsmen in 
repair and maintenance. TDAU's mcbile workshop will regularly 
visit these craftsmen. The tools will be made available for the 
craftsmen and where necessary he will get an on the spot training 
from the TDAU staff. 
Suitable designs will be offered to t~e craftsmen and guidance 
will be qiven in the first production and marketing exercises. 
Examples of such designs are the adjustable groundnut-sheller and 
the ox-cart with hard woouen bearings and flexible wheels. 
The craftsmen will be enabled to buy the same equipment which he 
will use from the rural workshop. 

This program should be seen as an experiment to determine to what 
extend the strategy described in the UNIDO report can work within 
Zambia. 

For the medium scale urban workshops TDAU is acting as a 
development institution for new products. 
Medium scale producers are not in a position to pay much 
attention to research and development of new items. 

TDAU has proven to be able to test implements, available on the 
international market, to advise on the most suitable apparatus to 
be locally made. Hand operated maize grinders, oil-expelling 
equipment and groundnut shellers have been tested. On the program 
for next year are the testing of human powered irrigation pumps, 
sorghum dehullers, manually operated maize shellers and ox
powered maize grinders. 

Where necessary redesigning is done to replace parts in a product 
which cannot be made locally e.g. on ox carts ball bearings are 
replaced by hard wood plain bearings and the vulnerable pneumatic 
tires by flexible wheels. 
Thereby the principle is adhered to that only those parts with a 
lifetime comparable to the lifetime of the whole product can be 
imported. 

Sometimes redesigning is also necessary to make a product 
suitable for the pr~vailing conditions in Zambia, like with the 
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Bielenberg ram press a very promising machine for the extraction 
of vegetable oil from sunflower seed. 

After making a prototype and a small series of a product it is 
supposed to be handed over to the Zambian medium scale production 
units. 

Research and '1evelopment as described above is implemented for 
different institutions, often spt>nsored by donor organizations 
and is mostly done on a comme-cial basis in the form of 
consultancy. It is, in principle not excluded that on the same 
basis the entrepreneurs themselves could seek the services of 
TDAU. 

Large scale industry should be able to possess its own research 
and development facilities. If these production units are seeking 
advice it will be in very specialized areas. 
Special expertise available within TDAU can, of course, be 
offered and TDAU can coordinate in finding the expertise 
available in the University. Such special, well identifiable, 
units are well known at the universities abroad and have proven 
to faci~~tate the way to make use of the experience and expertise 
available at a university. 

A service which TDAU can offer to the consumers of Zambia and to 
the Zambian industry in general is that of quality control. 
Both the quality of imported and Zambian manufactured implements 
vary widely. Too often some of the products made are of such bad 
quality that the task they are meant for cannot be properly 
performed. 
The fact that these products are marketed is much to the 
disadvantage of the customers and the bonafide part of the 
Zambian producers. 

It is not in the line of an institution as TDAU to lay down the 
minimum demands for products offered on the Zambian market, nor 
to impose sanctions if these demands are not met. 
This is more in the line of a body like the Zambia Bureau of 
Standards. 

TDAU as an independent institutions could however be used for the 
testing of the equipment against the standards set. 
In view of the capacity and capabilities of TD~U such a testing 
should be limited to small scale agricultural and processing 
equipment. 

In the above the possibilities and strengths of TDAU are dealt 
with. 

It is also only fair and wise to also point at our weaknesses. 
We are strongly limited in our activitie~, mainly because of our 
capacity. 

Being a part of the university has the advantages of a possible 
independence ~ .. judgments and the direct access to the expertise 
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available. It has however also the disadvantages of a complex and 
rigid set of rules necessary to run such a large organi but 
restraining for a unit which operates on and in the vicinity of 
the economic market. 
The University has seen this problem and has set the first step 
to give TDAU organizational and operational autonomy. 
Institutionally TDAU remains within the University. 

TDAU often has to disappoint customers which are bringing in both 
too small and too big jobs but we want to concentrate on our main 
tasks and we do not want to contend dishonest competition to 
other workshops. 

TDAU is sometimes blamed to have only attention for 'simple' and 
manual and animal ~owered implementa. 
Experts in the field know that these implements are far from 
simple and that they ofTer the same challenge to engineers as 
high tech does. 
The choice of TDAU's activities is, certainly after 1987, 
governed by the deoand of institutions and companies active in 
the Zambian society and on the Zambian market. If TDAU thus 
concentrated on the products mentioned this is because of the now 
existing demand. 
Because of this orientation the possible assistance in other 
fields is limited, but TDAU will adapt itself to a changing 
demand and is able to acquire experience in any other field. 
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The place OT a National Design Centre in Zambia. 

The idea OT a National Design Centre originates from the 
ConTerence of African Ministers OT Industry held at Nairobi in 
December 1975. On this meeting the subject of creating capital 
goods industries in the different African countries was 
discussed. 
On~ OT the conclusions was that one of the major constraints for 
such an industry was the absence of adequate engineering design 
capabilities in most of these countries. 
From this Conference the idea originated to create a regional 
institution to promote the development of machine design 
capabilities within the African countries. 

ARCEDEM <African Regional Centre for Engineering Design and 
ManufaLturing> with its Secretariat in Ibadan, Nigeria is the 
materialization of this idea. 
The main objective of the Centre is to assist Member States of 
the Organization OT African Unity <OAU> to ident1Ty and to 
develop their capability for engineering design, manufacturing, 
training for engineers and technicians in the field of industrial 
and agricultural machines and equipment, including production of 
spare parts Tor already existing machines3 • 

At the request of the Minister of Commerce and Industry a 
consultancy team from ARCEDEM visited Zambia in 1987 to assess 
the needs and possibilities for a National Cl;?ntre on Engineering 
Design and Manufacturing in Zambia. 

After discussions with many organizations they concluded that 
their was a very apparent need~. 
The reasons Tor sP.tting the Centre where therefore formulated 
as8 

a. 

b. 

c. 
d. 

TOr the enhancement of engineering design and 
manufacturing cap~bilities in Zambia; 
for possible linkage between research institutions, the 
University and Industries; 
upgrading of programmes i.l design and manufacturing; 
for increasing activities in machine design/development 
as well as the involvement of Zambian engineers in 
industrial projects which are beneficial to the 
country; 

3
ARCEDEM/UNIDO/ECA, Establishment of National Design and 

Manufacturing Centres, Lome, April, 1986. 

~ARCEDEM, Report for pre-fe~&ibility studies for creation of 
National Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing in 
Zambia, Ibadan, June 1987. 

~ARCEDEM, 1987 <10> 
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e. possible linkage with other National Centres in ATrica 
and the regional centre ARCEDEM. 

Further details OT the Zambian centre were then worked out in the 
deTinition oF the Tunctions OT the centre as to•: 
1. Provide and run training courseG in engineering design 

OT machinery and machine components Tor quali~ied 
proTessional mechanical engineers. 

2. Provide and run training courses in the design OT 
machinery and machine parts TOY qualiFied mechanical 
engineering technicians. 

3. Provide and run courses TOY the training OT mechanical 
engineering draughtsmen and tracers. 

4. Provide a service to industry to undertake the design 
and production OT spare parts TOY capital machinery and 
equipment where these are no longer obtainable TYO~ the 
original suppliers. 

5. Undertake the adaptation design and development OT 
machinery and equipment imported Trom other countries 
at the request OT Government or private se~tor 
companies, or on its own initiative as thn case may be. 

6. Coll~borate with universities and other research 
i nsti tut ions in the develop1r:~nt and production OT 
machinery and equipment based on indigenous design or 
research. 

7. Liaise and collaborate with the Regional Centre 
<ARCEDEM> in ~rogrammes anri activities Tor the 
promotion OT engineering. 

Interesting is also to quote wha~ the Zambian centre shouJd not 
do: "It should not act as a Centre -fer general engineering 
training, but TOY specialized traini~g and proTessional 
specialization TOY mechanical engineers and technicians who are 
entering •nto machine design ar.d production as a career, aTter 
obtaining heir basic degrees or diplomas. 
Furthermore the National Centre should under no circumstances 
undertake craTt training. This should be leTt to the trade 
centres 7 " • 

As target groups TOY the National Centre the regional centre 
ARCEOEM point at the larger scale industries•; 

- the engineering core industries engaged in the 
production OT rpare parts TOY the rehabilitation and 
repair OT capital equipment and machinery, industries 

•ARCEDEM, 1987 <t> 

7 ARCEDEM, 1987 <15> 

•ARCEDEM, lq86 <29-30> 
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engaged in the manuTacture OT components TOY 
agricultural equipment and industries manuTacturing 
general engineering accessories and tools. 
- the resource based core industries engaged in 
processing agricultural raw materials and products and 
industries engaged in the processing OT mineral and 
other non-organic raw materials. 

Mind you that all these are only the Tindings and suggestions OT 
the consultancy team OT ARCEDEM. They are not yet sanctioned or 
commented on by Zambian institutions nor the Ministry OT Commerce 
and Industry. 

This also holds TOY the proposed structure. ThereTore Tram this 
structure I only name their suggestion about the place OT TDAU. 
According to the consultants the Technology Development and 
Advisory Unit OT the University OT Zambia should Torm the seat 
and main coordinating body OT the National Centre. This is due to 
the Tact that TDAU is presently engaged in con~~ltancy work in 
design and manuTacturing and its objective is to service the 
industrial sector in the country including the small scale 
industries. Secondly, accessibility to TDAU by any private 
industry or individual is easy and possible•. 

•ARCEDEM, 1987 <11> 
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TDAU as a possible core for a National Design Centre. 

Comparing the presented short history of TDAU and the ideas of 
the National Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing the 
idea of choosing TDAU as a core of such a centre is not strange. 

TDAU already works in part of the field described for such a 
Centre and performs some of the t-asks attributed to it. 
But there are differences. 
TDAU restricts i tsel~ to the mediu.n and smal 1 scale producers, 
and even there the confined capacity of the Unit a!lows only for 
a 1 imi ted reach. 
Except for indoor training of own staff TDAU is not involved in 
any training activities. · 

The question should be put which problems can be foreseen if TDAU 
would be extended to become the National Design Centre. 
The capacity problem is in principle soluble except for a very 
vital part of such a centre: the design section. 
The recent past has proven that it is very difficult to recruit 
staff on the level of project engineer design. Not very strange 
because an identified shortage of designers for the Zambian 
industry applies even stronger for an institution like TDAU. 

If TOAU is chosen as the core for the National Design Centre it 
should therefore first start to train designers or have them 
trained outside. 

Designers trained within TOAU, as for that matter all othe1· 
qualified members o~ staff are very attractive for the industry 
which after all has a sh~rtage of this kind of personnel. 
The past has clearly shown that in the struggle for good staff 
TDAU al1~ays loose since it is not <yet> in the position to 
compete with the conditions of service offered by the private and 
para-statal sectors. 

Training courses in engineering design, machine design and 
mechanical engineering draughtsmen could very well be organized 
by TDAU. But it would be a gross undervaluation of the School of 
Engineering of the LINZA and a waste of resources if in these 
courses the expertise available on the School of Engineering of 
the LINZA would not be used. 
Apart from a coordinating and an organizing position, TDAU could 
be given the task to organize practical training and offer 
trainee posts. Thi& could be combined with the work dorll! for the 
Zambian industries. 

The consultants emphasize that the Design Centre under no 
circumstances to undertake crafts training. 
However TD~U has experienced both indoor as within several 
Zambian industries that good designs are finally rejected because 
of the poor craftsmanship ir. manufacturing the designed item. 
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In a strategy to upgrade Zambians engineering design and 
manufacturing capability an upgrading and a revaluation of 
craftsmanship cannot in any way be overemphasized. 
If the National Design Centre should not take up crafts training 
itself it should be strongly liaised to a centre, which offers 
further training for promising craftsmen from the trade centres, 
which should be simultaneously developed. 
The craftsmen from such a centre could also be offered trainee 
posts at the Centre. 

From the point of view of TDAU there are good possibilities to 
develop the unit to a National Design Centre. Although there are 
some constraints and conditions. 

One of the conditions which is not yet mentioned is that an 
extension of TDAU should not jeopardize TDAU•s present task of 
stimulating small and medium sc3le industry and by that·, 
stimulating Zambia's most important resources: the farmers. 

If this would be a serious thread it would be wiser to establish 
the National Design Centre as a separate institution, independent 
of TDAU. 

The ultimate decision can only be taken by the Zambian government 
after a careful further evaluation of the ideas. 
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Summary o~ conclusions. 

Looking back on the history on TDAU one should conclude that the 
unit has developed itself from in introvert appropriate 
technology centre at the side of the Zambian society to an 
independent consultancy unit in the middle of productive Zambia. 
It is now a serious partner for Government, International 
organizations and Zambian small and medium scale industry in the 
development of industrial prod\lction. 

In its present form TDAU is in the first place a development 
institution. 
Rural craftsmen will be assisted in an upgrading to the level of 
rural workshops where repair and maintenance of e~uipment, 
already existing in the rural areas. 
Eventually the workshops will be also start production of 
implements. TDAU will assist in making suitable <re>designs 
available. 
Zambian industry as well as Governmental and International 
organizations can seek the assistance of TDAU in testing, 
redesigning and production of prototypes. 
This is done on a commercial basis in the form of consultancy. 

TDAU is also a well equipped workshop with design facilities. 
Industries which have no adequate own workshop facilities can be 
assisted with the production of spare parts. 

A service which TDAU can offer to the consum~rs of Zambia and to 
the Zambian industry in general is that of quality control. 

It is recommended that the Zambian Bureau of Standards works out 
whether they can set standards anrl minimum requirements Tor the 
quality of small and medium scale agricultural and processing 
equipm~nt. TDAU could be involved in technical mattErs and be 
given the assignment for the quality control. 

As the situation is now TDAU does not focus on the large scale 
industry. On one side because the capacity of TDAU is limited on 
the other because the idea exists that these industries have 
their own access to research and development and their own 
sophisticated workshops. 

TherP. are however good reasons to verify this presupposition, 
especially in the light OT the findings on the consultancy 
mission which concluded that there is a definite need in Zambia 
for a National Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing. 

If the suggestion of the consultancy mission to make TDAU the 
seat and main cocrdinating body of this National Centre is taken 
over by the Zambian Government TDAU itself can see pos~ibilities 
to transfer or extent the unit in such direction. 
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Solutions have then to be TOund TOY the extension OT the capacity 
OT TDAU, the recruitment or training OT design engineers and the 
retainment OT personnel 

Training courses in engineering design, machine design and 
mechanical engineering draughtsmen should be organized in close 
cooperation with the School OT Engineering OT LINZA. 

The~e is little use in improving the design capacity in Zambia iT 
at the same time the craTtsmanship necessary to implement these 
designs is not upgraded. 
ThereTOYe a National design Centre should include or be directly 
related to an institute which OTTers training courses to 
promising craTtsmen TYOm the trade centres. 

A condition which must be strictly adhered to is that extension 
or transTerring OT TDAU does not in any way jeopardizes the 
present task OT stimulating small and medium scale industry and 
by that, stimulating Zambia•s most important resources: the 
Tarmers. 
IT this would be a serious tread the National Centre should be 
established as a separate institution. 
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ASPECTS GOVERNING DEVELOP"ENT STRATEGY WITHIN THE KINERAL SECTOR 

by ~ohn Tether, Deputy Director 

&eolagical Survey Depart•ent 

Introduction 

Za•bia·s econo•y has been so long been do•inated by a one •ineral industry, 
copper, that the potential for other •ineral based indastries has been dwarfed. 
While copper will continue to play the para•ount, thou;h gradually diainishing role, 
in the econo•y in the years to co•e, it is i•portant that Za•bia diversifies not 
only fro• •ining but within •ining. The rise of ge•stone activity has given one 
alternative and there are plans now well on to develop a do•estic irLn and steel 
industry based on local raw •aterials. The on-line advantages to the country are 
reckoned to justify the considerable initial capital expense. Si•ilarly •inerals 
constituent to agricultural develop•ent cannot be reckoned in siaple econo•ic teras 
as the advantage of their application is long ter• and not totally qu~ntificabl~. 
With other •inerals the principal re•ains that they aust be worked on a viable basis 
and the challenge re•ains to develop the• fer export, as the basis of net; 
industries, or to use the• to substitute for raw •aterial i•ports, all for the 
general advantage of the country. However it is i•portant that the •echanis•s for 
assessaent and assistance towards establishaent of such enterprise should be 
efficient and co-ordinated so that the •axi•iu• possible benefit will result. 

Industrial strategy within the aineral sector is a coaplex subject which pulls 
together very aany disciplines. It also has several different di•ensions and 
principals aLcording to the •ineral souqht, 2ize of the enterprise, value of 
co~•odity, grade of ore, location and •any other factors. It is therefore only 
possible to give a gli•pse of the subject in such a general pap~r as this, which 
presents the various steps that lead to •ineral developaent, how they are executed 
and the specific issues involved in different sectors. 

Provision of Ba1e Infor•ation 

A glance through any gazetteer of •ining locations will always show a fair 
crop of na•es like •Lucky Strike•, •Bonanza• and •Eureka• which iaply that 
exploration for •inerals is a totaliy haphazard business with valuable finds 
relating aore to chance than any syste•atic approach. There is no denying that •any 
spectacular •ineral discoveries owe the•selves to chance encounter. Exa•ples are 
the fa•ous Klondyke gold discoveries or, nearer to hoee, the apocryphal story of 
Jaaes Collier's luckless roan antelope which fell d~ad onto the green outcrop where 
Luanshya stands now. Even today re•arkable discoveries are aade in ground 
supposedly already dis•issed as barren as is the case with Za•bia's Eastern Province 
ge•stone finds. So Providence certainly does see• to play a role. 

Host aineral discoveries hoMever are not •ade this way but by detailed and 
painstaking study of the ground. It is o~ly by careful assi•ilation of infor•ation 
in the fora of geological •aps, research into rock types encountered and their 
autual disposition that an understanding can be reached on how those •inerals that 
are of econo•ic advantage to aankiod accu•ulate. Known ~ineral deposits have to be 
exa•ined in detaii and used as archetypes for co•parison with parallel geology 
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elsNhere. It folloNs that •ethodical geological •app1ng and gathering of all 
~ineral data is funde•ental to any mineral resource strategy. 

SetNeen the tNo Norld wars a considerable a•ount of prospecting Mas undertaken 
in <ther.> Northern Rhodesia by the various "concession coapanies". They took 
aineral concessions over vast tracts of the country, efTectively carving up aost of 
it betNeen the•. Essentially thPy were looking for anoth~r Copperbelt. The style 
ana approach to gathering inforaation varied, ~~t typical aaongst thea were those of 
British South Africi Coapany, nick~aaed •aaficroft"s Circus•, which consisted of 
squads of young geologists following exactly straight, pre-defined, parallel 
traverse lines each about a quarter-aile apart and si•ply noting everything they saw 
on the ground. This inforaation foraed the basis of our understanding of the 
geology of Zaabia and was inherited by the Ceclogical Survey when it was foraed in 
1951. Today the approach is not quite so rigid because aodern field geologists have 
the advantage of relating ground infor•ation tG ~hat gathered fro• the air by way of 
airborne geophysical surveys and satellite iaage~y. Hore eaphasis is laid noN on 
reaote aethods of collecting inforaation such as using geocheaical signatures of 
soil and streaa saaples. Therefore present-day geologists are alloNed a lot aore 
discretion on how they should tackle an area of poorly known geology, but the 
priaary need to collect and interpret base inforaation on the surface reaains. With 
Zaabia now about sixty percent aapped geologically at 1:100,000 and 1:250,0CO 
scales, the Geological Survey has the duty to continue the task to coapletion. 
These aaps and the accoapa~ying reports provide the starti~g point of most aineral 
prospecting and also often play an essential role in agricultural developaent, 
engineering projects and soaetiaes other aspects of econo•ic planning. 

Another facet of base inforaation collection is that which is reported by 
rural residents and travellers. [~ere a •ineral does becoaes econoaically iaportant 
in an area there inevitably results several self-taught "barefoot prospectors•. 
nany of the ge•stone locations in the Copperbelt and Eastern Province have been 
discovered in this Nay as have, probably, •any of the longer tnoNn aineral deposits 
too. It would greatly assist both interest aaon;st the general population if soae 
basic facts about rocks could be included in school core curriculue so that the 
villager especially can recognise what aight be geologically unusual and is able to 
advise his head•an - and so on up the syste• - until it co•es to the notice if the 
6eological Survey. One would not expect a pri•ary seven boy to interpret a 
geological •ap but it •ight help if he could distinguish a sandstone fro• a gra~ite 
and still better recognise an occurence of a glittering, metallic •ineral as 
so•ething worth telling the authorities about. 

Collection of base infor•ation is not enough unless it can be presented and is 
accessible in a coherent and intelligible fora. With regional •apping work the 
intention is to produce 1:100,000 •aps of the s~lid geology with an acco•panying 
explanatory report for each quarter of each latitude-longitude degree square. In 
recent years the Geological Survey has had severe difficulties in •aintaining output 
of published reports through logistic probleas of editino capacity, draughting 
capability and •ap printing ability. Steps have been taken with aid agencies to 
reaedy these deficiencies but in the aeant:ae for those areas •apped but not 
published the infor•ation is available upon reoaest for inspection. Of course, it 
is intended eventually, to have it aore generally available, for purlhase. 

Other mineral data for the country is considerable. It starts with that 
1nher1ted from the concession co•panies: continues Mith reports resulting fro• 
spec1f1c Government sponsored proJects and the routine reporting which, by laN, 
private and parastatal prospecting and •1~1ng co•pan1es are obliged to provide on a 
per1od1c basis. It presents a formidable task to c~llect this intp a form useful 
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for the person enqu1r1ng into a particular •ineral or piace. Historically it was 
done in the fora of books on •ineral occurrences coapiled by aineral type and/or 
location - each with a short description. Although these still for• iaportant 
sources, the advent of aodern coaputer techniq~es allows auch aore flexibility and 
the Geological Survey is currently settinq up a data bank of all thi~ 1nforaation to 
enable selected •ulti-access retrieval. This should allow auch aore rapid 
correlation of facts and tes~ing of theories. Parallels will be aore easily 
coapared. 

The cost of the aaintenance of a data bank on aineral inforaation, as indeed 
that of ground collection of base inforaation by Geological Survey, is aaintained a 
public expense. It is justified by the long tera returns to the Exchequer through 
fiscal dues paid by the eventual beneficaries <successful ainers>. It is a rather 
loose connection Mith aany qualifications but it is based on the essential preaise 
that soae national organisations exist for the benefit and well-being of the whole 
coaaunity, however indirectly t~at benefit is derived. 

Mineral Exploration 

Very •any minerals have soae econoaic use in some circumstances, but where and 
how each becoaes viable relates to very complicated balancing of market forces. In 
rather simplistic terms the the factors to be considered are :-

la> the i.1trinsir value of the mineral 
lb) the grade and quality of the ore 
<c> the configuration and dispersal of the ore 
(d) the quantity I reserve I of ore 
!el how easily it can be processed 
( f) t "E' cost of setting up a mining oper~i:-..n 

lg) the cost of aining 
(h) the 11arket potential 
( i ) the distance to the aarket and the cost of transportation 

To so11e extent these criteria overlap, in other cas~s one or other will beco•e 
uniaportant. Very often there is a choice of routes, or strategies, depending what 
technical approaches are chosen. Hostly, though, these are the hard econoaic 
factors that influence whether a aining venture is practical. Rarely do other 
concerns enter the evaluation although there are cases where a coapetitive land use 
interest leg. wildlife, agriculture or tourisa> will prevail over a aining venture, 
but it is unlikely that the above econoaic parameters will not also have been taken 
into account in deciding whether or not to allow •ining. Soaetiaes pollution, or 
environmental concerns, are given as reasons to prevent an otherwise viable aining 
venture. The potential •iners counter that they are prefectly aware of pollution 
controls. They undertake to effect •clean• aining and rehabilitate the area 
despoiled by excavations a~d aine plant after operations cease. Indeed legislation 
exists to insist this happens. Whether these pro•ises are really •et in the long 
ter• varies fro• case to casP but very rarely are they so disbelieved at the outset 
as to inhibit •ining. ~here they effect any influence at all pollution efforts tend 
to be re•edial rather than inhibitive. 
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BetNeen the• the ex~loration geologist, the •etallurgist and •ineral econo•ist 
Nill atte•pt to g~ther all the relevant infor•ation on a proposed •ining venture so 
that an evaluation of its viability can be •ade. This is expensive and beco•es 
progressively •ore so as interest in deposit is •aintained through the successive 
stages of:-

(al detailed surface •apping, 
(bl geophysical and geoche•ical support, 
(c) drilling, 
(dl feasibility studies and 
<el pilot ex~eri•entation. 

Private mining coapanies take these costs fro• the profits of successful 
operations elsewhere in their organisations; another factor that has to be taken 
into the budget of an operation that reaches viability. The larger co•panies apply 
rigorous tests to deter•1ne when they should cut their losses and quit-an 
exploration regiae. It is often a difficult decision to •ake which in •arginal 
cases can rest on prejudice and •ay even be subjective. With the saall operator it 
is even aore agonising as he finds it difficult to credit the •oney and effort he 
has spent have not reaped any reward. In so many cases he will continue exploration 
well beyond the point ~here objective reason would tell hi• to cease, the final 
decision bei~g •ade for him as he runs out of funds or sponsorship. This is a 
distinct problem faced by so •any would-be s•all •iners in la•bia and a co•ponent to 
be tackled in any strategic advice to the•. 

~ineral Classificiation 

Exploitable minerals are divided for convenience loosely into groups according 
to their eventual use, value and chemical affinity. It is not at all a clean 
division as so•e minerals and rocks can be found in more than one group while others 
do not fit easily into any group. The subdivision also varies so•ewhat according to 
the needs and economy of each country. However, for convenience and in the Za•bian 
context, they can be grouped in rough order of descending intrinsic value, as in the 
paragraphs below. The •ost pro•ising locdtions for •ining develop•ent for each 
•ineral are given in table 1. As each each group is considered it will be seen how 
the exploration and ~ining strategy differs according to the various controlling 
econo•ic factor~ that influence the viability equation. 

Noble "etals 

Starting with gold, as an exa•ple of a noble •etal, it is now extre•ely rare 
to find a high grade accn•ulation and •ining co•panies are now \argeting deposits 
with grades down to 2 pp•. The larger the deposit, and the easier it is to work, 
the lower the grade of interest. With this co••odity transport costs of the 
finished •etal are so s•all coapared with its intrinsic value as to be effectively 
discountable. The expenses coae with the •ining and beneficiating plant required. 
Beneficiation is always done at the •ine. Gone are t.he days when a aan with a pan 
were enouqh and instead sophisticated crushing and separating equipaent i~ needed. 
This puts gold •ining really bPyond the reach of the very s•all •iner. However 
recent technological advances, as well as the increase in the world gold price, has 
br~ught several hitherto sub-econo•ic or worked-out deposits back into econo•ic 
reckoning. The new technology, carbon-in-pulp and carbon-in-leach •ethods, allow 
virtually all the gold to be taken f~o• the rock instead of leaving the last 2 pp• 
or so in the waste as used to happen by older aethods. Even old tailings have 
beto•e interesting for rewor~ing and may spearheao the source raw •aterials for a 
re-opened operation. 
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In Za•bia there are five old gold •ines that are in various stages of re
exaaination; Dunrobin, Hatala, Chu•bNe, ChakNenga and Sasare. There is an active 
research project to deter•ine the particular provenance of gold along the apparent 
align•ent that joins the• all and is sub-parallel to a geological shear feature, the 
ftNe•beshi Shear Zone. It is hoped to establish if there are co••on paraeeters t~at 
aay lead to other discoveries betNeen those presently knoNn. 

At present eost of Za•bia's gold, and all the silver, co•es not fro• discrete 
gold and silver aines but as a bi-product fro• copper •ining. The very s•all 
a•ounts of gold in the copper ore is separated fro• the copper in the electrolytic 
refining process and therefore accuaulates <with silver and sel~niuu) in the tank 
house sliaes. Here it is in sufficient concentration to warrant refining at a 
special Precious Hetals Plant in Ndola. 

6eastones 

Exploration for geastones is •ostly a rather rando•, haphazard business 
although note should certainly be taken of evidence and leads in the known geology. 
A eore systeaatic approach than that adop~ed here would probably be of advantage to 
aost ge•stone prospectors. However finds are so notoriously capricious in quality 
and quantity that it is rare to be able to preJict a specific grade or budget with 
any real accurancy. 

Hining of geastones has so•e parallels with gold in that the coaaodity, when 
found, is too valuable to have transport costs crnsidered a bar to viability, but 
there the parallel ends, at least as far as prPse~t geastone •ining develop•ent in 
Zaabia is concerned. Hine plant recovery aethods are siaple, at •ost so•e •otorised 
earth moving equipment, and ore treataent consists essentially of Nas~ing before 
hand selection, with possibly also so•e sieving and grading. Hore sophisticateo 
•ethods based on the physical properties of the einerals do exist for separating 
soae geastones fro• rude ore but these are not appropriate to the ge• species so far 
found in Zaabia. Za•bian eaeralds are noN reckoned to constitute 20I of the Norld 
market. Unfortunately auch of this is not realised even for the partial benefit of 
the country because of illegal aining and clandestine •arketing. In recognising the 
disincentives to using the legal outlets provided, the Governaent has recently 
improve: the deal for ge•stone einers by the reducing RHC co•ai;;ion to 51 and 
allowing the •iners to retain 201 of the foreign exchange earned on their stones. 
It reeains to be seen if these •easures are sufficient to abate the illegal trade 

The insistence on processing all emeralds through ZEil is based on the 
financial benefit to the nation of exporting cut stones coapared with rouoh, a 
factor that can be as auch as tiaes five. This is a very basic and extre•e exa•ple 
of the value of local •fabrication•. At present the lapidary is having difficulty 
coping with all the potential •aterial available for cutting, especially the loNer 
valued stones, but it is hoped these proble•s will be solved by the expansion and 
rehabilitation of another lapidary, in Lusaka. An aspect of the ge•stones •arket 
that seeas to have little capitalised in Za•bia is touris•. It Mould be reasonable 
to expect tourists to spend freely on Nell cut and aounted Zaebian stones but these 
are not readily obtained at the tourist outlets. A visit to Kenya shows how this can 
be done. 

Za•bia's huge copper •ines still contribute over 90% of the country's foreign 
earnings. With any •1n1ng P.nterprise of this di•ension all para•eters are tested 
exhaustively 'before any •ove towards •1ning a ne" area 1s co••enced. This 1s partly 
because of the size of thP. operation where a 0.011 inaccurancy in an average assay 
of a •ineral bloc~ coul~ result in a substantial loss <or gainl. Accurate 
predictions are essential for forward planning which in turn relate to capital 
invest•ent and socio-econo•ic consequences. Technological advance•ent 1s also 
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1•port3nt. In Za•bia recent technology has alloNed previously discarded tailings to 
be reNorked and •ore cost-effective extraction •etho~s to be used in the copper 
eines. The ZCCH congloaerate ~as s~Lh funde•ental influence on the econo•i~s of 
Zaabia that when it snee~es the whol~ CQuntry catches influenza, yet it is also 
vulnerable to the sa•e •ineral earket forces as operate on all other sizes of 
eineral producers. The •ost funda•ental problea ZCCH has is the Ion~ lead ti•e it 
needs to develop or close any operation without forPknowledge of the prevailing 
econo•ic para•eters at the end of the period concerned. 

In recent years it has beco•e apparent that cobalt has featured •ore 
pro•inently in zccn·s econo•ic equation. In fact it has buoyed •etal production at 
so•e aines when copper prices have been particularly depressed. This shows the 
i•portance of c~-production of •inerals, e•phasising the point that no •ine should 
be assessed on the basis of a sole product where •ore than one exists. It •ight be 
that neither is econo•ic individually but collectivel1 they are. Co-production is 
long fa•iliar to Zaabia with the Kabwe lead-?inc •ine which has also produced 
cad•iu•, silver and vanadiu• in the past. 

S•all scale, base aetal aining really has the sa•e proble•s as the giants but 
scaled down. So•eti•es there is advantage in having a •ajor producer 'nearby" who 
can take over the •ineral concentrate to aetal on a toll basis and incorporate it 
into its ONn s•elting process. This prJcedure is being followed at Star Zinc nine 
and Kansanshi Copper Kine and it is possible it couid be developed in other places 
where conditions are favourable. The Kansanshi e;ercise is particurlarly 
interesting because it is a deliberate e•ployaent e~ercise run by ZCCK via COKET. 
It openly acknowledges that the •ine is not viable as a conventional operation but 
does •ake econoeic sense as a labour intensive, low technology enterprise, <though, 
it should be noted, it still has the 'pro~ective· technical support of ZCCnl. The 
first 28 tonnes of copper concentrate were as recently taken fro• Kansanshi to the 
nufulira s•elter. 

Where there is no local s•elting facility within the country for a particular 
•ineral, yet there is so•e s•all production and potential for consu•ption, as in the 
case of tin in Za•bia, a decision has to be aade as to how to deal with the •ineral 
concentrate. The alternatives are that:-

(a) it •ay sold abroad <for foreign exchange>, 
<b> it is processed under a toll agree•ent in a neighbouring 

country with spare capacity and the •etal returned to Za•bia, 
<cl a s•elting facility be introduced to the country. 

With the last option it is necessary to deter•ine if there is sufficient 
potential to justify local investeent in the appropriate plant. With the present 
levels of cassiterite production in Zaabia it does not ~ee• worthwhile investing in 
plant, but this situation could change if substantially •ore cassiterite reserves 
were discovered and exploited. 

The e•phasis with base •etals has been •ainly to earn foreign exchange by 
exporting the pure, but unfabricated •etal. So•e of it is •anufactured into 
finished articles <eg electrical cable) even for export to neighbouring countries 
but this is a relatively •inor portion. Possibly this could be increased to 
advantage, providing the cost of the parallel iaports needed for the production 
process do not exceed the value added to the •etal by fabrication. 

The •ain •ineral Mithin this category is iron. Titan1u• and eanganese are put 
in the sa•e bracket because they are co••only used 1n steel alloys. Co•pared N1th 
base •etals the scene is totally different, at least in the Za•bian context. Here 
the plan 1s to utilise the country·s known resources of iron ore and coal 1n order 
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tu develop a steel industry as an industrial base. This is regarded as so i•portant 
to the future econo•y of the coantry that a large initial capital deficit is 
accepted as being a justified when co•pared with the long ter• benefits. The 
develop•ent of a steel industry ;n thp country will also expand local production of 
Za•bian liaestone, fluorite and, possibly, •anganese deposits. 

The intention is to use the 52 ftt. of b21 Fe grade ironstone at Na•bala 
deposit, south of Hu•bwa, as the principal ore source. This will be blended with 
iron scrap and higher grade ore to bring the iron content up. The ore will be 
transported to Kabwe where it will be saelterl in a •odern direct reduction furnace 
using Haaaba coal and local liaestone. The anticipated production level will be 
200,000t of fabricated steel products each year. It is reckoned the identified iron 
ore source will last at least forty years. Soviet experts are being eaployed to 
assist the Za•bian 6overn•ent design and iaple•ent the project. Within the Zaabian 
syste• there has been high-level co-ordination between Geological Survey, ftinex, 
NCSR, !CCH and the School of Hines at UNZ~ on the project. 

Fossil Fuels 

In Zaabia coal is the only fossil fuel that has so far proved to be 
econo•ically exploitable and presently only fro• one aine Haaaba. This produces up 
to 500,000 t/a of coal with quite high ash content (161 - 181). Several industries 
have adapted to the particular type of coal present at ftaa•ba which causes the 
corrollory that sufficient dependable reserves have to be identified to aaintain a 
supply of si•ilar eaterial for these industries into the future. The two aain 
cons1eers are zr .;1 and Nitrogen Cheaicals while the others are Chilange Ceaent, 
Dunlop, Pre•iu• Oil and ROP. The de•and fro• Nitrogen Che•icals is likely to 
increase into the next century but fro• other consu•ers de•and should re•ain static 
although the projected iron and steel project could push the annual require•ent up 
to 700,000 t/a. Current easiiy accessible reserves at ftaa•ba are adaquate for the 
next 25 years at this higher production rate. The Geological Survey is currently 
proving up reserves west of Haaaba with the intention of prolonging the life of 
Za•bia's coal industry for several •ore years. 

The Haaeba coal operation also produces auch waste in the for• of dust and 
slurry too fine grained for the present consu•ers. Consideration has been given in 
the the past to using this as fuel for a theraal power station at ftaa•ba. Another 
use, for which there has been considerable, pilot scale testing, is to briquette it 
as a hosuehold fuel substitute for charcoal. Although this has proved practical in 
technical ter•s the product cannot aatch charcoal econoaically at the urban aarket 
place as yet. However, with the destruction of woodlands through charcoal burning 
now becoaing an environeental worry, there aay be a case for positive proaotion of 
such a charcoal substitute. 

Agricultural "inerals 

The are parallels with the econoaics of exploiting agricultural ainerals with 
those of ferrous •etals in that a long ter• view of the general econoaic advantage 
to the country has to be taken. While it is true that fertilisers have their o•n 
basic co• .. odity price, which a highly organised coaaercial faraer can relate through 
his budget to an increased incoae through higher crop yields, it is •uch aore 
difficulty to quantify the benefits of soil iaproveaent in the less foraal sector of 
faraing. The three •ost significant co•pounding factors with agricultural •inerals 
are availabil~ty 1 transport costs and suitable technology. They can be Nell 
illustrated wit11 liaestone, a rock that is quite co••on in Za•bia and when 
pulverised and·added to soil reduces the acidity - a benefit to •ost soils in the 
region. At present crushed li•estone for agricultural use is produced only at 
Lusaka, rabwe and Ndola. Transport of a aere 200 kilo•etres fro• the plant doubles 
the cost of the co~•odity at its destination. In a recent costing exercise 'or the 
commercial development of Mat~nda limeston~ deposit it was shown that to produce 
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crushed li•estone there at a cost equal to transporting it fro• Kab•e very •uch eore 
would need to be produced than the apparent present de•and fro• Luapula Provinceat. 
Production would have to be •ultiplied several-fold to be co•petitive with Kabwe 
li•e price at plant. Clearly there has to be •uch pro•otional work and, probably, 
initial subsidy to get the de•and in Luapula Province up to the level where the 
operation beco•es econo•ically viable. There is no dpnying the need for li•ing 
ther~. 

Several li•estone deposits have been identified, •apped and quantified close 
to areas where li•ing is required <Table 11. At so•e of these ~laces projects have 
been adopted by interested local co••unities of far•ers to develop working quarries 
yet it appears to be extre•ely difficult for the• to achieve anything. The reasons 
aprear to relate to lack of capital and s~itable plant availability. Perhaps it 
also relates to difficulty in co-ordination for if the projects could wort on so•e 
aspects of their develop•ent collectively it •ay be possible for the• to share ~osts 
and even so•e of the plant if this could be •ade suitably •obile. 

Another agricultural •ineral we have in Za•bia is apatite the pri•e source for 
phosphate based fertilizer. 2.5 Ht of 122 grade ore has been identified at 
Chile•b•e, north of Petaute, and a s•all reserve of si•ilar grade has been located 
north of Hu•bwa. The Chile•b•e reserve represents half of Za•bia's current 
Ciaportedl annual phosphate need if exploited over fifteen years. The feasibility 
of working the Chile•bwe deposit was tested out by JICA for two er.~-product routes, 
but reckoned to be unecono•ic by both. Yet it is difficult to accept that a •ineral 
reserve, recognised as being of potential econo•ic benefit to the nation, should 
re•ain untapped. In fact there •ay now be a solution in that a new, low technology 
approach to apatite digestion into a soil dressing co••odity is being considered. 
The product, partially acidula~ed phosphate rock <PAPR>, has been shown to be 
beneficial in other Third World countries and there see•s no reason why it should 
not be equally so in Za•bia. So•e pilot scale •anufacture and pol testing indicates 
positively. An econo•ic evaluation of the project is still necessary but is 
co•pilicated by the full benefit of PAPR being so gradually achieved (over thrEe to 
five years> co•pared the •ore traditional phosphate based fertilisers. As it •ay be 
difficult to sell a product which does not de•onstrate an i••ediate return, it will 
have to be 'pro•oted·, by subsidy and advertising, on the basis of a conviction held 
within 6overn•ent that the long return Nill be worthwhile 

Che•ical and Industrial "inerals 

These two groups are distinct only by their different process routes and end 
uses. In econoaic ter•s they have so•e parallels with agricultural ainerals in 
being e~sentially high bulk, loN value co••odites. They constitute collectively a 
large nu•ber of different •inerals several of which are found in Za•bia. Several 
are presently exploited coo•ercially <table 2>. However according to the Central 
Statistics Office i•port figures, quantities of gypsu•t cera•ic clay, abrasive 
einerals, graphite, salt, barite and talc •ere all i•ported in 1987. These are all 
•inerals that are known to exist in einable quantities within Za•bia. Because 
several of our industries have been iaporting the •inerals there has been positive 
effort to pro•ote these do•estic resources to substitute for the i•ports. Other 
industrial •inerals not presently used in any industrial process within Za•bia are 
nonetheless 'consu•ed' in finished articles i•ported here and there ••Y be 
pussibilities to set up •anufacturing processes to provide these lo(ally. The next 
stage is to produce sufficient to export to countries of the region and then those 
beyond. In so•e cirLu•stances Za•bia •ay provide insufficient potenyial to justify 
the establish•ent of a production facility alone but, as a region, Southern Africa 
•ay provide enough •arket. 

n~ny of Za•bia"s industrial and che•1cal •ineral deposits have been quantified 
thoroughly and th~ infor•ation about the• can be found at Geological Survey. The 
process of evaluation of deposits still con~,1nues hoNever, ~ith e•phasis now turning 
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to those previously disaissed as •re•ote• but which have beco•e •ore accessible with 
the i•proved road and rail network, and those hat have be~o•e •ore iaportant as 
industrial eaphasis, the consu•er •arkets and technological application have changed 
over the years. A •ajor problea in getting Zaab1an sinerals into the industrial 
aarket is persuading aanufacturers to adapt their produ~t precesses t~ use the local 
aaterials. This is because •any •anufacturers, and particularly the transnationals, 
have i•ported plant and pocesses geared specifically to a particular supply line -
often one vertically integrated with the parent coapany. nost proabably their 
process cannot acco••odate raw aaterial froa another source, with different 
specifications without there first being soae adaptations aade. Experi•enting with 
process routes to •ake the• work opti•ally with local raw •aterial costs ti•e and 
•oney and appears to be a step •any •anufacturers, particularly the transnationals 
are hesitant to take. So•e co•panies have adapted to local •aterials, fo~ instance 
virtually all cera•ic ware is now •ade fro• local clays. But others still resist. 
It is here that our local research facilities, such as NCSR, can deaonstrate how 
local alternatives to aineral raw •aterials currently iaported can be used, as well 
as show how other •ineral co••odites could be utilised of in new do•estic 
industries. 

Construction "aterials 

With one pro•inent exception, these are all very low value, locally utilised 
co••odites for which transport costs are the aost crucial eco~oaic factor. 
Generally they are produced by basic aethods fro• aany saall scale extraction pits 
(sand, gravel, laterite> and quarries (stone, aggregate! as close as practical to 
the place where they are needed. The are produced ·as required" and are essentially 
followers not leaders in econoaic and developaent fortunes. 

The one exception is, of course, ce•ent, which is •ade in large plant geared 
to liaestone, phyll~te, gypsua and coal consuaption. There are two ceaent works in 
Zaabia, at Chilan9a and the Ndola. Transport costs are still critical with the 
aoving of both the raw aaterial and the finished product so ceaent works are sited 
close to both the aain rock supply and the principal consuaers. Ceaent is essential 
in virtually all peraanent construction but the aaount used can be reduced if bricks 
or natural stone are substituted for to concrete blocks. Hany brick clay deposits 
have been identified in Zaabia but few have advanced to brickworks, despite general 
agreeaent that brickwork is aesthetically pleasing in urban facings. The difficulty 
in proaoting good brick aanufacture probably relates to it being questionable 
whether it is cheaper to build with brick rather than concrete blocks Quite apart 
fro• the large capital cost of setting up a brickNorks, there are the neg•tive 
points that bricks are vulnerable to breakage in tr•nsit (concrete blocks can be 
cast at the building sitel and that bricks, being s•aller t~an blocks, require •ore 
l•bour to asseable. 

6ood natural stones for building <slabstone, flagstone and slate> are known in 
several places but, at least since early •ission•ry building, has been little used 
except for decorative facing work 1nd p•vings. There is no doubt that in 2oae 
pl•ces rur•l ••enity buildings, like schools and rural health centres, could be 
solidly, yet cheaply, constructed with local stones. This seeas to be a pri•e case 
for education by practic•l deaonstration and then •dvertisinq the result so th•t 
other pl•ces where suit•ble stones occur will shoN interest in e•ulating the 
1chieveaent. As •lw•ys the econoaic b•lance in pro~ucing brick or stone has to be 
judged •g•inst the cost of bringing 1n ce•ent (or concretP. blockl but in places •ore 
dist•nt fro• the ce•ent Norks the altern•tives could be considered. 
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legislation 

It is popularly conceived that the current legislation for the Zaabian aining 
industry is out-dated and inappropriate, particularly when it coaes to saall scale 
aining. It is true that the laws presently in force were drafted without the 
recognition that saall scale geastone aining would becoae so prevalent and aany 
s•all scale operators see• to find it onerous to confor• with all the reporting 
requireaents of the law. It is conceded that these are excessively deaanding and a 
aore realistic systea should be introduced. There is no point in having law that 
has no practical enforceaent value. All it succeeds in doing is alienating one 
secto. of the coaaunity it is supposed to serve to the extent that they resort to 
illegal activity. This triggers a aorL general lawlessness and •ates the original 
law self defeating. Appropriate chan~cs to the statute are being actively 
considered now within Kinistry of Kirft~ with a view to producing separate and 
suitable iegislation for geastone prospecting and •ining. 

With this exception, and the fact that the fiscal deaands and penalties within 
it have not kept pace with inflation, the Kines and Kinerals (1976) Act is a 
coaprehensive controlling docuaent for prospecting, exploration and aining in the 
country. Its intentions are four-iold. It directs aining activity to what is 
considered the aost suitable sectors of the coaaunity; it protects the rights oi the 
ainer; it protects the safety of the ainer, his eaployees and the public and finaliy 
it causes inforaation derived froa prospecting and aining to join a general 
repository of data for use later by subsequent interested parties. 

Probleas of "ine Developaent 

Further deve!opaent of the aining industry in Zaabia is appropriate at all 
levels, large, aediua and saall scale •ining, according the viable size of the 
perceived operation and its National benefit. large scale enterprises are 
undertaken as a consequence of National policy by aajor aining houses, or soaetiaes 
with bilateral aid. Although they do face essentially the saae technical probleas 
as those eencountered by saaller ventures these are usually challenged within the 
capabilities of the organisation, or institution involved. They are not, or shouid 
not becoae, •atters that r~nc£rn particularly the doaestic network of public 
technical services. 

The iaaediate policy criteria for saall scale aining aay not see• so 
proainant as for large scale aining but, in a sense, the sector is eq~ally 
iaportant. Aaong other considerations there is always is the possibility of a saall 
aine developing into a auch larger enterprise as we have begun to see in Zaabia in 
eaerald aining by Kage• advancing fro• saall beginnings. Soae of the benefit 
factors of developing saall scale •ining have already been aentioned, the •ost 
fundaeental being that it precipitates an increased industrial base for the country 
and proaotes rural developaent. This fits well with the principal of •&rowth fro• 
our own re5ources•. Seall scale •ining has so•e advantages over larger enterprises 
in that it can be •ore responsive to earket deaands, adapt its labour force •ore 
readily to iaaediate needs and concede to seasonal closures due to the cliaate, 
accessibility or depletion of labour due to other de•ands leg. crop harvestingl. 

However s•all scale aining is probably the sector where probleas •ost clearly 
seen and lea~t nasily solved. Obviously, if we wish developaent, •uch National 
effort to •ust be directed towards it. Many of these proble• areas are certainly 
not unique to •ining but are seen 1n •any other areas of s•all scale industrial 
developaent. Several have already been •entioned above as d1st1nct diff1cult1es 
w1th1n a sp~c1fic sector of •1n1ng, others are •ore general. They are catergor1sed 
below. 
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lack of C~pital 

Stortage of suff 1cient funds to explore and develop is particularly acute in 
saall scale ventures where generally there is a high risk factor. Banks and 
investr.ent houses require detailed and convincing feasiblity reports before they 
•ill lend and aost other !e~ders are no less cautious. It is a difficult issue to 
solve and would see• to rest on the ability of the candidate ainer to produ~e 
convincing evidence that his operation •ill succeed. Here there appears to be a 
gap. While it would be irresponsible to suggest that aoney should be lent without 
so•e security of return, there appears to be a case for •ore sy•pathetic financing. 
Perhaps this should be linked to a feasibibility testing and •onitoring service 
which, it is suggested, could be set up within a revolving fund arrange•ent under 
parastatal auspices. 

lack of "ining Experience, Expertese and ftanageeent Skjlls 

These deficiences can result in inefficient, wasteful and dangerous •ining. 
Though legislation exists to penalise such activities, •ith the present 
prolifer1tion of s•all geastone aines the policing for poor aine practise is not 
fully effective. It is far better to prevent rather than cure so clearly s•all 
scale •iners would be better trained at the appropriate level in the skill2 
necessary to aine. Soae effort to do this has been aade in workshops and se•inars. 
A •ore coaprehensive 4pproach would involve a "school· for •ine artisans and a 
deaonstration, •aodeI•, active s•all aine where these skills could be seen properly 
applied and then learnt by practise. 

Insufficient Technical Back-up Services 

lack of assay and experiaentation facilities result in the aine product <and 
waste> having no proper quality control. One of the factors that co•£only •ake 
saall •ine product unpopular •ith •ineral consuaers is the varying quality or purity 
of the product thus causing difficulty in the production lines. The saall •iner who 
has insufficent resources to set up his own quality control facility should have 
recourse to a conveniently placed assay laboratory where tests can be run at 
reasonable prices. It could be conceived this could be established as a coaaunity 
facility by a group of ainers within one area, offered by an independent operator, 
available at a "neighbouring· large aining facility or, as now, provided by 
6overnaent <at Geological Survey and NCSR>. It is also iaportant for such an 
enterprise to keep abreast of technical developaents relevant to the aine operators 
its serves so that any positive, practical developaents can be advised and, where 
possible, applied. This should also involve an experiaentation facility where 
trials can be •ade on the •ine product in order to adapt and e•ploy new technology 
to the best advantage 

lnadeguent and Inefficient Plant 

Deficiency in aine eachinery and repair facilities is not only due to lack of 
fin•nce it •lso relates to oper•tions being too s•all to occupy fully •11 this 
eachinery they require. The ans•er to this is sharing or hiring of plant fro• a 
central pool 1n the vicinity of several proxieate •ines aiong the lines of the Pl•nt 
Hire Scheee ZCCH is setting up in the e•erald area ind the sharing of equip•ent at 
Kans1nsh1. 

"•rketing Problees 

n1neril coe•od1ty prices are notoriously susceptible to fluctuations of dea•nd 
through econo•ac forces quite unconnected with the •1neral sector itself. Sever•l 
1ntern•t1onal c•rtels have been est•blashed to atte•pt to protect the value ot so•e 
of the wortd·s ••Jor •1ner•l co••odit1es such as 011 <O~ECI and copper <ClfECI. In 
the s••ll •1n1ng sector of Za•bia this insecurity as ••de worse by there being poor 
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•arlet1ng liaison ior •any •1nerals. At the two e~tre•es the •iner •ay be at the 
•ercy of unscrupulous •iddle•en of have to scout personal!) for an outlet for ~is 
•ine product. Essentially there is an infor•ation gap between supplier and 
consu•er. It would appear to be to the advantage of all to bridge this with a 
•ineral bureau or so•e other for• of aineral aarketing agency whose role would ~c to 
ensure both stable prices for the producer and steady, reliable supply of raw 
aaterial for the consuaer. Only with base •etals and geastones does so•ething of 
this sort e1i~t in Zaabia today. 

The lack of decent coaaunity infrastructure by way of good access, electrical 
power and social facilities etc. are often under-rated in aine develop•ent yet can 
effe~tively becoae the •ake or break factor. The proble• is that it is a •chicken 
and egg• conundrua and that these facilities are provided by other authorities not 
specifically concerned •ith a1n1ng. Nevertheless it is i•portant to assess at the 
outset of a aining venture •hat will be the advantage to the •hole local co•aunity 
of any i•proved infrastructure necessary for aining. If there can be shown also 
specific advantage to another econoaic sector in the sa•e area (say touris• or 
agriculture> so auch the better. Thus potentially viable •ineral deposits have to 
be considered within fraaework of intergrated rural developaent. 

linkages 

Table 3 lists, in appro1i•ate order cf aineral developaent/utilisation 
sequence, the organisations within Zaabia that have •1jor interest in ainerals. The 
list is by no aeans exhaustive and does not cover all aspects of each organisation·s 
interest and capability. Between near neighbours in the listing there exists a 
coaprehensive network of aeetings and coaaittees that ensures regular coaaunication 
of inforaation. Aaong the• are several a~encies whose aandate is to discover, 
evaluate and develop aining enterprise and to carry out related e1periaentation. 
Soae of •he• also offer support services to the saall entrepreneur either as a free 
service, as consultancy or on revolving find basis. Therefore to a considerable 
extent the probleas listed in the previous section are recognised and an 
infr•structure exists to resolve the• although several of the organisations are 
haapered by lack of resources, aanpower, finance and transport and are therefore not 
operating at aaxi•u• efficiency. There do however appear to be gaps in the network 
of services particularly with low level training, financial support, extension 
services and aarket co-ordination. Coaaendable efforts towards overcoaing these 
deficiencies have been aade in soae specific coaaodity areas, for instance by "ines 
Developaent Departaent and ZCC" with the Plant Hire Scheae in the eaerald area and 
the CO"ET •technically sheltered• enterprises. However, to date these have had 
liaited iapact. It is s~ggested that use could be aade of the organi5ations that 
already exist to further developaP.nt in rural co••unities and saall industry lcf. 
YIS and SIDO> to •ove their interest into aineral sector. Alternatively, or 
additionally, a new par~llel 6overnaent sponsored organisation could be established 
within "inistry of "ine~ to work towards these sa•e ends 

Resu•• 

In proaoting •ineral d~.~lopaent there is need for inforaation and expertese. 
The infor•ati.on •ust be collected in a systeaatic aanner by Govern•ent agencies such 
as Geological Survey at National expense, and gathered into a fora suitable for 
digest for forNard planning. This •eans there aust be the facility to retrieve 
selectively Nhat is relevant and to collect it Nithout burdening the enquirer Nith 
irrelevant infor•ation. Testing out the viability of a •iner~I deposit e~tails 
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•ainly the quantification of the •ineral reserve and therefore its value set against 
the capital cost of plant plus the recurrent costs of operation, labour and 
transport. The responsibility for collecting this infor•ation re•ains principally 
that of exploration co•panies. both parastatal and private, and the exploration 
wings of co•p~n1es already involved in eineral extraction. 

For einerals where t~ere is not already an established local or export 
consu•ption there is also need to test out beneficiation and eetallurgical process 
routes to •ake the co••odity usable in industry either as the basis of new 
production process or to substitute for raw •aterial currently i•ported. This is 
probably best done in a laboratory eaintained at public expense with projects 
specifically sponsored, or sucessfully the developed technology, 'sold' to 
interested parties in the co••ercial sector to defray expenses. Such laboratories 
do exist at NCSR, UNZA School of "ines and 6eological Survey, but all could probably 
benefit fro• •ore input with equip•ent and technical e:pertese. 

The next link in the viability chain is •arket quantification which also •ay 
have a strong ele•ent of •artet pro•otion. This does not only relate to deter•ining 
what the doaestic •arket requires but also the scop~ for exports and particularly 
whether the consuaer needs raw •aterials (•ineral concentrate or •etal) or totally 
fabricated products. It is obviously of econo•ic benefit to Za•bia to sell finished 
~oods as it adds considerably to the value of the •ineral right back down the line 
to its explo;tation. It also expa~ds the industrial infrastrusture and capacity of 
the country as weli as putting more people in e•ploy•ent. 

Perhaps this de•onstrates the weakest link in develop•ent of •ineral based 
industries in Za•bia - the apparent lack of ability to utilise •any of the known raw 
•aterials. No doubt this relates to an extent to the depressed econo•y and 
consequent liaited consumer •arket. As resultant capital for entrepreneurial 
invest•ent is so deficient that it is difficult to see how to redee• the situation. 
Nevertheless if all relevant infor•ation can be asse•bled, and appropriate linkages 
•ade, the •ost propitious areas for develop•ent could be presented for advance•ent 
by parastatal agencies if private finance is not forthco•ing. 
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TABLE l : lllST PROSPECTIVE AllDllllOAL. 111•116 LOCATIOllS I• Z•IA 

Sold 

Silnr 

uenU 

Taeruliae 

ft•t1l1 llllllb•1l, Ch1 .. we ll1s1t1l, Du1robin lllulb .. >, Cb1k~•• llus•k•>, S•s•re IPzt1ukel 
~d other sa.11 s~ows betllffft 111.i. .. ~• Chip•t•. S~• Hill. 8i-,ro11ct of cop,er 1ini1q 

Ercelsior ll.ls.ki>, (ib.e •i•e. Bi-,rod1ct of cop'er 1ini19 

••;iii Rini 

Hofeeyer IPetiute>, LIR•izi District 

lund•zi District, lyilll• 

Copper ild Coll11 t Copperbelt, llt1shi I l.llna• tSahrezi) I wsushi tSoh1rzi) I Di f1ap• lhSNJ•) I S..llrr 
occurences in lorth Western ••d l1s1k• Provinces 

lr1d ud Zinc 

llickl'l 

Tin 

Iron 

Tihniu1 

Pbosph1te 

li.estone 

Binte 

Fl1orite 

Tile 

Feldspir 

CtrHic Chys 

Pyrite lfor SI 

~1s1uth 

Cho•• District 

ll11b1l• llluab••I, Elset1btre in lluab•• District, Sol11ezi District 

ll1ns1 District 

[hinkoell•• IPet1ute> 

Cbile1blH! tPet1utel, lluab .. •ortb, l1lu11e tl.Jlin•••I 

lus1k1, llulls1kiab• llltushil, hbwe, Ndol•, llit11d1 (l!i~s•>, ftsor~, llortn West Province. 
Southern lirovinct 

lljok• llundizi>, K•juab• ICb•••>, Pet10te 9istrict, Did llt~shi 

Si1vong11 Sinyoolo l&welbel 

Copperbelt, lil1yi 1 Cbip•p• llu5ik1l, llusof1 lllkushil 

locbinv1r1 llutinORdo l"'it1l 1 Copper 1i1e pr~ct 

Southern, Centnl, Euter1 Provinces 

ll1suku ICbOlil, lltushi District, Solwezi, loslti lfti1s1l 

·•••pu~dlH! llus.k1l, Copper ainrs 

So~thrrn, [rntr1l •nd E•strrn Provine,.; 
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TABLE 2 : SllllMY OF IUUSTllll llllElllL PlllMETill FOR 1988 

llllOAL llUMTITY n lllHS) 

--------------------
AllETHYST U:Sl 4,701 1,645,350 

BERYL IK•l 1,343,307 110, 746,~56 

li1lUGH EllERALD I kg I 1,039 391,844,900 

TWlllAllli"E !Kgl 

ADUAllARlllE lkgl 56 1,123,600 

FELDSPAR 120 34,800 

FLUOliITE 

6YFSUll 

llftE 238,633 156,982,931 

LllESTOllE 998,733 52,905,849 

tEllENT 404,600 166,958,190 

PHRLITE 25,066 12,534 

SILICATE 8,121 889,584 

TALC 73 36,500 

llA611ETITE 445 93,450 

PYf<ITE 67,487 14,860,637 

llAN6ANESE 502 1,637,524 

Sour~e: llines Developeent Depirtll!llt 
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TAkE l : ZMllAll WISATHllS ClllEllD MITH 11111116 

llni'fff'sity of Z..tlia 
Copper~elt lhliftrsiti 

lliaistry of lliaes 

lit!ol09iul Surfty 

Prescribed llinerals 111d 
P.aterials Co .. ission 

Stat1ory 
IMitS 

6owernH11t 

&onrnlftt 

&onrnll!llt 

&oRrnll!tlt 

~inex liepart1ent of Parastatal 
Zl"CO 

Rines DeYelop1ent 60Yernae1t 
Departaent 

l!aHba Collieries Parastatal 

Crushed Stones Salt5 1 Parastatals 
Kapiri Glass Produ~ts, 
Chila"ga ~e1ent etc 

llindeco S..111 llines hrastatal 

Stall scale 1iners Co-operatives, 
coapanies and 
individuals 

llines Safety Depart1ent 6overn1e11t 

Nationil Counci I of Statatory 
Scientific Research Body 

ilEllACO, Reservtd llinerals Parastatals 
Corporation, Kariba 
Atethyst llarteting, 

labia Eaerald Parastatal 
Industries Ltd 

lloore Potteries, Dunlop, 
Nitrogfll Che1icals, 
haeh, etc 

Private and 
Parastatals 

Trai1i19 i• •it• l~l e1,1oratiaa, li1i19 aid tec•nical 
stills 

llitioaal geolll!ical .. ppi .. , 
ldentifyint 1i1eral deposits, 
Collatia9 9eolll!ical 11d 1ineral iaforaation 

Co-ordinatioa and proeotiot of search for hydrocar~ons 

Eiploratioa of 1ineral deposits 

E1r.lorati1111 leading to exploitation of large 1ineral bodie~ 

Coltrol of exploration aad lining 

lliai19 of copper, coblt lead and zinc 

Production of coal 

Eiploitation of local raw aaterials for doaestic 
1111ufacture 

Eiploitation of industrials 1inerals aad geastones 
in saall operations. 

Eiploring and 1iain9 of co1911dities to be sold linitiallyl 
on the d01estic aartet 

llonitorin9 of 1ine safety 

E1periaeatation 1ith ra• 1aterials tDlllf'ds develop1111t 
of practical local application technology 

lnternatioaal ..rttting of Z~ian 1ineral aid aetal 
cllllCldi tin 

Processing of g1astones for internatioaal aartet 

End ustrs of doeestically produced ainerals 
an• 1etals 
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PRICE POLICY AND INFLATION IN THE 1980s 

INTORDUCTION 

Price controls have been the official price policy that has 
regulated the price mechanism for most of the period that 
Zalbia has been independent. Of central concern has been the 
need to control inflation and the perception that the price control 
policy offers the best strategy against inflation. On the 
other hand, a liberalised price policy has been perceived as being 
inherently inflationary as it gives business houses the a1il.ity to 
set prices at will. 

The concern with inflation arises from the fact that high rates 
of inflation quickly erode the incomes of the citizens of a 
nation. Wages and other forms of earnings fail to rise fast enough 
to match the skyrocketing prices. It also robes iirms the ability 
to plan and rationalise their business activities. There is a loss 
of business confidence in an inflationary atmosphere that discourages 
new investment. Galloping inflationary rates also tend to fuel 
capital tlight because residents find their wealth safer kept in 
foreign banks than in the domestic banks where it is denominated in 
a loca~ currency whose value is fast being eroded. 

Thus theieis strong justification to view a price policy that 
would enhanc~ rather than abate galloping inflation with revulsion. 
It appears that this is the view that most people hold against 
a liberal_ised price policy. But since the decade of the 1980s 
saw Zambia move between price control and decontrol poli:::ies 
in a seesaw fashion we have an opportunity to see the effect of 
these two policies on inflation. Are price controls the best 
and effective instrument 1D contain inflation ? What does Zambia's 
experience in the 1980's reveal ? 

In trying to answer these questions, the paper tries to make 
a brief outline of the economic policies pursued in the 1980s 
viz-a-viz price policy. Statistics on inflation are reviewed to 
see how the rate of inflation responded in the periods in which the 
different ( alternative ) policies on pri".:e were pursued. It is 
concluded that the price control policy was not effective in 
curbing inflation when it was applied between May 1987 and May 1989. 
But the liberalised price policy that preceded it was equally 
inflationary. The loose monetary policy pursued throughout. most of 
the decade appears to be the adequate explanation of most of the 
inflation experienced in the 1980s. In the liqht of this explanation, 
the paper makes a submission that the current liberalised price 
policy being pur&ucd is likely to contain inflation because of the 
measures to restrain money supply. 
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2. THE PRE - 1987 STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMMES 

Between 1978 and May 1987, Zambia pursued varying structural 
adjustment programmes under the supervi~or of the IMF and 
the World Bank. These programmes seemed to have prefered 
price liberalisation rathe: than price controls. The backg
round to the introduction of structural adjustment programmes 
is the 1970s economic problem~ that Zambia started 
experiencing. These forced the country to seek assistance 
frvm the IMF and the World Bank. The programmes were 
initiated in 1978 when Zambia concluded a two year stabilisation 
programme that had three basic aims:-

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii 

to restrain growth in demestic demand through 
limitation of deficit finan~ing of the Government 
budget and the mining industry; 

to encourage production through progressive reduction 
of payment arrears which were inhibiting the inf low 
of imports and contributing to inflation and foreign 
exchange shortage through penal rates of interest; 
and 

to discourage imports and stimulate exports by the 
devaluation of the Kwacha. 

Various other agreements with the IMF were concluded and had 
similar objectives. In 1982 Zambia initiated a gradual m1:1JVC11 
of price controls under these stractural adjustment programm~s. 
But it appears that Zambia had difficulties with the 
application of the IMF programmes even in the early 1980s 
because she failed to meet the IMF's quantitative performance 
criteria especially with the reduction of the budget deficits. 
Thus Zambia could only partially draw upon the 1981 Extended 
Fund Facility and the 1983 stand-by Agreement. Zambia 
argueJ that the full application of the IMFs prescription was 
having adverse social effects on the population, especially 
the vulnerable groups. 

Perhaps the most extensive structural adjustment programme 
that Zambia embarked on before 1st May, 1987 was the stand-by 
agreement initiated on 21st October, 1985 which had the 
following prescribed policy measures: 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

devaluation of the kwacha; 

price and interest rate liberalisation 

import liberalisation 

reduction of the role of development planning and making 
the Government budget as the major instrument of 
managing the economy; 



(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 
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reduction of government expenditure by the reitl~val 
of subsidies; 

reducticn of the overall government budget deficit; 

Privitisation of state owned enterprises. 

The Zamb.ian Government impemented the measure to devalue the 
Kwacha th~~ugh weekly auctions of-foreign currency - which saw 
the kwacha depreciate from K2.38 per US$1.00 in September 1985 
to K21.00 per US$l.OO in April, 1987. The Zambian Government 
appeared unsatisfied with the results of the application of the 
October 1985 stand-by agreement with tl"eIMF and World Bank. It 
pointed out that the whole policy prescription seemed to have 
created a situation of growing unemployment, galloping inflation, 
rising malnutrition, a sharp upturn in the mortality rate as 
hospitals failed to import essential drugs and other requisites 
necessary to support life and general disintergration of Zambia's 
social fabric. With this explanation, the Government abandoned 
the structural adjustment programme on J.st May, 1987 and ushered 
in the New Economic Recovery Programme which aimed restructuring 
the economy through administrative means. 

3 THE HEW ECOHOMIC RECOVERY PROGRAMME 

The New Econo~ic Recovery Programme that replaced the free market 
system had two main objectives: 

(i) To manage foreign exchange as a strategic resource by 
allocating it to designated high priority sectors; and 

(ii) To stabilise the economy by controlling inflation 

NBRP contained five basic policy measures to achiiv~ the above 
objectives: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Limiting external debt servicing to 10% of net export 
earnings on all existing loans. 

Introduction of stable exchange rate· of the kwacha by 
fixing it at KB.00 to 05$1.00. This measure cancelled 
the auctioning of foreign currency. 

Introduction of price controls and a price freeze on all 
products with interest rates fixed at 15% with a 5\ 

margin. Collective bargaining was reaffirmed as a measure 
determining wages and conditions of service. 

Restrictions of the No Funds involved imports permits to 
imports of essential consumer goods inputs and machinery not 
available in the country. 
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(v) Restructuring the economy to raise capacity 
utilisation of selected sectors and industries 
within those sectors and improve the productivity 
of the economy. Theffiort-tennpriority were 
sectors producing essential and basic needs ~oods. 

In applying the price control policy r twelYe basic goods were 
designated controlled commodities. The list was later extended 
to eleven other commodities at a later date. All the other goods 
that escaped this list came under a general price freeze. 

The Prices and Incomes Commission (PIC) was given the respon
sibility to oversee the Price control policy. To increase the 
price of a controlled commodity, a company had to apply to PIC 
which conducted a cost audit to determine the validity of the 
application. If the price was found genuine,PIC would then 
recommend the price to the Minister of Comm~rce and

1
hdustry 

that the price be approved. Tt.e Minister later gazzeted the 
price change. For the other products under the price freeze, it 
was only enough to obtain ratification from PIC before raising the 
price. 

4 PRICE POLICY AND INFLATION 

Having dicussed the outlines of policies pursued under a free 
market system and an administrative market system it is important 
that we examine their effectiveness in curting inflation in the 
periods in which they were applied. Both the IMF/World Bank 
structural adjustment programmes and the New Economic Recovery 
Programme put a lot of emphasis on controlling inflation, But how 
dld they perform ? 

An examination of the trends in year - on inflation provides some 
insight to this question. Table l qives the annual rates of 
irflation between 1981 and 1989. It is clear from the table that 
by the turn ~f the decade inflation in Zambia had started 
assuming significant proportions as it became double-digit. The 
rate of inflation was 12.5% for the low-income group and 13.7\ for the 
high-income group in 1981/82. The table indicates that inflation 
had started entering unmanageahle margins by the middle of the 
decade. From 18.2\ and 19.5\ for the two respective income groups 
in 1983/84 it jumped to 38.0\ fo~ the low-income group and to 
31.9% for the high-income g~oup~BY 1985/86 galloping inflation had 
become a permanent feature in the Zambian economy and has been 
mostly above 50%. 

It is clear from the table that the period of the Octobe~ stand-by 
arrangement with the IMF that brought about a complete pr~ce 
liberalisation saw an intensification of inflation. It is 
important to note that inflation in this period was more for the 
high-income group. The explanation fo~ this lies in the 
depreciation of the Kwacha that came with the auctioning of the 
foreign currency. 
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Goods with very high import content had their prices move higher. 
The high-income category is more affected by this kind of goods 
than the low-income category. 

TABLE 1 

Y&.1'R-ON INFLATION RATES FOR THE LOW AND HIGH INCOME 
GROUPS BASED ON THE CONSUMER PRICE INDICES (1981-89) 

PERIOD LOW-IRCOllB GROUP BIGH-IRCOME GROUP 

SEPT' 80-SEPT'Bl 14.6 11.5 
SEPT' 81-SEPT'82 12.5 13.7 

SEPT' 82-SEPT'83 14.2 13.4 
SEPT' 83-SEPT'84 18.2 19.5 

SEPT' 84-SEPT'85 38.0 31.9 
SEPT' 85-SEPT'l36 51.5 66.6 
SEPT' 86-SEPT'87 52.0 57.2 
SEPT' 87-SEPT'88 50.7 41.l 
APRL' 88-APRL'89 85.7 67.7 

Source; Central Statistics Office, Consumer Price Statistics, 
Various issues. 

It is also obvious from table 1 that the -. period of price controls 
although had the main objective of curbing inflation failed to 
bring the rate down. By April 1989 inflation had moved up to 
85.7% for the low income group and 67.7% for the high income group. 
The strange development during this period is that inf la~ion went 
up higher for the former than for the later. This is inspite of 
the fact that the goods under price controls had more weight in the 
low-income group's consumer price index than in that of the high 
income group. 

The Statistics indicate that the ooor had their standards of 
living more adversely affected t)i"an people in the high income 
category during price controls. The actual rates of inflation for 
the low-income group should have been more than what the ef f icial 
record shows because this group relied more on the black market. 

Besides not having the intended effect on inflation, the policy of 
price controls introduced an element of erratic supply in the 
economy as it robbed firms the ability to revise the prices of 
their products with the necessary speed and flexibility as produ~tion 
costs changed. 
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Although the institutions involved in the implementation of 
price control policy responded with good speed the procedure 
of applying for price changes was inevitably slow. There was 
an inevitable time lag between the change of cost of production 
and the time the new price was finaly approved. This forced 
some firms to operate at a loss as the process of price 
approval was going on. The firms ability to generate and plough 
!Jack profits to finance new investments and expanding production ..asn:bed. 

-
From the Statistics examined above it can be concluded that 
both the liberalised and control price policies failed to have 
the desired impact on the rate of inflation. Instead inflation 
surged on throughout the decade inspite of Zambia's experimentation 
with both policies. This is enough evidence that the cause for 
inflation could not be found in the price policy being pursued 
at any particular time. Instead explanation should be sought 
elsewhere. 

In trying to explain the impotence of price controls the 
Progress Report on the.Interim National Development Plan 
cited the low capacity utilisation as the main cause of inflation. 
Firms produced at much less than half of their installed 
capacities creating shortages and laying a fertile ground 
fer price hikes. Thus the pr<>Cjcess Report saw supply bottlenecks 
as th~ main explanation of inflation during the period of price 
eoritrols. • This explanationr howeverr also applies to the 
period when prices were allowed to freely seek their own ceiling. 
Low capacity utilisation that has resulted mainly from the 
shortage ~f foreign exchange to bring in the required production 
inputs hcd been a problem right through the whole decade. 

But it is impossible for scarcity to be translated into inflation 
of demand remains low. After all scarcity means that demand is 
excessive at that point of supply. Thus attention must also 
be given to the demand side of the issue. 

Throughtout the 1980's money supply in Zambia remained very high. 
Whereas in the 1970s the annual percentage changes i~ money supply 
(Ml+M2) plus quasi-money was mostly although not always kept 
below 20\,the case had been different for the 1980s. The rate of 
change· stayed mainly above 20\. The percentage change between 
May 1986 and May 1987 was 78.6\ for M2 alone. This was reduced 
to 42.7\ between May 1987 and May l988 according to some calculations. 
Although this decline is substanti~l it still remained very high. 
It is clear from this that expansion in money supply was the main 
cause of excessive demand in the 1980s which in turn fuelled 
inflation. Milton Friedman's dictumr•Inflation is always and 
everywhere a monetary phenomenon• remained true in the case of 
Zambia. 
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5 THE JUNE 30TB PRICE LIBERAJ.ISATION AND THE B:GHT AGAINST 
INFLATION 

After the New Economic R~covery Programme failed to achieve 
the stated objective of reducing inflation the Government 
on the 30th of June, 1989 decidP.d to take the ~allowing 
measures: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

decontrol prices on all goods and services except 
on mealie meal 

devalue the kwacha from KlO per US$1 to Kl6 per US$; and 

raise interest rates. 

The measures taken on 30th June also included a raise in the salaries 
of employees in the formal sector pegged at 30% and 50% for high 
and low wage earners in the Government while private and parastatal 
companies were to rcise salaries according to their ability to pay. The 
measures were later followed-by a demonetisation exercise that 
replaced the old kwacha notes with new ones. The exercise was held in 
a period of only ten days and helped to bring out large sums of money 
held out of the banking system and gave the Government a historic 
opportunity to have effective control over money supply. The 
Central Bank has ever since followed thi~ up with various measures 
to curb money supply by restricting commercial banks ability to 
extend credit. 

In the wake of the 30th June Presidential announcement the immediate 
impact was to send prices skyrocketing. This appeared to confirm 
the widely held belief that price liberalisation is inherently 
inflationary. But the whole package taken if seriously adhered to by 
the Government offers Zambia the hope of reducing inflation to a single 
digit rate by the mid of 1990 decade·!·certain considerations ought to 
be taken into account when analysing the impact of the measures on 
inflation. 

It is important to differentiate between real price increasecrd prices 
of goods in the authorised retail shops. One characteristic of the 
period of price controls was the fuelling of the black market. Goods 
wt:re quickly s .apped from authori .. sed retail shops and later resold on 
the black market where people paid as much as four times the official 
price •.. But these prices were difficult to capture in official 
statistics. After the liberalisation of prices for most essential goods 
the increase in prices was not outrageously different from that which 
the black market had already been charging. The black market has been 
drastically reduced in the 11eake of price liberalisation. Although 
statistics are yet to be compiled, there have been indications that 
prices somewhat stabilised in the later part of 1989. It is too early 
to be optimistic but this might be taken to indicate that the June 30th 
measures are already having a desirable impact on inflation. The reason 
is that the measures as a whole are deflationary. 
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The Government has shown a resolut~ determination to cut down 
drastically on money supply. This should severly reduce effective 
demand and hence pressure on prices. 

But we must be quick to point out that caution should be taken so 
that the supply of money is net reduced to a point where the whole 
economy is thrown into a severe recession. Rirallel to the efforts to 
reduce money supply must be measures that help directly to boast 
production by applying the available resources most efficiently. 
There is need in this regard to encourage competition in all markets· 
of the economy. 

A big area of concern in this environment of a liberalised pricing 
system is the dominance of monopolies in the Zambian economy. Most 
of the present monopolies were created with the 1968 reforms which 
had the noble objective of giving economic power to the indigenous 
Zambians who at that time lacked the necessary capital. These are 
not the conditions ruling at the moment as thereare many Zambians 
with both capital and managerial skills. It is necessary that we 
take drastic measures to reduce the monopolistic domi11~nce. All 
statutory restrictions that prevent investments in certain markets 
must be urgently repealed. The Government must also investigate ways 
that would make it easy for companies to raise the required capital. 
A good measure worth considering is the establishment of a stock 
exchange market. This will allow the private sector to grow to 
compete effectively with parastatal companies. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Both policies of a liberalised pricing system and price controls 
proved ineffective in curbing inflation. This is because a 
pricing system can never be the instrument to fight inflation. 
It was impossible for a pricing system to have had a favourable 
impact on inflation in an environment of loose monetary policy. 
The Government having realised this has now taken measures to 
restrict money supply while allowing prices to find their own 
levels. This strategy is likely to prove more effective in 
fighting aqai1.st inflation than price controls. But there is 
need to accompany this strategy with measures that have a 
direc~ effect on production to boast the supply of goods. 
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COMMERCIAL BANK'S AND INDUSTRIAL 
FINANCING IN ZAMBIA* 

Mos~ developing countries are experiencing a aassive deterioration 

of the international teras of trade. Whilst the prices of the 

manufactured goods froa the North are.rising, those of the export 

commodities fro• the South have been declining. Nonetheless, 

experiences in the South-East Asian block, which has achieved 

spectacular strides in indu~trial developaent are increasingly 

being seen as the most appropriat~..steps to follow. Though Za1Dbia 

ls basically an industrial country, in the sense that the ainiog 

sector still accounts for more than 90% of the foreign exchange 

earnings, the mode of"ai~~ral trading is still in the raw fora, 

i.e. commodity state. Sence, like any other developing country, 

Zambia needs to put a lot of attention at the diversification 

from copper and indeed at the developaent of the industrial sector. 

Consequently, other support services, like banking, should be 

expected to play their part. 

HISTORICAL BASIS 

In another study (Banda, 1989) it bas been shown that credit policies, 

and indeed the nature of the financial structure. is a manifestation 

of the economic orientation of a particular economy. In this 

regard :he credit policies of Zambia are also ~ legacy of the 

economic policies of the colonial period, and those that· are being 

pursued by the independent government since 1~64. 

At the turn of the century, the business community, largely relied 

on credit services based in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia 

(Zimbabwe}. The first ~ommercial bank service was introduced 

by Standard Chartered Bank in 1906. Barclay& Bank came in 1918 

aud Grindlays Bank Internatioaal in 1953. ThereP.fter, there ·has 

been a steady increase, in the number of commercial banks, which 

bas been heightened in the late 1980's (Table l). 

* The views expressed in this paper, and indeed their interpretation, 
do not in any way reflect the official view point of the Zambia 
National Commercial Bank Limited. 
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The commercial banking sector in Zambia (froM the colonial period) 

developed in response to the financial requirements of the mining 

industry and the support satellite activities which provided goods 

and services to the p~incipal econoaic sector (aining). The white 

settler faraing community and the Asian trading sector all fall 

under the latter category. This business fraaework was reinforced 

by the c~lonial government policies which discriminated against 

the-indigenous population and those activities which were seen 

not t·o be compartible with the colonial government economic 

hegemony. Hence it was a clear case of financing export - import 

.production and trade enclaves (Seidman. 1974; Jucker-Fleetwood 1964). 

The op~rations of the banking sector followed similar lines. In 

o.der to consolidate the pattern. the colonial government established 

sector financial. institutions to provide investment capital. In 

1953 the Land and Agricultural B~k and the Industrial Laons Board .. 
were created. These institutions aimed at giving start-up capital 

to white settlers who could invest either in the agricultural or in 

the industrial sectors. respectively. 

Soon after ind~pendence the name a~ orientation of the Land 

Agricultural Bank was changed into Credit Organization of Zambia 

with a mandate to provide loans only to indigenous Zambians. 

Earlier on. the Industrial Loans Board bas also ~one through some 

changes. The name was changed to Industrial Development Corporation 

(INDECO). Instead of promoting private entreprenuership, INDECO 

started to invest directly into industries. This was mainly due to 

the limited in-roads that the ingenous businessmen had made in 

industrial establishment and of course the limited exposure to 

industri.al management .as compared to the running of grocery shops 

and agricultural produce broking. Indeed, this orientation was 

enfo1·ced in the 1969 Economic Reforms, in which the state took over 

a number of foreign owned companied and turned them over to INDECO 

to run. 

In an effort to promote indigenous industrial entreprenuership the 

government established 'the Industrial Finance Company. Development 

Bank of Zambia, Small Enterprises Promotion.Village Industry 

Services and other facilities like the Industrial Estates in the 
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Provinces. Credit Guarantee Scheme. Indeed. support has also 

been given to the Non-Government Organization fratern_ity to include 

credit components in their developaent prograimaes. 

These 1.n:;titutions were created because it was realised that in spite 

of the existence of the co..ercial banking sector. their conventional 

operations do not conf ina to the industrial developaent goals of a 

developing ccuntry like Zaabia. In nonaal circu..astances. t~a coaaercial 

banking sector just specia\ises in the provision of short-term 

working capital for the day-to-day operation of the industry. Some 

of the most common facilities provided by_ bank~ are the 

following: 

l. Overdraft Facilities 

Overdrafts are a means of providing finance on an operating· 

account for the working capital requirements of a client. 

These fa~ilities normally run for a period of twelve months. 

2. Loans 

Commercial b_anks normally off er short and medium term loans. 

The former run for a period of two years whilst the latter run 

for three to five years. Wir.h the involvement of other banks. it 

is common to arrange consortium loans. which normally tend to be 

for medium and long-term financing facilities. 

3. Letters of Credit 

The purpose of a letter of cr~dit is to finance the importation 

of go~ds and services. When a letter of credit is issued on 

behalf of a customer the Bank is committed to hJnouring all 

drawings which are in accordance with the terms of the credit. 

The main conditions are that the bank should take security to 

guard against unforseeable risks and that there should be 

exchange control approval from Bank of Zambia. 

4. Guarantees 

Bank guarantees are issued to enable clients to receive their 

supplies without production of bills of lading or parcel 

receipts before goods are paid for. The main conditions of 

this servi~P. are that the liabilities of the bank should be 

disch~rged by payment of a specified sum of money and the 

expiry date of the ~uarautee should be specified. 
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5. Leasing 

Leasing is a new for. of credit which is becoming increasingly 

popular in Zaabia. A lease is a contract between the.Bank. and 

its client to hire a specified itea which the B~ak retains 

ownership and the client possesses the right of usage of the 

asset upon payae.nt of rentals over a period which nor.ally run 

for three years~ 

In a lease agreeaent the bank·does not demand any security 

since it retains title over the leased item. However, the 

bank has to be satisii~d with the integrity of the customer. 

Io the first three years, i.e. pri1!13ry period, the customer pays 

fixed monthly rentals to the hank. The lease can be extended 

for two more years. i.e. secondary period. In this period the 

leasee pays his rentals in two instalments of 1% of the total 

cost of the leased item. Thereafter the leased item is to be sold 

tc a third party. During the life of the lease the leasee meets 

the running cost, including maintenance and repair as well as 

meeting the insurance cover. Banks expect the leasee to submit 

annual accounts of the operations of the enterprise in which 

the :eased item is utilized. 

There are a number of advantages for a leasing facility. On 

che part of the"leasee, the facility avoids the need for heavy 

cash outlay which could have been used for_ outright purchase of 

the leased item. since the Bank finances 100% of the total cost 

of the item. In view of the technological changes, the leasee 

if afforded an opportunity of replacing the equipment at the 

end of the primary period. The facility also·affords greater 

tax relief because rental paid out is charged against pre-tax 

profit. On the other hand a lease facility enables commercial 

banks to go beyond the normal working capital provision. Since 

the bank can now.marshal resources for the financing of 

equipment and machinery and still ~xpect to be repaid within a 

short period of time. Hence circumventi,g th~ long lead time 

that could have been required if a medium or long term loan 

facility had been given. 
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The major drawback of the leasing facility in Zambia, is that 

in almost all cases, the required item has to be imported. Due 

-to the scarcity o~ Joreign exchange, in Zambia. the usage of this 

facility is liaited. On the part of the leasee this facility 

does not bestow ownership of the equipaent,_ thus limiting the 

the leasee's flexibility to dispose of the equipment. Though 

rentals are made there is no inculcation of the spirit· of 

ownership. Hence, there could be laxed in proper·usage and 

maintenance of the leased equipment. 

RELATIONSHIPS WIT~ OTHER RELEVANT INSTITUTIONS IN 
FINANCING INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS 

In normal circumstances. commercial banks, merely provide facilities 

for working capital purposes only. Investors are expected to obtain 

medum and long terin loans from investment financing institutions, 

like Development Bank of Zambia. Other no~-bank finance institutions 

like Zambia State Insurance Corporation, Zambia National Provident 

Fund,·Workmens Compensation Fund, etc,_ at times also provides 

investment finance to big industrial projects. 

In the provision of credit to operating or new companies, banks 

request and ~ccept guarantees from conglomerates or holding companies. 

It is quite common. in Zambia for ZlMCO and INDECO to provide 

guarantee cover for loans obtained by their subsidiary companies. 

The same applies for reputable companies in the private sector. 

In Zambia there has also cases where a number of banks come together 

to finance large industrial projects. In such a case the financing 

package is apportioned amongst the participating banks according to 

capability. It is also common for the government through the 

Ministry of Finance and National Commission for Development 

Planning. to guarantee loans of some.state owned statutory companies. 

STRENGTH OF COLLABORATION 

Collaborative financing is advantageous in a number of ways. The 

participating institutions finance only that portion of the project 

in which they have special expertise (Jucker - Fleetwood, 1964). 

For example. investment banking institutions have the expertise and 

experience to apprai&e a long term loan whilst a conve~tional 
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commercial bank only specialises in short term working capital 

requirements. A merchant bank can also be involved in the 

arrangement of foreign financing • 

In the case of consortiua loans. large suas of aonwy can be 

mobilised and aade avai.lable to finance large industria1 projects 

without putting umlue pressure on the financial capabilities of 

the-rarticipating banks, 

The involveaent of conglomerates. in the absence of permissable 

security by the principal borrower. gives banks assurance that in 

case of default the banks will have recourse to the guarantor. 

Nonetheless. banks prefer such guarantees to be supported by 

tangible securities. 

WEAKNESSES OF COLLABORATIVE BANKING 

In cases where different financial institutions participate .in the 

financing of industrial projects. sharing of security poses major 

problems. Host financial institutions fo not accept the sharing 

of securities pari-pasu. And they do not easily accept second or 

third legal mortgages because of the bottlenecks associated with 

such securities. -Where a bank accepts a second legal mortgage it 

is. feared that it could end up losing, in case of a default, to 

first.legal mortgage holders advante. 

conglomerate guarantees have their own porblems. They_ tend to 

be too bureacratic and tedious. E~n where the government is 

involved, it is normally very difficult to recover dues in time. 

MAJOR BOTTLENECK IN INDUSTRIAL FINANCING 

Ifi spite of the myriad facilities that .commercial banks provide to 

the business sector. their financing capabilities are severely 

impaired by the import dependent structure of the Zambian economy. 

The most profound bottleneck is the scarcity of foreign exchange. 

Taking the case of the Zambia National Commercial Bank, for instance 

whilst the proportion of industrial exposure was 62.2 per cent in 

1980/87 by 1984/S it had come down to 25.9 per cent and by 1988/9 

it was down to 14.8 per cent. This trend has got.nothing to do with 
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the bank's attitude towards the industrial sector considering that 

as a state owned bank it bas to work closely with other coapanies 

in the ZIMCO congloaerate. The basic problew is the import dependent 

structure of the Zambia industries and also the scarcity of foreign 

exchange which has deteriorated in the last few years. 

The only options which can lead to an enhancement of the coaaercial 

banks exposure to industriy is either to localise industrial 

requirements or to put aore efforts in the proaotion of foreign 

exchange earnings. or both. The Zambian govellillent is already putting 

a lot of attention at the prOllOtion of non-traditional exports as a 

way- of suppleaenting aineral exports earnings. The industrial sector 

s also expected to contribute by reducing upon their imported industrial 

requirements. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper an attempt has been made to look at the historical 

development of the Zambian coaaercial banking sector. The services 

that the banks provide have been described. The paper ha5 also sl.own 

the advantages and weaknesses of collaborative banking. In the last 

part the paper tries to highlight that the major limitation of 

commercial bank exposure to the industrial sector is the import 

dependent structure of the economy and the scarcity of foreign exchange. 

It is suggested that the only option of enhancing industrial financing 

is the localisation of industrial requirements. 
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TABLE l PROFILE OF THE EXISTING COHHERCIAL BANKS IN ZAMfilA 

NAME YEAR OF OPENING 

1. Standard Chartered Bank 1906 

2. Barclays Bank 1918 

3. Grindlays Bank International 1956 

4. Zambia National eo .. ercial Bank 1 1969 

5. National Savings and Credit Bank 2 1970 

6. Citibank 1980 

7. Bank of Credit and Commerce 1982 I 

8. Indo-Zambia Bank 1984 

9. Keridien Bank 1984 

10. African Cm!llDf::n:ial Bank 1985 

11. Export and Impori: Bank 1987 

12. Lima Bank3 
19~7 

13. Finance Bank 1988 

14. Capital Bank 1988 

15. Manifold Investment Bank3 1988 

NOTES 

1. Formed through the amalgamation of the Commercial Bank'. of Zambia 
the National Commercial Bank. 

2. Operates through the network of the Post and Telecominications 
Corporation. 

3. Operates like any other co•1ventional Commercial Bank. 



"TABLE 2 

YEAR 

1980/81 

1981/82 

1982/83 

1983/84 

1984/85 

1985/86 

1986/d7 

1987/88 

1988/89 
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ZAMBIA NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK IHDUSTRIA~ EXPOSURE 

1980/81 - 1988/9 

TOTOAL ADVANCE TOTAL EXPOSURE TO PERCENTAGE EXPOSURE 
(K million) INDUSTRIAL SECTOR TO INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 

(K million) 

170. 7 27.7 62.2 

208.4 56.7 27.2 

261 68.8 26.4 

317.2 62.9 19.8 

374 98.3 25.9 

416 102.3 24.6 

7l3 99.9 14 

1024. l 153.2 14.9 

1225.3 181. 74 14.8 

SOURCE: ZNCB, LUSAKA 1990. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Generally the role of a Central. Bank in a 'developing' country 

like Zambia significantly differs from the role a Central Bank plays 
in a developed economy. 

In a country like Zambia, the Central Bank's role has to be thought 

of quite differe11tly given the existing financial system which has_ yet 

to evolve to a stage reached by the currently classified 'developed' . 
industrial countries. As against the orthodox central banking functions, 

the role of the Central Bank in Zambia cannot be restricted to that 

of a regulator in that, the institutions to be controlled and credit system 

to be regulated have still to evolve to necessitate a regulator. In this 

1 ?gore/, the Bonk of Zambia's role has to be conceived in the context 

of evoiving a sound financial infrastructure conducive to rapid eamomic 

development. It is the Central Bonk that has to toke the lead in 

evolving the Credit Institutions instruments and yield structure that 

ore essential for the efficient mobilisation of savings; and the allocation 

of resources consistent with the outlined developmen_t objectives. This 

developmental function need is performed in such a way tf!at the Central 

Bank still maintains close, continuous and active contact with the Credit 

system so essential for the success of its regulatory function. 

Hoving noted, briefly, some of the pertinent issues with regard 

to Central Bank's role from a developing country's perspective, it becoml!s 

inevitable that from the very outset we bear in mind the fact that the 

Bank of Zambia is not a promotional institution and as such it hardly 

carries out any direct promotional contact with any specific sector. 

The Bank's role primarily assumes a macro-economic dimension in that, 

it being the custodian as well as implementor of the country's monetary 

policy, any benefits which a sector may enjoy as a result of Bank of 

Zambia's policy initiatives has to be in line with the overall Monetary 

policy being pursued at the time. 

What this implies is that the Bank of Zambia primary· alll!giance 

is to the overall Monetary Policy the country is pursuing rather than 

to the development or promotion of any specific sector, be it industrial 
or otherwise. 
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Z. THE ROLE OF THE BANK OF ZAMBIA IN FU!ANCING INDUSTkY 

In Zambia, as is the case in most countries, commercial banks 

ore the principal mobilisers of savings and cs such they are the ones 

who should be in the fore-front in meeting the credit needs of various 

sectors for financing investment projects. With their nationwide network, 

it is the commercial banks which have close and intimate contact with 

agriculture and industry as well as the capacity to meet the term credit 

needs of these sectors. In this regard, the Central Bank's policy 

instruments to affect the cost as well as ovoilobility of credit would 

be much more effective if they are directed through the commercial 

banks. 

Three factors, amongst others, ore vital to any Central Bank's 

ability to regulate and influence the targeting of credit to preferred 

sectors. These include, the policy instruments available to the Central 

Bank, the extent of reliance of the specific sector on bank credit, 

and the dependence of commercial banks on Central Bonk assistance. 

The policy instruments used by the Bonk of Zambia hove generally 

been based on administrative controls of one form or another depending 

on the overall monetary policy being pursued at the time. In the post 

few year~, extensive reliance has been place on the use of minimum 

reserve requirements. These requirements on which no interest is 

paid presently stand at 35 percent for demand deposit, and 26 percent 

far time and savings deposits. There is also in force a statutory liquid 

assets rctio that is presently set at 55 percent. The Bank of Zambia 

also sets maximum commercial bank lending and minimum savings rotes, 

which at present stand at 35 percent and 23 percent respectively, 

all other commercial bank rotes are negotiable. 

2. 7. STRUCTURE OF COMMERCIAL BANKS ADVANCES 

Table 7 in the appendix shows the percentage shore of total advances 

accruing to various sectors over a period of 19 years from 1970 to 1988. 

Clearly, the table reflects a relatively healthy picture in that manufacturing 

hos been- accounting for quite a reasonable share of the total advances 

to the private sector. 
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The percentages in table 7 indicate a general declining trend over 

the period up to 1983 when the trend began to show on upturn. During 

the 10 years from 1970-1979 the manufacturing sector accounted for 

on average of 10 percent of the total commercial bank advances to the 

private sector. This compares unfavourably with the 17.1 percent 

on the average which accrued to this sector in the years between 1980 

and 1988. A further breakdown into the five year periods beginning 

i970 brings out the picture more clearly as this average percentage 

share the manufacturing sector was accounting for persistently declined 

from 11. 4 percent between 1970-1974; to 18. 6 percent between 1975-1979; 

and further to 15.4 pe~nt between 1980-1984 before iii~ five year 

average increased to 17.1 percent in the four years between 1985 and 
1988. 

Several reasons, other than just strict commercic.' bank lending 

conditions, could be attributed to this development. Hcwever, paramount 

amongst these is the availability of foreign exchange to the sector in _ 

that this has a direct bearing on the performance of the industrial 

sector in view of the sector's high dependance on imported inputs and 
spore ports. 

The linkage between the quantum of advances- accruing to the 

industrial sector and the availability of foreign exchange could be viewed 

from the side of demand for credit by the sector. Since the bulk of 

the sectors inputs in terms of row materials and other spores ore imported, 

the effective demand for credit will be determined by how accessible . 

this sector is to foreign exchange. This is so in that most of the demand 

for advances from commercial banks .by firms in this sector would be 

made to enable these firms finance the purchase of foreign exchange 

to facilitate the importation of raw materials and other inputs as well 
as the replacement of machinery. 
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To some extent this view is supported by the trend implicit in table 

1. As the table indicates.. the declining trend in the share of credit to 

the industrial sector become more pronounced in the post 1971/ era which 

witnessed a progressive contraction in the economy as a result of the 

reversal of the favourable trends which marked the performance of the 

mining sector up to 1974. This was the period when the country's export 

earnings were declining rapidly in vie"! of the decreasing price copper 

was fetching at the London Metal Exchange. The reduced export receipts . 
meant a contraction on the import bill. Consequently.. those sectors highly 

dependant on imports, of which the indus&riol sector is one .. were negatively 

affected. In li11e with this, effective demand for credit by the industrial 

sector became affected ~:ince, as noted earlier, this demand is directly 

linked to availability of foreign exchange. 

However .. as the table indicates, the picture slightly changes from 

1981/ onwards when the manufacturing sectors share began to increase. 

The sectors shores increased to an overage of 19. I/ percent in the four 

years between 1985 and 1988. This period (beginning October 1981/) reveals 

a perioa when the country's policy developments mode it relatively eosie-
-

for firms in this sector to have access to foreign exchange. Two 11ojor 

policy developments characterise this period. Firstly .. this was che period 

during which the Auctioning of foreign exchange was intro<!uced; secondly .. 

this period also witnessed the launching of the New Economic Recovery 

Programme (NERPJ on Moy 1 1987 after the Auction of foreign exchange 

was discontinued. 

During the Auction system, the bidding system enabled firms with 

enough Kwocho cover to compete effectively and hence have access to 

foreign exchange. Before the Central Bank baned firms from getting 

commercial bank loons/overdrafts for this purpose, it was relatively easier 

for firms to get credit specifically for bidding purposes. This practice 

to a certain extent had a positive impact on :he quantum of advances 

accrcJing· ;to:.the manufacturing sector during this period. 

On the other hand, the NERP set a limit on external debt servicing 

to 10 percent of the country's net export earnings after the foreign exchange· 

requirements of ZCCM, ZIMOIL .. Zambia Airways and Fertilizer imports 

were token into account. This measure according to the NERP, was meant 

to reactivate the economy in that the balance remaining after the 10 percent 

for debt sPr~'fc~ deduction,. was to be 'ploughed back into productive ventures'. 
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The Foreign Exchange Management Committee (FEMAC} was assigned the 

task of deliberately biaising the a/location of foreign exchange to predetermined 

priority areas, Ranking high amongst FEMAC priorities was the 

manufacturing sector in general and those enterprises producing essential 

or basic goods for domestic consumption in particular. Clearly, FEMAC 

enabled a lot of firms in the manufacturing sector to have access to foreign 

exchange and it would not be surprising to note that a large number have 

had to resort to commercial banks for loons to finance their foreign exchange 
purchases. 

From what is discussed above, it is clear that the advances pattern 

should not only be looked at from the restricitve nature of commercial 

l:Janks loan appraisal methods, but should also be viewed as highly influenced, 

in the Zambian case, by the lack or availability and accessibility to foreign 

exchange which has a direct bearing on the effective demand for crer'.t 

by the industrial sector. 

2.2. LINKAGE BETWEEN BANK OF ZAMBIA AND OTHER FINANCIAL 

INSTITUTIONS IN FINANCING INDUSTRY 

In Zambia, our development plans have been for a long time reflecting 

industrial development as one of the major priority areas, and of late 

emphasis has been specifically on the development of Small Scale Industries. 

One problem that Zambia has faced especially in the post 19711 era 

has been the scarcity of domestic capital--in relation to the size of investment 

required to achieye high and self sustaining .rates of growth in the. industrial 

sector. Generally, industrial enterprises both large and small suffer from 

similar handicaps in that they lack the technical skills and access to 

technological information and capitol. Additionally, industrial enterprises 

have difficulty in acquiring machinery and raw materials which mostly 

have to be imported. These problems are compor.mded by the limited access 

to foreign excl)ange enterprises have. However, of all the problems, 

the difficulty which such enterprises have in obtaining credit bas been 

identified as the most serious handicap faced !JY enterpreneurs more so 

those in the small scale industry category in that it limits their ability 

to obtain the services necessary to operate their enterprises. A small 

scale enterepreneur needs capital to acquire machinery equipment and 

factory premises as well as for the day to day management of the business. 
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This ,'Jas mainly been because, even though financial institutions do realise 

the importance of this sector, they are compelled to only assist in a way 

conducive to their own viable existence. To ensure this, they have laid 

down a strict criteria which they adhere to when .considering the eligibility 

of on applicant for loon facilities.. This small enterprises normally fail 

to satisfy. 

The obstacles. to the financing of such enterprises ore thus well known. 

Besides the general scarcity of financial resources which affect industries 

of all types and sizes, commercial banks are reluctant to grant loons because 

the risks of lending to small and weak enterprises are relatively higher. 

The means of overcoming these obstacles ore either to create public financial 

institutions with sufficient resources and librol lenaing policies or to ensure 

the cooperation of commercial banks through Credit Guarantee or Insurance 

Schemes. In either case the condition for effective operations is t'1ot 

technical and managerial assistance must· be closely linked to financial 

assistance both at the stage of applications for loons and at the stage 

of use of funds. 

In this regard, the main concern of a country like Zambia should 

therefore be to develop appropriate channels for mobilizing capitol from 

outside the industrial sector for use by industrial enterprises to supplement 

reinvestment of profits from this sector. 

To ensure on adequate supply of financial resources for industrial 

development in the private sector, the main need is to provide an appropriate 

set of financial institutions and· ensure that they hove adequate resources 

at their dispo:al. However, not only must sufficient volume of finance 

be mode available it must be mode available in appropriate forms. The 

promotion of industrial development in the sector requires on adequate 

supply of risk capitol in the form of equity investment, long-term loons 

to finance the purchase of _fixed assets and short or medium-term loons to 

finance inventories and other working capital requirements. 

To ensure the sufficient supply of risk capitol in the form of equity 

investment, the government through its policies hos tried to create conditions 

in which investment in the industrial sector is more attractive than other 

forms of investment such as trade, and real estate. A group of incentive 

measures have often been used for this purpose. The government through 
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the Bank of Zambia hove been trying tc encourage commercial banks and 

other financial institutions to lend a sufficient proportion of their resources 

to the industrial sector, through establishment of schemes such as the 

Credit Guarantee Scheme. For the large enterprises, recourse is normally 

made to some other specialised financial institutions such as the Development 

Bank of Zambia which often supply a major part of the fixed capital required 

in view of the unwillingne~s by the commercial banking system lo supply 

industrial enterprises with long-term loans. Such institutions play a maior 

part not only in supplying finance, but also in promoting and follow up 

on the implementation of new industrial projects. 

Z.3 THE CREDIT GUARANTEE£ SCHEME 

Commercial Banks have generally been reluctant to extend finance 

to small scale industries due to the relatively high risk involved in lending 

to small units. The security offered is often inadequate, the loans are modest 

in size, and the cost of processing theri is relatively high. Small enterprises 

are generally inefficient in their accounting and book-keeping and often 

find it difficult therefore to satisfy the lending conditions of commercial 

banks. Commercial banks also tend to adopt a conservative attitude in 

assessing the credit worthiness of Small Enterprises and are inclined to 

impose more strict conditions on advances to them. 

In view of these constraints fac_.ed by the Small Scale Industrial Sector, 

and to effect the government objectives, ;t was felt that a non-traditional 

approach to institutional credit was required. It was invitable that a special 

system be developed to address complex problems of offering credit to a 

large number of smali scale idnustries who lack collateral security and need 

only small amounts of capital on a timely basis. · It was thus necessary for 

the government to give inducement to credit institutions to advance loans 

on more libral terms to small enterprises. This was seen as a more useful 

and effective arrangement than for the Government to assume direct 

responsibility for credit assistance. The Credit Guarantee Scheme concept 

was thus adopted. The scheme was primarily established to create a healthy 

financial environment to enable commercial banks provide credit facilities 

to the otherwise financially starved small-scale enter-rises. In view of the 

commercial banks insistence on particularly co/later. · .. ·•1rity, it was felt 

that the scheme could substitute this by offering a ~- "" :e on a 
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substantial portion of both the principal and interest components of the loan 

such that the lack of tangible secuirty does not become too primary in the 

commercial banks advancement of credit to this sector. The Central Bank 

being the custodian of this country's monetary policy was the best ·placed 

institution to opercte such a scheme. Since central banks traditional 

functions give no a/iowance for such operations, the Bank of Zambia .Act 

was amended in 1985 to enable the Central Bank go into this kind of ventun•, 

Since the amendment of the Bank of Zambia Act, various developements 

have taken place which have necessitated further amendments to be made 

to the Act. When the idea of t:he Credit Guarantee Scheme was initially 

conceived, emphasis was solely placed on those small-scale enterprises in 

the industrial sector engaged in manufacturing. Those enterprises in sectors 

like agriculture were considered to be adequately catered for in terms of 

credit fccilities and other production inducement incentives whilst those in 

the services sector were totally excluded from the scheme. 

In view of these short comings, a further amendlT'e."lt wos made 

to the Act in 7989 with a view to broaden the coverage of sectors bene(itting 

from the scheme. As a result, the following changes have so far been 

made: 

( i) The term enterprises now means an w.dertaking engaged in 

manufacturing, agriculture or in the provision of services; 

( ii) A small scale enterprise now meors 011 enterprise having capital 

assets not exceeding one and half million Kwacha or such higher 

amounts as may be prescribed from time to time. 

(iii} the guarantee cover is now 70 percent of the total loan 

amount or 70 percent of the amount in default. 

(iv} the need for on enterprise to be registered with 5100 

as previously required was rescinded and as such there is 

now 110 need for c 5100 or VIS recommendation 

( v J Eligible financing institutions were increased to include the 

following in addition to those indicated in the Banking Act. 
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( i} · Small Industries Development Organisation 

( ii} Finance Bank Limited 

(iii} Capital Bank Limited 

( iv} Lima Bank Limited 

( v J Development Bank of Zambia 

(vi} Manifold Investment Bank Limited 

(vii} Zambia State Finance Company 

Since the scheme became operational, BB applications have he.e<\ 
received as at end of October 1989. These were valued at K6.57 million. 

Of these, 54 or 61 percent were approved with a total amount of K2. 08 

million or 34 percent of the total amount seeking guarantee coverage. 

The distribution amongst· financing institutions of the successful 

applications is as follows: 

Finoncin<J.. Institutions No % 

( i} Zambia National Commercial Bonk 20 37 
( ii} Small Enterprises Promotion 30 55 
(iii} Standard Chartered Bank 2 " ( iv} African Commercial Bank 7 2 
( v) Meridien Bank 7 2 

TOTAL 54 100 

The ma;or reason for re;ecting the 34 other !'ecommended projects 

was due to assets disqualifications in the sense that the total value 

of fixed assets for the affected firms exceeded the then stipulated 

limit of K250,000.00. The other reason was t.1v1t of incomplete 

information on the applications submitted. 
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CONCLUSION 

Having noted the significance of financial assistance to the 

development and enhancement of the industrial sector, it is important 

to bear in mind that, even though capital is considered to be a primary 

need for industrial progress, it must not be viewed as an end in itself. 

Project management does not only need financing but other factors 

necessary for a firms successful operational existence do exist. As 

such, promotional activities are needed to devise M-1ys and means of 

ensuring that firms with access to finance are able to utilise it adequately 
0.. 

and ensure susRnance of their projects. This makes the creation of 

promotional institutions necessary to direct enterpreneurs, especially 

those fn· ·the: .smal/':'"scale sector., "On. aspects~ concerning management, 

marketing, finance etc. Apart from this, for this nation to realise 

the objective of industrial development, practical efforts have to be 

made on improving the industrial envronment, especially the infrastructure 

which is indespensible for industrial and overall development. Inadequate 

infrastructure can prevent the establishment of n~w firms or even cripple 

the exisiting ones, particularly-in the more remote areas of the country. 

However, it is hoped that the creation of promotional and financing 

institutions such as 5100, SEP, VIS etc. will, to some extent, contribute 

to the achievement of some of the development objectives addressed 

in this paper. 
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Finance Insti tLrti G:::= 
~~t~~:!s~~ent and operational policies 
--~:.::_ :.: -=:..~,t: t.~-iE::- rc·lP it ~:Ct'.5 p2a~'ec! 

... __ ~ !_ :- l C\ l 

i •• 
!~s~ituticns have 
in the Developing 

. -=st r :..u:~~n ts f C:•r 

T 
.l di Si:'...!S~ 

J. ·- -_.•\...::: 

the 1 ast 35 years that De··,,l.?1 op;:·.e::t. '' r:~:•:·::E 
received world-wid~ accep~ance a~d pop~~2ritj 
countries. DFI~s have come to b~ regarded as 

speeding up economic ~rcwth. e:::cecia!l~ 
~=-•=~-~-!;:.~ g:-owtr-:~ in tt-seir respet.:ti'./e CC:!..lr:tries .. Th;: . .,- :;c :,-..: ::.2~.: 

~-: ... le- :.c, aii~~ke ar: impact or1 e1nploytr.er.t a~,d f-1c5·,.·e S~"i:r1u!2.:t:.:: ::•-:-12~~ 
:ca]~ enterprises. 

times ~re characterised bv specialis2t10~ in ail := i el :t = ~ 
~~~ De~elopment Finance Institutio"s are its ref!ecticn in the 
field of finance. In Zambia we have the Bank of Zambi3 aG t~e 
~e~tral Bank and we also have a number cf comme~cial banks. We 
also have non-bank financial institutions like the Z~mbia National 
2~ilding Society~ Zambia National Provident Fu~1. Zambia State 
;::sur-a1-.ce Coq::;:Jrat!on and the E>:port and Import Ban~::.>'U 1 theo;,::: 
f1ndncia! inst~tutions hav2 their est~~lish~d functions ~nd a ~~r\ 
important role to play in our economy. 

It3 therefore not a negation of their importance when I state that 
development finance is not their primary function.Commercial banl·s 
prefer to provide short term finance and leave medium to :ong
term finance to specialised institutions. These specia!1sed 
i~stitution~ again, generally lend for very special pur~oses. as 
for instance mortgage financing for buildings b~ the B~ild1ng 
·-~::: . .-:iety. The gap the Develop1r1ent Bank t-ra~ come to fill .. at:l.in 
this financial system is the mobilisation cf domestic and for2jgr 
:-~!.=-'--•'-WC:es in order- to provide med l um .~nd 1 or:·;j-te:-rm .. _: ur;J<:. f cr
:~r C• i 2c ~ l nve~ tment. 

;: · t: ai.oi 1 ~t-.,;;;·,j in l 972 bv an Act of par 1 i aiT:en t the Pe,,·,_ lLJp;n. ~' 1 t 
!-:,,,,,; of Zarr.t11a C:JITHT1er:ced oper-.at1cn$ in 197•'1. The- :::{.:.rd· 1·;~,s L-re--.tf-·.j 
to pr"omote ecor.omic dev?lOt::•u;.:?nt !_;., .nc~,1lt:;1r:g bcith dom.:~st.c ,,.,.-j 
';;.rf·:.-~r: fir1anc!,,,l reso:JrCE·::. <or- or·: ler..~1:-1y to t::hi:· frJllo~-ir·,,;! !!1._H•r 
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and rnanQcw~r s~;ll~ 
-imp~rt substituticn 
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ProJects assisted by the Bank should always be econcmi~aily 

~iable~ technically feasible and socially desirable. These may 
fall ~ithin the following categories: 

-:Ii vt?rsi f i c::.ti c·a 
-~-eh at. i 1 i tat i J;-. 

-moderr.i<;ation 
The Deve~ opment Bank of Zambia grants rr:edi Lim and I o:-:~-te.-1:-. : ::::ari:;. 
to private limited liability companies/pa~ast~lal 

organisations/co operatives. It also invests in the share-csoita! 
of so~e deserving enterprises. The Bank's total ~utsta~di~g 

commitments in favour ~f one si~gle enter~rise ~either e.:ce~ds 

.:::.-.:>?:. of the Bank's net-~JOrth nor 7~% of the· •?r.te;-:::wise's ~i.~:ed 

assets.Further~the Banl's total investffient in form cf equity 
participation does not e>:ceed 25/. of its neb-10r~h. DBZ's •!\.?.;:1:11u.r1 

equity investment in a single enterprise does not excee~ 5% Gf 
its networth nor 25% of the share capital of the enterpris~. 

It should be mentioned here~ that the Bank's funds 
normally committed specifically for financing of worli~g 
Where appropriate, DBZ may Jain w~th other 
institutions~ local or fore:gn in financing pn:-.jects. 

are not 
capital. 

f i n.-:.n.:: i ng 

Bes1d~s the ler.d1ng function~ DBZ also prov1das techn;cal dnd 
c.dv.i.so:-v ser-...rir:es to potential 1n·,-estors, .:1~s~c.t 1n obt.r.\1nir1(1 end 
pl3c1ng fc.reign in·,.estment and •.mds-rtali;-~ r•?s;t?,-.rct-. to 1Jrc.H1i.::l.::.· 

ir ... ·estme-nt opportunities. lhe:- Eiaril al~;c. r...:1r-ri£•s •Jut a .r ... ,-,;tc,;-:~11; 
+ Ltn.:t 1 on to ensL.re succe:::.s.ful j mpl c.1:entat ion rln•..! mc'.l:-1.:H;~:1:1;:~>t n• 
pr-r:.Ject!:, it finances. 
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-manuf~ctur2 of f~otwE~r . 
;. .t.,l 1 

• ·-· ... .J, 

.. ... , ::=t2.:tcra1 
::~~ssif_:eC 

a" . .ta~lable- local 1-aw ttcater-ials. 6 ";.::re E!·;:·:-~t w:-ie:ctE~:! a;:ii 
7 were those that save on impor~s. This e~phasises tha 
commitment to ~ational priorities. 

;:;11 
uork 

the ~·raj ects ha-·..:e been fl r;.;;~c=-C .:~rte:" 

2--.,·alu.;tir19 ttu?tr; r.~t on!\.· b: fi:-1.al".c:a! 
also bv economic and socio-2cono~ic criter:5. 

::8Z 

ar:Gt~:Er 

Ba.1k' ~ 

smal 1 sc.:.l e indLstrial ~otentic-1 

=ontribu~e in a varietv of ways to produc~1on. In recagnit!an of 
th~ importance of ~his sector. a fullv fledgec ~mall scale 
industries lending programme ~as established i~ :993. T~~~ 

development follow~d from the discussions with GovernmF~t 2nd 'he 
Df:Z Act v•as accordi ngl 'l amended by i: ~·• 11 a.r,ent " v::;s::. 

Consequently 
Special FL1nd 

the De~elopment B~nk of Za~~ia has estatlis~ed a 
for Rural Development <SFRD> as a sort of a "s~ft 

'"'indo .. i" through .. ,t-iich small sc.:.Ie loans at concessio:-• .:.ry 
conditions and terms can be granted. The SFRD is a revolving fund 
created out of donations, g~ants and loans on concessionary 
t~rms.The fund is used to provide loans. equity partic1p3tion and 
technical assistance to rural based small scale entrepreneures 
The eli~ible borro~ers under SFRD include: 

-5,;,c.l 1 seal e 
i r:dL1 :o. tries 

--'>111:111 ·:cc.I·~ 

r;,,.nu{ ac tur J :11) 

1 :np 1 ~ iTi•?I: t •.= < :-..-.! 
- ~-.• 1:c·, l I -=.cc_, I r:; 
worl:5~:opo:: 

-~tT1~] ! SC Ctl ~· 

1 ;-, ~ u r .~d : • r e •· ~·,. 

agro-
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funds for srnal~ sc~~e en~~rpr~se~ in N~rth W~st~rn P~ovince ~1der 
the-
[)e'.··c .. l opr;:~:-: t 
fir.or.c2t::. 

~.cal 2 

Small Scale Enterprise~ Pro~ccion ~TD !SEP> was s~t up 
Bank in conjunc~ion with thE Fri~drich E~ert Foundation 

i :-1 1 O".:'·""' 
.& • ·-·. -·. .;4_:-id pr- amoti c1n 

~·~1 e~E 

:)BZ 

of sr.1a:;. 1 
··;he:-: the 

by t:-ie 
·~f 

set up or improvE ~heir ca~abilit:es. The 6ssis~ance consist of: 
i) Dii·ect pa.-~icip=.t101·; in eq_,it· .. ' =a~.i.t.;:l of t'-·~- Ent2r-pri~s:: ... 
li> Prcvisic~ of lo~~s-

iii> Provision of maG~ge~ert and ~=rou~ting services. 
iv> Training in managemen_ ~!.ills. 

SEP's participation in e~uitv is int2~d2rl t~ be f~r a limited 
perioc during .,1hic:-O time tt-,e Zam:::;.ar. e:,t:-epreneur rec~ives 

interi!:ive t1-aird.-,9 from SEP ~.o ti-,z.t e··.·•21:+:u.:o.ll'.1 he ~-;ill not only 
~2 the sole o~~er of the cc~pany out a!sc will have been 
trained to ru~ the compan\' independen~lv. Thus the DBZ initiated 
small scale indus~rv pro~ramme through SEP, is intend~o to 
complement the effor·ts of :3IDO prc.T1•:Jted projects. 

However. the Bank does not work in a \acuum, it works in a 
political, economic and institutional en~ironment.As such, it has 
linkages with other relevant institutions in financing induLtrial 
projects. I have dlreddy ffientioned that other thar. the 
grar-1ti ng of medium and I cng ter~. I Oi:tr;s the B.::nk mav join with 
oth•?r financi:"lq in:;t1tu~.icns. lo·....:al er foreign, in financing 
proJects. Where appropric.t0. the Ban~ has bef:'r1 involved in equity 
inv~strnenl tcceth~r with 0ther institu~tons. Thi~ kind of 
! nvo] ,.-:ment: !".a~. ".:.CJ far wc.:·i &d 1;1Ed 1. 

As 2. Ion·~ and 1:1ed!L1m te:~m }l'nder. Of<~ .:fo•:-s nc1t f .. H-r.J·,;de short t:rm 
lo.;H·1:, spec1f1cc.!ly for wr.1rl1ng cc:,pitc-!. F'rospE'·.:·tive borr·ower:: c<rf:' 
r<?q1..nre.1 tc• firod oi.oin <:'Courc'!'; of .,;·:>rl)n,-. c<•p;t.:.1 eitt·.r.•:- ~··o:n 
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I:,-.. : < ._. ~ :-. ~,-

t:-.t:-

:~. _.:.:,:, l i s.=tt: ~•Jr: 

=··f 

c·f tt-.e r-:e;st.i a.tc-~! 

.-
~-·' 

the o~ pri=es ha~ its cwn advant~ge~ to 
ecor.c;.,·.,'~ :·;2 s;f-,wt-~ld ap~.;·-·?ciate· t!-.~t ~t :r.c:.~'l ha·ve- ::;dver:e effect:. C·f: 

consumers in the shor~ run. In this connection. the upward trend 
of prices of raw materi2ls and the devaluation of the kwac~a 

again~t 

Some ::if 
;= ro i .::·,-:t: ~ tt-, t.: !:?...:. ;-. ;. : :~ .. ::.. := :. r:an•= t:..·G. ·=· :=.p-=.lc i ~ 11 ,p. t:-.ose that .ai-e n:?w-; 2nc! 
tt-,c.-se th~"'t r-t?:_t..!J j·-E· i tr:p~::"'ted r:;.~c~L: ne:'""y ar:d eq:.ii prr:ent h.av:::· 
e~per1enced ser:~u~ im2!e~~ntat!on~l problems because ~f the 
r!sing pri~es and t!~~ fluctuating exchange rate of th2 kwach~ 
..:· .. ;i.:..;,nst ::.r.te;--r,.:::,ti.:•nal C!_.r-rencie:,=: .. ~·Jhile t:-.e Bani:: is sy:Tipathetic t;::, 
th~s s1tuatio~. its be1c~d its ju~1sdi~tion to do anything. Th~se 

e~terna! influen~es ~av2 ad~ersel\ affected the Bank's operaticni. 

The adverse effe~t lr1ckl~s down to DBZ's profitabil:ty in t:-~ 

fin~! analv~i5 bec~us2. DBZ has to repay its for?ign cu~rencv 
loans at the curi-E--;rt n.:irl·:et. e::change r.:1te, while its clients 
re~ay their loans to DBZ at the rate ~hich was ruli~g at 
the time of ~epayraent. whic~, may be several years bacl~. Tnis 
means DBZ ha:; to :ovt-r the di ~:fe:ren·=e between the current e::ct-.an·Je 
r,:..te a:-1d the old e::changE• rate~ hence the 1 ass. 

These externalities dictate th~t th2 B~nk ma~es 3 deliberate mo~e 
to d~varsify it~ operations and see~ other ways of resource 
mobilisation. Ir-: this r-egard. it mav r.ot be as!:ing too much for 
an inst1tution which since ince~tion has not receiverl anv 
Government grant. to suggost th~t t~e Developm~nt Bank of 
Zambia Le cor.~id~i-t.:·d for pl,-1ce11-:t>nt C•f scme:· nf th,;? -fur•ds ;:..,,·.=,il-711';}..-;
tc:: tt·,;,;. o:iov~·r·nmc:-1t tt.: GU.;Jh tl1E· r.ounb2t- v.::1lLlC func! :chune. !nrlp~.j. 

throLtLrh th~! ·.:<~.:.;--:, th.--~ f:,:,~·,t· t-. 7,~; d·::·mor:~;tr;..t ecJ · t:'; .natur' t .. , < -,,j 

c:,par.:Jt.v to t'1.Jndlt:· ._ind ct-.,:,nnc-! ,:,r,·~· fund~· mob:li!:>E·:-:l tr. it tr.:: 
1=JroductJ\'1:? !r1 ... ·es1:..-12!·:t. FL•tl-1.::rmor.--_· the E•OV•?rnm:.>nt c:hc:•_t!,-: l.d .':· 
c1·.r1i:-.1rl1.>;·,;.t1r•n f..:.~ .,;t:s-c:t-tJir ... :1 thi· fc.·rr:>i1]n r·.·ch;:ir . ..:ie lr·'cSC·'. ;,-,c,_ ·pc 
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SHALL SCALE INDUSTRIES AND THE INDUSTRIALISATION 
PROCESS OF ZAMBIA 

-·------------------·-- --· --··--·---------·-·------------·----

INTRODUCTION 

Industrialisation has long been identified as not only the major 

vehicle for but also a consequent of accelerated economic development. 

It is only a fact to state that all developed countries are also 

industrialised anc all less developed countries are not. This state 

of affairs is attributed to the major role that the manufacturing 

sector plays in creating greater linkages within itself and with 

other sectors of the economy. This obviously leads to greater 

mobilisation and more effecient allocation and utilization of resources 

in the economy. 

Technology, which is now considered an important factor of production 

enolves around the manufacturing sector and its benefits accrue to 

other economic units resulting in economic development. It is there

fore on the basis of this apex position of the manufacturing sector 

that less developed countries are striving and must strive to 

industrialise as a matter of priority and urgency. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ZAMBIAN INDUSTRY 

Zambia's manufacturing sector which could be considered to be fairly 

well diversified has however net been able to creat a major impact 

on the economy as would have been the case. For iPstance. manufacturec 

exports are negligible. In general terms however, the sector has 

the following characteristics which have great implications on the 

industrialisation process 

a. Many large scale industries, a few medium scale industries 

without a well devel)ped small scale sub-sector. This means 

that these large scale industries have to rely on their inputs 

and components on foreign suppliers. 

b. As a consequ~nt and in addition to their inability to earn 

foreign exchange, there is great capacity underutilization of plant. 

c. Lack of finishing capabilities so that finished products are 

exported. 

---------------------~--
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It is also necessary to point out that for industrialisation to 

take place a large market base is a pre-requisite. Therefore, 

for small markets like Zambia's, it is essential to export 

manufactured products so that a greater market to sustain industries 

is achieved. However. the existing industrial structure in 

Zambia as pointed out in (a) above, does not offer opportunities 

for exports of manufactured products. In order therefore to redress 

this current position and facilitate industrial developed it is 

being suggest here that a py~amidical structure of the industrial 

sector be encouraged. This means that the missing link. small 

scale industries be developed to supply inputs and subcontract 

processes to large scale industries. 

SHALL SCALE IN~USTRIES, INDUSTRIALISATION AND THE AGRICULTURE SECTOR 
-------·-·-----·------------------------------------------------------- ---- -· -

Zambia's agricultural potential is immense but largely not fully 

exploited. It is the reliance on agriculture therefore that holds 

the countries industrialisation process. The agriculture sector 

depends on the manufacturing sector for the supply of agricult~~al 

machinery and tools 2nd for processing of agriculture produce. 

This means therefore greater dependency between the two sector.s. 

The increased incomes in rural ares as a result creat a market 

for industrial products which could accelerate industrialisation 

process. 

The small scale industries in particular have a major contribution 

to make this effort. The agriculture sector, over the years has 

received a iot of resources from the government with support of th~ 

international community. This support has been in form of prov1sio~ 

of loans especially to small scale farmers, establishment of 

fertilizer plants and seeds, strengthPning of trainir.g of far~ers 

and extension services and agricultural subsidies. 

However, these efforts have not corresponded with those directcc 

at improving agricultural equipment and machinery especially for smo 

scale farmers in rural areas. Neither have efforts to help produce 

reach markets been amplified, resulting in a great deal of wastage 

of produce in rural areas and consequently lower output ovcrt~mc. 

The third component of agricultural support has been that of storu~c 

fac1l1tics for grains which have almost permanently been in short 
supply. 
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To redress this situation the small scale manufacturing sector 

has the potential to make a major contribution to this effort 

because: 

a. They have a much wider coverage in rural areas and can. therefore 

have immediate and direct complimentaries with small scale farmers 

b. The present utility infrastructure facilities in these areas 

is not very adquate to suppor~ large scale industries but is 

fairely sufficient for small scale ~.1dustries. 

c. Technology in small scale units is low enough to be mastered 

~y relatively lower skilled personel such as is available 

in rural areas. 

Small scale industries therefore could: 

a. provide requisite agricultural tools and machinery 

b. process and preserve agricultural produce especially in 

remote rural areas 

c. provide more permanent and relatively cheaper grain storage 

facilities in rural areas. 

PRESENT LIMITATIONS OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES TO FULLY 

CONTRIBUTE TO INDUSTRIALISATION 

Inspite of this great potential the small scale sector has in the 

strategy of industrial development presently major constraints 

exist which render the sector less potent than would have anc 

should be the case and these constraints are: 

a. FINANCIAL : the sector has received negligible funding which 

has led to a wide range of problems such as lack of adequate 

machinery, lack of materials, consequently poor quality procucts 

and inaoility to create links within the manufacturing secto: ar.d 

with ot1~~r sectors. 

b. TECHNOLOGY As a conseque~t of the above, the sector lacks 

modern technology in terms of skills process and equipment 

to make them attractive enough for subcontracting activities 

and also produce high quality final products for the market. 

c. WORKSHOP SPACE: lack of prop~r workshops with adequate fa~ilities 

d. MANAGERIAL SKILLS : lack of adquate managerial skills to 
smoothly operate business. 
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SHALL INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATION 

The government with the intentions to promote small-scale indust~1c. 

established SIDO as the apex body in the promotion and development 

of the sector. SIDO also coordinates and directs policies related 

to the sector. The organisation offers the following services: 

a) Identification of production lines 

b) C~rrying out feasibility studies 

c) Preparation of project profiles 

d) Selection of machinery 

P) Technology development 

f) Technical, Management, Marketing and Accounting Consultancy 

and Extension Services 

g) Estab1ishment and management of Industrial estates 

h) Mobilization of finance 

i) Legal services 

j) Project financing 

k) Project implementation and management 

i) Entrepreneurial training 

The organisation therefore, has a comprehensive package of 

assistance to the sub-sector and this makes it ideal to 

implement anc supervise small scale programs. 

PROPOSED STRATEGY 

Tne long-run strategy for strengthening the SSis to help in 

incustrialisation are: 

l. financial: a) The government needs to mobilise funas 

and create a special fund for small sca~e 

industries. Responsibility for financ:~~ 

SSI's has always been a govcr~~en~ o~e 

the world over. 

b) A small-scale bank be established under 

SIDO would ensure that projects also 

receive package assistance from the 

organisation 

cl Institutional strengthening of SIOO an~ 

greater resource allocation in its act1v1t1cs. 
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An intergrated technology develop~ent anc 

ing centre f~r SSI's be established under 

auspicies of SIDO. The Centre will 

a) Serve a cross-section of production li· 

b) Build indigeneous technology capacity 

c) Diseminate technological information 

d) acquire, adopt and adapt forei~n 

technologies 

e) serve as the base for entrepreneurship 

development 

f) carry out activities in the improve~e~ 

of skills, process, equipoent ano ~aw 

materials. 

As a specialised centre, it will have the acvantages of 

economies of specialisation, closer links units 

3. Investment Targetting 

A strategy to direct investments in selected ~anufactu~in; 

activities is required. Such activities would be: 

a) those with higher value added 

b) those with major local raw material ba~e e.g. woot-o: 

brass, textile-based etc. 

4. Local Content Proeram 

A s;stematic program to increase the local coo~e~t in 

selected products over time. This would help i~ pro=c::~· 

contracting activities and greater domestic depencency. 




